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Abstract 
The analysis of mechanical loads today plays a crucial role in the certification of 

wind turbines (WT). Similarly, mechanical loads measurement is relevant for 

condition monitoring of wind turbines; as rapid detection of abnormal loads can 

help preventative maintenance with a direct impact on machine operation and 

maintenance (O&M) costs. This thesis discusses the complexity of measuring 

mechanical loads on HAWT wind turbines. 

The most important mechanical loads on a wind turbine are bending and torsional 

moments that are usually measured through strain gage full bridges, as 

recommended by the standard IEC 61400-13. 

This thesis at first discusses the guidelines for the design the strain gage 

measurement chain, comparing the possible configurations of the full strain gage 

bridges (parallel or T), as well as the possible electrical connection (4 wires or 6 

wires) and showing a typical configuration of the network of DAQ systems. Next, a 

comparison among the different calibration procedures, analytical, external loads 

and gravity, is presented. The gravity calibration is often the recommended 

solution. This work presents static-dynamic models, which allow to calibrate the full 

strain gage bridges using its own imbalanced masses, and comments on the 

attainable range of calibration, which is rather limited with respect to expected load 

range in operation. For each model, an uncertainty analysis of the calibration 

process will be presented, according to the ISO/IEC Guide 98-3: 2008 "Guide to the 

Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement". 

Even if measurement should take place in isothermal effects, this is not always the 

case in real world practice. Therefore, the thermal effects on strain gage bridges 

are also discussed, putting into evidence its influence on calibration and signal 

uncertainty both for full bridges in T configuration and in parallel configuration. 

Among the strain gage measurements that can be performed on wind turbines, the 

torque measurement on the shaft is often the most uncertain because it is affected 

by strong crosstalk phenomena. However, many studies have shown that an 

accurate torque measurement can provide much information about the WT’s 

health and it has been shown to be a successful method for detecting faults in the 

main drive train components. Although WT torsional effects are important, torque 

measurement on wind turbine shaft is a complex task today; the available solutions 

are uncertain (like strain gage) or invasive (like inline torque sensor). 

This thesis, in its second part, analyses a novel, contactless torque measurement 

system consisting of two shaft-mounted zebra tapes and two optical sensors 

mounted on stationary rigid supports. Unlike conventional torque measurement 

methods, the system, initially proposed by Durham University, does not require 
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costly embedded sensors or shaft-mounted electronics. The performance of the 

system has been analyzed experimentally on a small scale laboratory test bench 

under both static and dynamic conditions; the technique has been implemented 

using two different signal processing methods, rising edge and cross-correlation 

approaches. The results show good agreement with reference measurements from 

an in-line, invasive torque transducer. The uncertainty according to the ISO/IEC 

Guide 98-3: 2008 "Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement" is 

shown to be ±0.3% and ±0.8% of full-scale torque for the rising edge and cross-

correlation approaches, respectively. Finally, a feasibility analysis and a system 

scale-up design for two typical WTs with different shaft configurations, 60 kW wind 

turbine with gearbox and 3 MW wind turbine with direct drive train, has been 

performed. The expected uncertainty for the two solutions is 2.0% and 0.5%, 

respectively.  
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Sommario 
L’analis di carichi meccanici svolge oggi un ruolo cruciale nella certificazione di 

turbine eoliche (WT). Allo stesso modo, la misura dei carichi meccanici è rilevante 

per monitorare le condizioni di turbine eoliche; poiché, tramite un rilevamento 

rapido di carchi insoliti, è possibile adottare una manutenzione preventiva con un 

impatto diretto sulle spese di funzionamento e manutenzione (O&M) della 

macchina. Questo lavoro discute la complessità di misurare carichi meccanici su 

grandi turbine eoliche. 

I carichi meccanici di maggior rilievo su una turbina eolica sono momenti flettenti e 

torcenti che, in accordo con lo standard IEC 61400-13, è consigliabile misurare 

attraverso ponti estensimetrici interi. 

Questa tesi all’inizio discute le linee guida per la progettazione della catena di 

misura estensimetrica, confrontando le possibili configurazioni dei ponti 

estensimetrici adottabili (parallelo o T), i collegamenti elettrici adottabili (4 fili o 6 

fili) e mostrando una tipica configurazione della rete dei sistemi di acquisizione 

DAQ. A seguire, viene mostrato un confronto tra le diverse possibili procedure di 

calibrazione: analitica, carichi esterni e squilibri propri. La procedura che sfrutta gli 

squilibri propri è la soluzione spesso consigliata. Il lavoro presenta modelli statici-

dinamici, che consentono di calibrare i ponti estensimetrici usando gli squilibri di 

massa propri, e commenta gli intervalli di calibrazione raggiungibili per una tipica 

turbina, che sono piuttosto limitati rispetto ai carichi massimi attesi in esercizio. Per 

ciascun modello sarà poi presentata una analisi di incertezza del processo di 

calibrazione, in accordo con la ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008 “Guide to the Expression of 

Uncertainty in Measurement”. 

Anche se la calibrazione dovrebbe avvenire in condizione isotermiche, questa 

condizione nella pratica non può essere sempre verificata. Pertanto, vengono 

discussi gli effetti termici sui ponti estensimetrici, mettendo in evidenza lo loro 

influenza sull'incertezza di calibrazione e sull’incertezza del segnale sia per ponti in 

configurazione T che in configurazione parallela. 

Tra le misure estensimetriche eseguite su turbine eoliche quella della misura della 

coppia sull’albero è spesso la più incerta, poiché affetta da forti fenomeni di 

crosstalk. Tuttavia, un segnale di coppia accurato può fornire molte informazioni 

sul stato di salute della turbina eolica, studi hanno infatti dimostrato che una analisi 

dei segnali di coppia permettono di rilevare guasti nei componenti principali del 

sistema di trasmissione. Nonostante ciò, la misura della coppia sugli alberi di 

turbine eoliche è ad oggi complessa; le soluzioni di misura adottabili sono incerte 

(come gli estensimetri) o invasive (come i torsiometri in linea). 
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Questa tesi nella seconda parte analizza una tecnica di misura della coppia 

innovativa e senza contatto costituita da due nastri zebrati montati sull’albero e 

due sonde ottiche su un supporto rigido non rotante. A differenza dei metodi 

convenzionali di misura della coppia, il sistema, inizialmente proposta 

dall’Università di Durham, non richiede sensori costosi o il montaggio di 

elettroniche sull’albero. Le prestazioni del sistema proposto sono state analizzate 

in un piccolo banco prova da laboratorio durante condizioni statiche e dinamiche; 

la tecnica è stata implementata usando due metodi di elaborazione del segnale, 

approccio rising edge e approccio cross-correlation. I risultati mostrano una buona 

corrispondenza con le misure di riferimento eseguite attraverso un torsiometro in 

linea. L'incertezza calcolata in accordo con la ISO GUM (Guide to the Expression of 

Uncertainty in Measurement) è dello ± 0,3% e ± 0,8% della coppia massima 

misurabile, rispettivamente per gli approcci del rising edge e cross-correlation. 

Infine, è presentata una analisi di fattibilità e un disegno di scala del sistema per 

due turbine eoliche con una diversa configurazione dell’albero, turbina eolica da 

60kW con sistema di trasmissione con ingranaggio e turbina eolica da 3 MW con 

sistema di trasmissione ad azionamento diretto. L’incertezza attesa sulla misura 

della coppia per le due soluzioni è rispettivamente del 2.0 % e 0.5%.  
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INTRUDUCTION 
Devastating floods, extreme droughts, thermal expansion of the oceans, glacial 

erosion, abnormal acidification and abundant elevation of the seas: these are some 

of the natural disasters, indisputable witnesses of a massive climate change that 

affects all over the world. The weather records that have been collected, weather 

balloon and satellite data and other data provides us with overwhelming evidence 

that global warming is happening and that man's action is definitely the cause. We 

can do nothing about the sun, nor the water vapour in clouds, so the only thing we 

can do is to reduce our CO2 production and stop deforestation. Man exerts a 

growing influence on climate and on earth's temperatures with activities such as 

combustion of fossil fuels, deforestation and livestock breeding. 

The collected data also give us some idea of where we are heading. Our planetary 

policies seem to accept the inevitable 2 °C rise by 2050 due to of the environmental 

damage that we have already caused. However, to aim to limit the increase of 2 °C, 

renewable energy sources have to be developed. These should allow an economic 

growth and industrialization without this being at the expense of the well-being of 

the Planet and of those who live there. 

This chapter begins by describing the dependence between climate change and the 

use of fossil fuel; this is followed by a short discussion of the importance of using 

renewable energy sources to limit the climate change, where wind energy plays a 

central role. Therefore, paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 provide a general overview of the 

different wind turbine solutions and installed wind power. 

1.1 Energy overview 

Energy is a foundation stone of the modern economy and it provides an essential 

ingredient for all human activities. Energy production is a powerful engine of 

economic and social development, especially in a globalized world. The global 

energy scene is in a state of continuous change and the forecasting trend for the 

energy development remains critical because it is strictly dependent by national 

policy decisions about energy investments. The U.S. Energy Information 

Administration provides a periodic analysis about the world energy consumption 

and forecasting trend for years to come. In particular, the International Energy 

Outlook 2016 (IEO2016) [1] continues to show rising levels of energy demand over 

the next three decades, with an expected increase in total world energy 

consumption of 266 quadrillion Btu, rises from 549 quadrillion Btu in 2012 to 629 

quadrillion Btu in 2020 and 815 quadrillion Btu in 2040 - 48% increase from 2012 to 

2040. As shown in Figure 1, most of the world’s energy growth will occur in the 

countries outside the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD); countries for which a long and strong economic growth is expected, which 
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will lead to an inevitable increase in the energy consumption. Non-OECD energy 

consumption will increase by 71% between 2012 and 2040 compared to a 18% in 

OECD countries; where the two main non-OECD countries that will record the 

largest energy growth are India and China. This forecast will lead by 2040 that 

almost two-thirds of the world's primary energy will be consumed in non-OECD 

economies. 

Figure 1 World energy consumption by country grouping, 2012–40 (quadrillion 

Btu) [1] 
For consistency, OECD includes all members of the organization as of January 1, 2016, throughout 

all the time series included in this report. OECD member countries as of January 1, 2016, were 

Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. For statistical reporting 

purposes, Israel is included in OECD Europe. 

1.1.1 Outlook for world energy markets by source 

World energy consumption and forecasting trend for years to come, provides by US 

Energy Information Administration and reported in IEO2016 [1], predict that the 

world energy consumption will increase, as shown in Figure 1, through the growth 

of all energy sources until 2040, as shown in Figure 2. 

Renewable sources will be the source of energy that will record the fastest growth 

in the world during the projection period, with an average annual growth of 2.6%. 

Nuclear power will be the second fastest growing source of energy, with an 

expected average annual growth of 2.3%. Finally, for natural gas and coal will be 

expected an average annual growth of 1.9% and 0.6% per year. Fossil fuels will be 

the only energy source, of world marketed energy consumption, that will record a 

fall in average annual growth from 33% in 2012 to 30% in 2040. However, fossil 

fuels will still account for 78% of energy use in 2040, thus remaining the most used 

energy source. 
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Figure 2 Total world energy consumption by energy source, 1990–2040 

(quadrillion Btu) [1] 

1.1.2 Energy security and climate change 

The climatic change, caused by rising global temperature, is one of the most import 

problems of the 21st century. It has major implications for the world’s social and 

economic stability as described during the last Climate Conference in Paris in 

December 2015. The Paris Agreement [2] starts from a fundamental premise: 

“Recognizing that climate change represents an urgent and potentially irreversible 

threat to human societies and the planet and thus requires the widest possible 

cooperation by all countries, and their participation in an effective and appropriate 

international response, with a view to accelerating the reduction of global 

greenhouse gas emissions.” 

The Earth's climate has changed throughout history, as shows in Figure 3. Most of 

these climate changes are attributed to very small variations in Earth’s orbit that 

change the amount of solar energy our planet receives. 

 
Figure 3 Levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the Antarctic 

temperature over the past 800,000 years (Graphs by Robert Simmon, using 

data from Lüthi et al., 2008, and Jouzel et al., 2007.) 
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However, the current warming trend is of particular significance because most of it 

is extremely likely human-induced and proceeding at a rate that is unprecedented 

in the past 1,300 years [3][4][5][6][7]. In 1824 Joseph Fourier was the first person 

to discovered that the earth was heating up [8], but Svante Arrhenius, a Swedish 

scientist, was the first to claim fossil fuel combustion may eventually result in 

enhanced global warming. Earth receives energy from the sun and some of that is 

emitted back into the space, a part of this emitted back energy is absorbed by 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and reemitted back towards the ground [8]. 

Figure 4 shows a comparison between levels of CO2 in atmosphere and world coal 

giga-tons of CO2, the two trends are strongly connected and this allows to affirm 

that the industrialization has most likely had an effect on CO2 levels and so on the 

global temperature. 

 

Figure 4 Atmospheric CO2 levels (Green is Law Dome ice core, Blue is Mauna 

Loa, Hawaii) and Cumulative CO2 emissions (CDIAC) 

Earth-orbiting satellites and other technological advancements, collected over 

many years, have revealed a changing climate. This effect has been expressed in 

several forms: 

•  global sea level rose about 17 cm in the last century [9]; 

•  the global average temperature are 1.7 °F or more above the 1880 [10]; 

•  the oceans have absorbed much of this increased heat, with the top 700 

meters of ocean showing warming of 0.302 °F since 1969 [11]; 

•  the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have decreased in mass. Data from 

NASA's Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment show Greenland lost 150 

to 250 cubic kilometers of ice per year between 2002 and 2006, while 

Antarctica lost about 152 cubic kilometers of ice between 2002 and 2005; 

•  Declining Arctic sea ice [12][13]; 

•  Glacial retreat [14]; 

•  Ocean acidification is increasing by about 2 billion tons per year [15][16]; 

•  Decreased snow cover [17]; 
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The way we produce our energy has major implication for the world’s health and 

economic stability. The awareness of the state leaders can push the adaptation of 

national energy action plans to reduce energy consumption and to develop 

solutions to decarbonize the energy system in a sustainable way. 

1.1.3 Renewable energy in Europe and role of wind energy 

In Europe, the EU's Renewable energy directive sets a binding target of 20% final 

energy consumption from renewable sources by 2020. To achieve this, EU countries 

have committed to reaching their own national renewables targets ranging from 

10% in Malta to 49% in Sweden. They are also each required to have at least 10% 

of their transport fuels come from renewable sources by 2020 [18]. 

Every two years, EU countries report on their progress towards the EU's 2020 

renewable energy goals. Findings from the latest EU-wide report in 2015 showing 

that the majority of Member States are nevertheless expected to meet or exceed 

their 2020 renewable energy targets based on an assessment of current and 

planned policies (Figure 5) [19]. 

 

Figure 5 Expected Renewable Energy Standard deployments in Member States 

and 2020 Renewable Energy Standard targets 

Where, the figure projects 2020 with current and planned policies in place, and it 

does not take into account the policies implemented after 2013 or the necessary 

additional efforts by Member States in order for them to comply with the legally 

binding targets. 

Table 1 gives a more detailed comparison of the estimated and planned, based on 

National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAPs), deployment levels for each 

renewable energy technology at EU level in 2014 and by 2020. It also aggregates 
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(by sector and for renewable energy in total) model projected deviations from the 

NREAP target levels - comparing expected and planned deployment [19]. 

 

Table 1 Projected deployment and deviation from planned EU technology 

deployment 2014 and 2020 

Given that, the majority of Member States are nevertheless expected to meet or 

exceed their 2020 target, the EU Commission has already published a proposal of 

new renewable energy target (at least 27%) by 2030. Furthermore, even if wind 

energy will not reach the goals 2020 (with predictable deviation less than 8.7% for 

the onshore and less than 80.3% for the offshore), the Commission has identified 

wind energy as one of the key strategic energy technologies. Indeed, the 

Commission expects that wind energy will be one of the main electricity generating 

technologies of the 2050 Energy Roadmap and they will provide between 31% and 

48% of electricity production in Europe. 

1.2 Wind turbine Background 

In the 1st century AD a Greek engineer, Heron of Alexandria, creates for the first 

time, in known history, a wind-driven wheel used to power a machine. However, 

Projected 2020

deployment
Deviations

Projecte

d

deploym

ent

2014

NREAP

target

2014 Min. Max.

2020

target
2012 2014

2020

Min.

2020

Max.

Technology

category
Mtoe Mtoe Mtoe Mtoe Mtoe % % % %

RES electricity 72.5 73.3 91.9 94.9 103.7 2.1 -1.1 -13.0 -8.5

Biomass (solid

and liquid)
9.1 10.3 12.2 12.6 14.7 -8.2 -11.2 -19.3 -14.3

Biogas 4.3 3.5 5.1 5.1 5.4 35.2 22.1 -7.9 -6.2

Geothermal 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 -9.5 -13.0 -21.8 -0.9

Hydro large-scale 26.1 26.5 27.7 27.8 27.4 -1.0 -1.4 0.9 1.5

Hydro small-scale 4.2 4.0 4.8 4.9 4.5 -1.0 4.0 6.9 9.6

Photovoltaics 7.7 3.9 10.1 10.4 7 94.2 96.8 38.8 47.6

Concentrated

solar power
0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4 1.6 -21.2 -52.6 -78.3 -76.5

Wind onshore 18.9 20.3 28.2 30.1 30.3 -4.4 -7.0 -8.7 -0.7

Wind offshore 1.3 3.4 2.4 2.6 11.5 -38.1 -62.7 -80.3 -77.0

Marine/Ocean 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 -19.2 -38.9 -56.2 -54.3

RES heating &

cooling
87.6 80.5 105.6 107.5 108.9 10.6 8.8 -4.2 -1.3

Biomass (solid

and liquid)
73.7 68.1 84.9 86.5 85.3 9.6 8.3 -1.6 1.4

Biogas 2.5 2.5 3 3 4.5 16.5 0.4 -33.7 -32.5

Geothermal 0.7 1.2 1.3 1.3 2.6 -34.4 -41.6 -50.9 -50.4

Heat pumps 8.5 6.2 12.8 12.9 10 33.4 37.7 25.5 29.3

Solar Thermal 2.2 2.6 3.7 3.7 6.4 -1.7 -15.3 -45.6 -41.8

RES transport

(biofuels only)
16.6 18.4 18.5 19.1 29.5 -2.5 -9.7 -37.2 -35.0

1
st

generation

biofuels
14.6 17.6 16.2 16.9 27.1 -11.2 -16.9 -40.0 -37.7

2
nd

generation

biofuels
2.0 0.8 2.3 2.3 2.4 211.0 143.7 -5.5 -4.9

RES total 176.7 172.3 216.0 221.5 242.1 5.7 2.6 -12.0 -8.5
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the first known wind turbine used to produce electricity has been built in Scotland 

only in 1887; it has been created by Prof James Blyth of Anderson's College. 

Since 1887, the wind energy technology, thanks to years of innovation and scientific 

research based on aerodynamic, mechanic, electric and acoustic aspects, has 

evolved up to the modern wind turbines and the global cumulative installed 

capacity has increased. Focusing in the last 15 years, the global cumulative installed 

wind capacity at the end of 2016 is 20 times greater than the installed wind capacity 

at the end of 2001, as shown in Figure 6 [49]. 

 

Figure 6 Global cumulative installed wind capacity 2001-2016. Source GWEC 

[49] 

According to Figure 7 [41], the global wind energy council will expected also an 

increasing in the next years and a scenario in line with the global wind capacity 

trend is expected in the EU countries, as shown in Table 2. 

 

Figure 7 Global cumulative wind power capacity. Source GWEC [41]. 
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Table 2 Capacity scenarios per country (MW)[39] 

1.3 Onshore and Offshore Wind Turbines 

Depending on the location where the turbine is allocated, it is possible to classify 

wind turbines as onshore or offshore: onshore refers to turbines located on the 

ground, while offshore turbines are found in sea or freshwater. Environmental 

costs, landscape and acoustic constraints, investment costs, maintenance costs, 

and full load hours are the main factors which affect the installation of a wind 

turbine and their impact are different in onshore and offshore wind turbines. The 

following sections will present a brief description of the main differences of the two 

installation solutions 

1.3.1 Onshore Wind Turbines 

Onshore wind energy is one of the most mature of all the renewable technologies. 

Back in the early 2000's, all wind power was generated by wind turbines located on 

land because it is cheaper. They require less infrastructure and less advanced and 

specialized technology. Furthermore, the power generation can be located near 

shorelines, with a reduction for transmission lines costs. 

The onshore wind power capacity installed in EU was equal to 121.021 MW at the 

end of 2014 (Table 2), that correspond to approximately 260 TWh electricity 

production. However, the generated energy is only a few percent of the available 

energy from wind on land in EU. In particular, the European Enviroment Agency 

(EEA) in [38] assumes that the technical potential of onshore wind turbine in Europe 

is equal to 39000 TWh. Where, the technical potential is the amount of the 
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electrical energy that can be produced in UE taking into account all limitation, such 

as biodiversity protection (the deaths of birds and bats that fly into rotor blade), 

social preference (i.e. noise and visual impact) and regulatory restrictions. 

Furthermore, the European Environment Agency estimates a technical potentiality 

of 2500 TWh in all UE mountainous areas [38]. 

1.3.2 Offshore Wind turbines 

In 1991, the first offshore windfarm has been created. A windfarm of 11 450kW 

turbines has been built in Vindeby, in the southern part of Denmark. However, the 

offshore wind turbine did not become popular until the 2000, when the UK’s 

Department of Trade and Industry launched the ‘Offshore Wind Capital Grants 

Scheme’ to promote the deployment of offshore wind. Currently, offshore wind 

turbine is become an alternative or supplement to onshore, several advantages 

have led the growth of offshore application, such as: 

1. Offshore wind speeds are typically much more energetic (Figure 8) and 

much more constant during the year, therefore the offshore wind turbines 

typically have significant higher load hours (Figure 9). Furthermore, the 

offshore winds usually increase during the afternoon when the grid needs 

are the highest [40]. The offshore wind turbines are usually designed to 

optimize the power output for a reduced wind range, especially for the 

afternoon wind speeds. This means that, they will have more efficiency in 

comparison to onshore solutions and provide the maximum power during 

the network needs, i.e. in the afternoon; 

 
Figure 8 Distribution of wind 

energy density (GWh/km2)in 

europe for 2030 (80 m hub height 

onshore, 120 m hub height 

offshore)[38] 

 
Figure 9 Distribution of full load 

hours in Europe (80 m hub height 

on shore, 120 m hub height 

offshore)[38] 

2. No noise pollution, wind turbines have many components that generate 

noise [44]. Turbine noise is one of the main complaints made by the 

opponents of onshore wind turbine [45]. As a result, the onshore wind 

turbine manufactures have to design the wind turbine instead to limit the 

level noise [61]. Contrary to onshore wind turbine, no noise limitation is 
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applied on offshore wind turbine. This makes the wind turbine more 

economically and allows building turbines with downwind rotors[43]; 

3. Less injuries to Birds, wind turbines cause frequently deaths and injuries of 

bath and birds. Few studies have shown that birds have been found dead 

where large turbines are located; 

4. Reduce the visual impact, the wind turbines can be seen from the land if 

they are located up to 10 km from the coast. Therefore, in some countries 

it is prohibited to build wind farms within a defined distance from the coast 

(for example, in Netherlands is prohibited to build wind farms within 22 km 

from the coast) [38]. Furthermore, for the offshore wind turbine could be 

also used lattice towers [43]. This towers, lighter and cheaper, are rare for 

aesthetic reasons in onshore installation [46] [47]; 

The vast majority of offshore wind capacity is installed in United Kingdom [42], 

thanks to the large number of offshore wind energy projects which were funded in 

the last five years, as shown in Figure 10. According to Figure 11, at the end of 2013 

over 50% of global offshore power production is attributed to the UK. 

In Europe, the installed offshore wind capacity is still low, equal to 8.044 MW at the 

end of 2014 (Table 2), but a rapid increase is expected in the next years. In 

particular, European Wind Energy Association will expect an increase of 725% at 

the end of 2030 for a central scenario. 

 

 

Figure 10 Worldwide installed offshore wind capacity[42] 
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Figure 11 International breakdown of installed offshore wind capacity [42] 

Despite the great potential of offshore installation in Europe, the European 

Environment Agency estimates a technical potential equal to 5100 TWh due to the 

high price of its installation [38]; it costs between 2.5-3.5 times more the wind 

turbine built on land. Furthermore, the application in offshore environment bring 

with them a considerable number of disadvantages, related to the adverse and 

difficult condition of sea which cause an increase of wind turbine cost. For example: 

1. Offshore environments are corrosive for electrical and structural 

equipment; therefore cathodic and humidity protection are required[43];  

2. Storms are much more common than onshore environment, therefore 

some precautions need to be taken to prevent catastrophic damage during 

this events [40]; 

3. Operation and maintenance cost for offshore wind turbine make up a large 

proportion of the overall cost of energy [48]. A maintenance on offshore 

wind farm usually involves a helicopter and highly trained technicians; this 

implies an increase of cost and risk, all while battling the unpredictable 

weather of the open seas[40]; 

4. The offshore foundation is more expensive than onshore foundation[43]; 

5. A transmission lines have to be built to connect offshore farm to the 

onshore grid. These lines are expensive due to the added costs associated 

with installing power lines under water [40]. 

1.4 VAWT and HAWT Wind Turbines 

Based on the orientation of the rotating axis of the machine, wind turbines can be 

classified into two core types, which are the horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) 

and the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT). The next two paragraphs aim at 

presenting a comparison of these two different types of wind turbine. 
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1.4.1 Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) 

They have axis of rotation perpendicular to the ground and therefore they do not 

need to be aligned with the wind. Their lower efficiencies make their employ 

recommended for small wind turbines and in urban areas, where the turbulence is 

greater and then the alignment becomes difficult. However, the HAWT technology 

is still dominating this market. In particular, at the end of 2011, 74% of small wind 

turbine manufacturers developed HAWT, 18% invested in VAWT while only 6% 

adopted both technologies [36]; 

1.4.2 Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) 

HAWTs have axis of rotation parallel to the ground. In this case, the rotor needs to 

be aligned with the wind and this is done with tail or with an active yaw on large 

wind turbine. This configuration is preferred than VAWT for multi megawatt wind 

turbines thanks to their greater power generation and higher efficiencies. 

This thesis discusses the complexity of measuring mechanical load on HAWT; 

therefore, from this point onwards, this chapter will mainly focus on the state of 

the art of this configuration. 

The basic parts of a horizontal axis wind turbine are: 

1. Foundation (Figure 12); 

2. Tower (Figure 12); 

3. Rotor and rotor blades (Figure 12); 

4. Nacelle with drive train (Figure 12); 

5. Gearbox; 

6. Generator; 

7. Coupling and brake; 

8. Electronic equipment. 
 

Figure 12 Crucial parts of a HAWT 

For more of these parts, following is presented the evolution and market 

penetration of different technological solutions during 2005–2014, in accordance 

with [20]. 

1.4.2.a Evolution of rotor diameter, hub height and rated power 

The design and length of the blades are one of the factors that more influence the 

performance of a wind turbine. Indeed, they have a significant effect on swept area 

and then on the power extracted by the wind turbine. This has led to an increase in 

the blade length, from 15 m usual in the late 1980s to 80 m at the beginning of 
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2017. Figure 13 shows the market trend of rotor diameter during 2005-2014 for 

onshore wind turbines with horizontal-axis [20]. This improved has also been done 

considering mechanical and acoustic problems that appeared with the increase in 

blade length. For example, an increase in the blade length will increase its 

deflection due to wind force, which may lead to dangerous situation of collision of 

blade on the tower. 

The improvement has been possible by evolving its manufacturing process. 

Currently, the material of the blade include as well epoxy resins reinforced mainly 

with glass fibers and seldom with the lighter but more expensive carbon fibers. 

 

Figure 13 Box plot representation of rotor diameters of onshore wind turbines 

annually installed [20]. Sorce:JRC data 

Concerning the tower, from power extraction point of view, it is better that the 

tower is as high as possible. Indeed, a high tower will allow to minimize turbulence 

and maximize the performance of the turbine by exposing the rotor to higher wind 

speed. However, since that the costs of the tower increase with its height, the 

design of the tower should be done by taking into account both energetic and 

economic issue. Figure 14 shows the market trend of hub heights annually installed 

during 2005-2014 for onshore wind turbine [20]. 

The most common towers are made in steel; however, some alternative techniques 

are being born to satisfy the demand of taller tower. For example, hybrid steel–

concrete towers, with the tower base made in concrete and the upper part in steel 

[21]. 
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The rated power of onshore wind turbines is improved as shown in Figure 15, 

thanks to technological improvements applied on the blades and on the towers in 

the last years. Where, rated power is defined as the maximum electrical power that 

the generator can provide. 

 

Figure 14 Box plot representation of hub heights of onshore wind turbines 

annually installed [20]. Source: JRC database 

 

 

Figure 15 Box plot representation of rated power of onshore wind turbines 

annually installed [20]. Source: JRC database 
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1.4.2.b Evolution of the drive train configurations 

The HAWT can be also classified into six categories according to the generating 

systems and the techniques adopted to control the power production, as described 

in [20][22]. According to Figure 16, the six drive train configurations are: 

• Type A: fixed speed control. An asynchronous squirrel cage induction generator 

(SCIG) is directly connected to the grid via a transformer. In a fixed speed control, 

the wind fluctuations are converted into mechanical stress and line losses, making 

this technique the least used. 

• Type B: variable speed control with variable rotor resistance. This type of control 

uses a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) connected in series with a variable 

resistance. The resistance modifies the current in the rotor and then the speed of 

the generator, typically in a range of +/-10 % around synchronous speed. In 

comparison to type A control, this solution provides higher control flexibility but 

the electrical losses are still relatively high and they have a circumscribed response 

to grid requirements. 

• Type C: doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG). Similar to type B the current in the 

rotor is changed to allow a speed control. However, this configuration uses a 

partial-scale frequency converter for a speed control, typically in a range of +/-30 

% around synchronous speed, that allows a reduction in the electrical losses and a 

better response to grid requirements. 

• Type D: variable speed control of a drive train wind turbine with a full-scale 

frequency converter. The generator, that can be electrically excited (EESG) or 

permanent magnet excited (PMSG), is connected to the grid through a full-power 

converter. The full-power converter allows a full control of the rotational speed of 

the generator and it avoids to use a gearbox. This configuration connects the hub 

to the generator via a direct drive train, with a greater reliability and lower 

maintenance cost associated to gearbox failures [24]. 

• Type E: variable speed control of a gearbox-equipped wind turbine with a full 

converter and medium-/high-speed synchronous generator (EESG or PMSG). 

• Type F: variable speed control of a gearbox-equipped wind turbine with a full 

converter and high-speed asynchronous generator (SCIG). 
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Figure 16 Wind turbine types according to drive train configuration [20] 

For the six drive train configurations described above, Figure 17 shows the market 

share for onshore HAWT installed during 2005-2014 [20]. According to JRC data, 

the share is not similar all over the world; indeed, the different price of raw 

materials in different continents making that some drive train configurations are 

more competitive than other. For example, the increasing price of the row material 

for permanent magnet generators in Europe and North America has been reflected 

on a reduction of a type D-PM drive train configuration [11]. Anyway, all over the 

world, it can be observed that type C configuration dominates the market with an 

increasing trends of types D, E and F while types A and B have recorded downward 

trends. 

 

Figure 17 Evolution of the share of installed capacity by wind turbine 

configuration [20]. Source: JRC database 
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1.4.2.c Evolution of power control 

The increasing penetrations of wind energy all over the world has raised a growing 

interest in their control with the purpose to extract more energy from wind, to 

reduce the mechanical loads and to reduce wind turbine damage and costs. 

Therefore, the quality of power control has a direct impact on the operation and 

maintenance costs of wind turbine, as discussed in [23]. 

In order to understand the approaches to control the extracted power in a HAWT a 

quick overview of the power conversion is presented. 

Wind turbines work to convert the available power in the wind into shaft torque 

and then electrical energy. The available power in the wind, Pa [W], is define as: 7 = 12 ���h (1) 

where � is the air density [Kg/m3], A is the swept area of the rotor [m2] and v is the 

wind speed [m/s]. 

Using the principles of conservation of momentum and energy, a complete 

conversion of available power can be achieved when the wind behind the wind 

turbine became stationary. However, since that the wind is the result of movement 

of air, a stationarity of wind behind the wind turbine can be reached only in no wind 

condition. Therefore, the wind turbine cannot extract all the energy from the wind. 

In 1919, Albert Betz proved that the maximum possible energy that can be extract 

cannot be more than 16/27, defined as Betz Limit, of the available power in the 

wind, Pa. However, no wind turbine has ever achieved that limit. 

Actually, the energy extract from the wind turbines is define as: 2 = �I ∗ 7 = �I ∗ 12 ���h 
(2) 

Where Cp is the power coefficient and it is a function of blade pitch β and the tip 

speed ratio λ (i.e. the ratio between the linear speed of the tip blade and incoming 

wind speed). Therefore, Cp is the only parameter that power controls can change 

to varying power of the wind turbines. 

The operating region of a wind turbines and its power control are typically divided 

in four regions as shown in Figure 18 [25]: 

•  Region 1, for wind speed below the cut in, the generator is turned off; 

•  Region 2, for wind speed between cut in and rated wind speed, the rotor 

yaw is keep perpendicular to the wind direction and the blade pitch is set 

at the value that produces the maximum Cp (i.e. β*=0°). In this region, the 

primary goal is to maximize the power available in the wind; 
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•  Region 3, for wind speed between the rated and cut out wind speed, pitch 

controller is used to regulate generator speed and to keep the HAWT at its 

rated power. Where the pitching should be done lightly to avoid huge loads 

on the drive train and on the blades; 

•  Region 4, for wind speed above cut out wind speed, the blade pitch is set 

at the value that produces the minimum Cp (i.e. β*=90°) and the turbine is 

shut down to prevent damage. 

 

Figure 18 Wind power, turbine power, and operating regions for an example 5 

MW turbine[25] 

In these four regions, the primary goal of power controls is to check speed and 

power of the HAWT by varying the generator load torque and the blade pitch angles 

based on measurements of the generator shaft speed. This demonstrates how is 

important to measure shaft speed, usually by encoder, and shaft torque. Where, 

shaft speed and shaft torque have not need to be measure with high frequency, 

since the controls must be performed at low frequencies to avoid huge loads on 

wind turbine. 

Wind turbine configurations can also be classified according to the power control 

criterion. The advantages and disadvantages of each configuration are described 

below: 

•  Passive stall control (PSC): In the years 1980-1990, passive stall control has 

been more used thanks its relative low cost and its simplicity. It consists on 

attached the blades to the hub in an optimum (nominal) attack angle. 

When the wind speed is less than rated wind speed, the turbine blades, 

with the nominal attack angle, capture the maximum possible power wind. 

While, for wind speeds higher than rated wind speed the design of the 

blade makes the airflow to stall limiting the energy captured. The 

drawbacks of this control are its inability to maximize the energy 

production for wind speed higher than rated wind speed, the high stress on 
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the blade in case of extreme wind and its inability to control the power 

during the start-up and the connection with the grid [26][27][28]; 

•  Active stall control (ASC): In this control, when the wind speed is higher 

than rated wind speed, the blade pitch increases the attack of the blade, in 

order to achieve stall conditions, keeping the wind turbine power equal to 

rated power. The drawbacks of this control are the highest price of the 

controller [26][29][30], smother power output and assisted start-up [20]; 

•  Pitch control (PC): In PC, blade pitch angle is decreased when the wind 

speed became higher than rated wind speed. A decrease of blade pitch 

allows to reduce the power captured by the blade, instead of stalling in 

ASC. The main advantages are the more facility to control transient events 

(as for example the start and emergency stop control) and an increase of 

the power up to 2% [31]. However, PC requires more sophisticated and 

faster control system than ASC [20]; 

•  Individual pitch control (IPC): Many IPC strategies have been presented in 

the last years. They allow to reduce the impact of some load, due for 

example wind-shear, tower shadow, yaw misalignment and turbulence 

[32], on the structural fatigue damage and then on Operations & 

Maintenance (O&M) costs of wind turbines. 

The IPC is a control that provide an individual signal to control each blade, 

typically in response to measurements of flap-wise blade root bending 

moments. The most IPC strategies can be grouped in two distinct classes 

[33]. 

The first class used the flap-wise blade root bending moments to reduce 

the loads on the non-rotating turbine structures (such as tower, nacelle and 

main bearing). Therefore, a coordinate transformation is required and the 

most used is the Colman transform[34]. 

The second class used the flap-wise blade root bending moments to reduce 

the loads on the rotating turbine structures. 

In [33] is shown that the two classes give equivalent performance in terms 

of load reduction.  

The drawback of IPC control is the complexity of the algorithms, but it will 

become early the most widely used control technique thanks its great 

advantages. 

For the four power control criterion described above, Figure 19 shows the market 

share for onshore HAWT installed during 2005-2014 [20] 
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Figure 19 Evolution of power control approach of onshore wind turbines 

annually installed. Source: JRC database 

In addition to the power control systems described above, grid operators have 

forced turbine manufacturers to develop controls in able to provide a regulation of 

the generated power based on the required power by the grid. Indeed, an 

unbalance between required and generated power will cause a frequency problem; 

in particular, if generation is greater than grid load the grid frequency will go up and 

conversely in the case of grid load exceeds generation. This control, Active Power 

Control (APC), has motivated new research opportunities and many papers have 

been published in recent years [35]. 

1.4.2.d Share of onshore HAWT capacity installed by IEC wind classes 

Turbine wind class is the parameter that represents and reassumes all possible 

wind turbine sites; the quantities that define a class are average annual wind speed 

(measured at the turbine’s hub height), speed of extreme gusts that could occur 

over 50 years and how much turbulence there is at the wind site [37]. These classes 

have to consider during wind turbine design process engineers. 

Table 3 reports the target values for the three wind turbine classes (IEC I, IEC II and 

IEC III). 
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Turbine Class 
IEC I High 

Wind 

IEC II 

Medium 

Wind 

IEC III Low 

Wind 
S 

Annual average wind 

speed 
10 m/s 8.5 m/s 7.5 m/s 

Values 

specified by the 

designer 

Extreme 50-year gust 70 m/s 59.5 m/s 52.5 m/s 

Turbulence classes 

A 18% 

B 16% 

C 12% 

Table 3 Wind turbine classes [37] 

A further wind turbine class, class S, is defined for special winds or other external 

conditions or a special safety class. The design values for the wind turbine class S 

shall be chosen by the designer [37]. 

Figure 20 shows the evolution of onshore HAWT installed during 2005-2014 

according to different wind classes. A declining role of class I is shown; probably 

because windy sites were taken before 2005. 

 

Figure 20 Evolution of the share of onshore installed capacity by IEC wind 

classes. Source: JRC database 

1.5 Objectives of this thesis 

The main objective of this thesis is to present procedures and measurement 

techniques applicable to the analysis of mechanical loads on HAWT wind turbines. 

The analysis of mechanical loads can be carried out for the purpose of: a) Design 

process, b) Certification and c) Continuous monitoring of structural loads in specific 

conditions for condition monitoring. 

Concerning the certification process and design process, the standard IEC 61400-13 

sets the basic requirements for a measurement campaign and it defines: 1) Wind 
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turbine load cases to be measured (MLCs), 2) Quantities to be measured, 3) 

Measurement techniques, 4) Processing guidelines. 

The recording and analysis of mechanical quantities on wind turbines is a very 

complex task also for the continuous growth in size and power of these machines. 

The mechanical quantities that have to be recorded on wind turbines are bending 

and torsional moments, which should be measured by full strain gage bridges, as 

recommended by the standard. The main issues associated with the strain gage 

application are the calibration procedure and the uncertainty analysis. These 

problems will be discussed in this thesis and guidelines will be presented to deal 

with them. 

Concerning the direct determination of structural loads in specific conditions for 

condition monitoring, one of the most important mechanical quantities that should 

be analysed is the main shaft torque. Indeed, many studies have shown that an 

accurate torque measurement can provide much information about the WT's 

health and it has been shown to be successful in detecting faults in the main drive 

train components. Although WT torsional effects are important, torque 

measurement on wind turbine shaft is a complex task today; the available solutions 

are uncertain (such as strain gage) or invasive (like inline torque sensors). 

Therefore, another aim of this thesis is to present a new contactless torque 

measurement system that allows to overcome the limits of existing solutions. 

1.6 Structure of thesis 

The objectives declared in the previous paragraph have been achieved in this thesis 

that is structured to reflect the direction, progress and results of the research since 

November 2014. 

This introduction, Chapter 1, has briefly discussed the overview of the global energy 

market, highlighting how the expected increasing energy demand, driven mainly by 

the countries non-OECD, cannot be pursued through increased fossil fuels if we 

want to respect the Paris Agreement. Therefore, the expected development of 

renewable sources in the coming years is shown, with the wind energy in the 

foreground. Finally, this chapter has presented a quick description of what are the 

current wind turbine solutions and which is the market trend, focusing on HAWT. 

Chapter 2 is a comprehensive review which summarises the status of WT standards 

and the overall architecture process for wind turbine mechanical design and 

turbine/project certification. Focusing the analysis on the: 1) Wind turbine load 

cases to be measured (MLCs), 2) Quantities to be measured, 3) Measurement 

techniques, 4) Processing guidelines. 

Chapter 3 provides a discussion of WT reliability. Some reliability studies are 

presented and they show the failure rate of the turbine components and their 
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impact on the O&M costs. Furthermore, the current state of the art of commercial 

available WT CMSs, their advantages and limitations are then summarised. With a 

special study of the drive train condition monitoring techniques. 

In Chapter 4, the focus moves from background literature in the field to describe 

the procedures that have to be followed to select a measurement chain and to 

calibrate the strain gage bridges. This chapter discusses the question for a wind 

turbine with a rated power output greater than 1500 kW and a rotor diameter 

greater than 75 m. 

Chapter 5 then examines the practicalities and problems to evaluate calibration 

uncertainty and measurement uncertainty of WTs. For each moment, according the 

model presented at the previous chapter, an uncertainty analysis of the calibration 

process will be presented, in agreement with the ISO/IEC Guide 98-3: 2008 "Guide 

to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement". The chapter shows typical 

results obtained from a wind turbine with a rated power output greater than 1500 

kW and a rotor diameter greater than 75 m. Furthermore, the thermal effects on 

strain gage bridges are also discussed, putting into evidence the influence of 

temperature on calibration and signal uncertainty both for full bridges in T 

configuration and in parallel configuration. 

In Chapter 6, the focus moves from the certification process to the development of 

a non-intrusive torque measurement for rotating shafts of wind turbines, aimed at 

both certification and condition monitoring of the machine; work done at Durham 

University. This chapter includes detailed information on the laboratory test rig that 

has been built to ensure a worthwhile and advantageous experimental system, 

presents the measurement technique and compares two signal processing 

methods for torque measurement. The performance of the proposed system has 

been proven experimentally under both static and dynamic conditions. Finally, a 

feasibility analysis and a system design for two real shaft configurations and real 

wind turbines has been performed. 

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research. It also contains a discussion of 

future work, including investigation of potential new areas for WT-driven induction 

generator. 

Finally, a list of references has been used in this research is presented at the end of 

this thesis.  
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2 WIND TURBINE DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION – 

MEASUREMENT OF MECHANICAL LOADS 
Measurements of mechanical, electrical and operation quantities of wind turbine 

are gaining greater importance recently. Measurements quantities are useful a) as 

support for the design process, b) to direct determination of structural loads under 

specific conditions, and c) as support for a certification process. 

This chapter begins by describing the status of WT standards and the overall 

process for wind turbine mechanical design and turbine/project certification. This 

is followed, in paragraph 2.5, by a discussion of the mechanical load measurements, 

focusing on the: 1) Wind turbine load cases to be measured (MLCs), 2) Quantities 

to be measured, 3) Measurement techniques, 4) Processing guidelines. 

2.1 Status of WT standards 

Design and certification of wind turbines is based on an interaction between design 

targets and measurement results as will be following described in sections 2.2 and 

2.3. Design targets and measurement results must be defined and measured in 

accordance with IEC 61400. An overview of the IEC standard and certification 

procedure is given in Table 4, according to [52]. In particular, for each standard, it 

is given the date of publication, the edition number and title. 

The International Electrotechnical Commission has published several standards for 

wind turbines, that can be classified in two categories: Design requirements and 

Performing testing. 

The IEC 61400-1, IEC 61400-2, IEC 61400-3 and IEC 61400-4 standards establish the 

set of design requirements that should be followed to ensure that wind turbines 

are appropriately engineered from hazards within the planned lifetime. These 

standards concern most aspects of the turbine life, mainly as requirements for the 

safety system, environmental conditions, load case definitions, safety factors and 

site conditions before construction. While the standards from IEC 61400-11 to IEC 

61400-26 define the procedure that must be followed to perform tests. 

However, regarding the procedure for wind turbine design, it is also important to 

mention the GL's wind guideline, originally published in 1993 and revised in 2005 

and 2010. 

Standard Date Edition Title 

IEC 61400-1 2005 3 Design Requirements 

IEC 61400-1 

Amendment 1 
2010 3 Design Requirements 

IEC 61400-2 2013 3 Small wind turbines 

IEC 61400-3 2009 1 
Design requirements for offshore wind 

turbines 
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IEC 61400-4 2012 1 
Design requirements for wind turbine 

gearboxes 

IEC 61400-11 2012 3 Acoustic noise measurement techniques 

IEC 61400-12-1 2017 2 
Power performance measurements of 

electricity producing wind turbines 

IEC 61400-12-2 2013 1 
Power performance of electricity-producing 

wind turbines based on nacelle anemometry 

IEC 61400-12-2 

Corrigendum 1 
2016 1 

Power performance of electricity-producing 

wind turbines based on nacelle anemometry 

IEC 61400-12-3 2006 1 Wind farm power performance testing 

IEC 61400-13 2015 2 Measurement of mechanical loads 

IEC/TS 61400-14 2005-03 1 
Declaration of apparent sound power level 

and tonality values 

IEC 61400-21 2008-08 2 

Measurement and assessment of power 

quality characteristics of grid connected wind 

turbines 

IEC 61400-22 2010 1 Conformity testing and certification 

IEC 61400-23 2014 2 Full-scale structural testing of rotor blades 

IEC 61400-24 2010 1 Lightning protection 

IEC 61400-25-1 2006 1 

Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Overall description of 

principles and models 

IEC 61400-25-2 2015 2 
Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Information models 

IEC 61400-25-3 2015 2 

Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Information exchange 

models 

IEC 61400-25-4 2016 2 

Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Mapping to 

communication profile 

IEC 61400-25-5 2017 2 
Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Compliance testing 

IEC 61400-25-6 2016 2 

Communications for monitoring and control 

of wind power plants - Logical node classes 

and data classes for condition monitoring 

IEC 61400-26-1 2011 1 
Time-based availability for wind turbine 

generating systems 

IEC TS 61400-26-

2 
2014 1 

Production-based availability for wind 

turbines 

IEC 61400-27-1 2015 1 Electrical simulation models - Wind turbines 

Table 4 Status of IEC standard and certification procedure [52] 
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2.2 Approach for wind turbine mechanical design 

The design approach is a methodical series of steps that designers use to develope 

wind turbines. It is a decision making process highly iterative, which requires the 

comparison of project data with measured data before a correction is applied to 

the project. The iterative process can be applied to many aspects of the wind 

turbine (electrical, mechanical, noise emission, aerodynamics and operating 

parameters), however mechanical design is the most critical in the overall design 

and is therefore what will be described in detail below. 

The design process regarding mechanical quantities can be split, as shown in Figure 

21, up into three steps: Define the load cases; Determination of component design 

loads and design stresses; Serviceability analysis and limit state analysis. These 3 

steps can be split again up into two groups according to the kind of standards and 

guidelines. In particular, steps 1 and 2 use Wind Energy Specific Standards and 

Guidelines, while Common Standards and Guidelines are used for step 3. 

 

Figure 21 Wind turbine design process [53][51] 

Step 1: Define the load cases 

Definition of the Design Load Cases (DLCs). DLCs are all machine conditions and 

meteorological conditions (wind speed and turbulence) that have to be simulated 

during WT design to establish, at next step, the design loads. DLCs are defined by 

the GL's wind guidelines or by the standards from IEC 61400–1 to IEC 61400–4. In 

particular, IEC Design Load Cases are defined for eight situations [50] (See also Table 

5): 

•  Power production under normal conditions; 

•  Power production with an operational fault; 

•  Start up; 

•  Normal shut down; 
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•  Emergency stop; 

•  Parked (Rotor stopped or idling); 

•  Parked with operational fault; 

•  Transport, maintenance and repair. 

These DLCs must be repeated for different wind velocity and turbulence intensity. 

The IEC specified load cases are minimum requirements and the wind turbine 

manufacturer can add DLCs if it finds appropriate during the design process, 

although all damaging load cases of wind turbines should be covered under the 

eight categories. 

 

Design situation DL

C 

Wind condition Other conditions Type of 

analysis 

Partial 

safety 

factors 

1.1 NTM Vin < Vhub < Vout For extrapolation of 

extreme events 

U N 

1.2 NTM Vin < Vhub < Vout F * 

1.3 ETM Vin < Vhub < Vout U N

1.4 ECD Vhub = Vr – 2 m/s, Vr,

Vr +2 m/s 

U N 

1) Power production 

1.5 EWS Vin < Vhub < Vout U N 

2.1 NTM Vin < Vhub < Vout Control system fault or

loss of electrical network 

U N

2.2 NTM Vin < Vhub < Vout Protection system or 

preceding internal 

electrical fault 

U A 

2.3 EOG Vhub = Vr�2 m/s and 

Vout

External or internal 

electrical fault including 

loss of electrical network 

U A 

2) Power production

plus occurrence of 

fault 

2.4 NTM Vin < Vhub < Vout Control, protection, or 

electrical system faults 

including loss of 

electrical network 

F * 

3) Start up 3.1 NWP Vin < Vhub < Vout F * 

3.2 EOG Vhub = Vin, Vr � 2 m/s

and Vout

U N 

3.3 EDC Vhub = Vin, Vr � 2 m/s 

and Vout

U N 

4) Normal shut down 4.1 NWP Vin < Vhub < Vout F * 

4.2 EOG Vhub = Vr � 2 m/s and 

Vout

U N 

5) Emergency shut 

down 

5.1 NTM Vhub = Vr � 2 m/s and 

Vout

U N 

6) Parked (standing 

still or idling) 

6.1 EWM 50-year recurrence 

period 

U N 

6.2 EWM 50-year recurrence 

period 

Loss of electrical 

network connection 

U A 

6.3 EWM 1-year recurrence 

period 

Extreme yaw 

misalignment 

U N 

6.4 NTM Vhub < 0,7 Vref F * 

7) Parked and fault 

conditions 

7.1 EWM 1-year recurrence 

period 

U A 

8) Transport, 

assembly, 

maintenance and 

repair 

8.1 NTM Vmaint to be stated by 

the manufacturer 

U T 

8.2 EWM 1-year recurrence 

period 

U A 
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Table 5 Design Load Cases (DLCs) [37] 

Step 2: Determination of component design loads and design stresses 

For each DLCs listed in Table 5, simulations have to be performed by using 

dedicated programs like e.g. BLADED, Flex5, HawC, FOCUS, ADAMS, SAMCEF and 

SIMPACK [51]. These programs allow to create a database of wind turbine loads 

classified as [54]: 

•  Static loads like e.g.: 

 Weight; 

 Steady rotation. 

•  Dynamic loads like e.g.: 

 Transients (e.g. start /stop manoeuvres, accelerations, grid 

connection, grid fault, change in average wind speed); 

 Cyclic /periodic (e.g. wind shear, tower shadow, blade mass); 

 Stochastic (e.g. turbulence). 

From the database of wind turbine loads, the designer defines the component 

design loads based on the worst case scenario. Specifically, the project parameters 

that must be taken into account when dimensioning the components are: 

maximum loads; number of stress cycles for fatigue design; excitation frequencies 

due to wind or rotating parts for dynamic analysis; usually multiple DLCs are 

required to design a single component. 

Step 3: Serviceability analysis and limit state analysis 

Validation of project data (Displacements, Natural Frequency and Damping) with 

measured values is accomplished at the last step. In order to allow this comparison, 

the measurement process involves the acquisition of mechanical, meteorological, 

The following abbreviations are used in Table 2: 

DLC Design load case 

ECD Extreme coherent gust with direction change (see 6.3.2.5) 

EDC Extreme direction change (see 6.3.2.4) 

EOG Extreme operating gust (see 6.3.2.2) 

EWM Extreme wind speed model (see 6.3.2.1) 

EWS Extreme wind shear (see 6.3.2.6) 

NTM Normal turbulence model (see 6.3.1.3) 

ETM Extreme turbulence model (see 6.3.2.3)

NWP Normal wind profile model (see 6.3.1.2) 

Vr�2 m/s Sensitivity to all wind speeds in the range shall be analysed 

F Fatigue (see 7.6.3) 

U Ultimate strength (see 7.6.2) 

N Normal 

A Abnormal 

T Transport and erection 

* Partial safety for fatigue (see 7.6.3) 
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electrical and WT operation quantities for specific machine operating conditions 

(Measurement Load Case MLCs). The load measurement program shall be 

congruent with the design load cases used in the design assessment of the wind 

turbine. Therefore, the load measurement program shall include all normal and 

abnormal operating conditions (e.g. emergency shut down, loss of grid, protection 

system fault, etc.) for the design wind speed range and intense turbulence range. 

This procedure, regulated by IEC 61400-13, is described in section 2.4. The 

validation of project data with measured values must be accomplished through the 

following modes [51]: 

1. Component design strength: Comparison between the maximum design 

loads and the maximum measured loads. A safety factor must be 

considered in the comparison. In particular, the IEC provides the list of 

partial safety factors for loading, materials and component classes; 

2. Limit state analysis: Load spectra corresponding to lifetime operation. Since 

acquired data are not statistically significant to describe lifetime operation 

of the machine (designed for 20 years), the number of cycles of the load 

spectra obtained from measurement campaign have to be weigh with the 

Weibull distribution. Where, Weibull distribution gives a graphical 

representation of how often the wind blows at a certain speed. This allows 

to compare measured load spectra comparable with the design load 

spectra; 

3. Resonance analysis: Resonance analysis allows to identify resonance 

problems, usually due to the interaction between wind turbine drive train 

components. A Campbell diagram is often used to performed this analysis. 

The resonance analysis only considers internal component dynamics. The 

results of resonance analyses are not linked to the wind turbine external 

loadings [51]. 

If the project data and the measurement results are consistent, for each of the 

three modes listed above, the wind turbine design can be approved. 

2.3 Turbine and project certification practice 

According to the international standard ISO/IEC 17000 [56], certification is the 

attestation related to the conformity of products, processes, systems or persons. 

The decision to issue the certificate is based on the verification of the suitability, 

adequacy and effectiveness of selection and determination activities, and the 

results of these activities to the fulfilment of specified requirements. The 

certification shall be carried out by third-party test institutes accredited according 

to ISO 17025 [57]. 

Certification of wind turbines play an important role in minimizing the number of 

design errors, minimizing cost of energy, maximizing reliability and building up 
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confidence in the industry among manufacturers, developers, owners, finance and 

insurance companies, and regulatory authorities. International standards and 

guidelines are in force to carry out Type Certification and Project Certification of 

wind turbine. The most important guideline to certificate onshore and offshore 

wind turbines and wind farms is the IEC TS 61400-22 [55]. 

2.3.1 Wind turbine type certification 

Type Certificate provides the verification to a generic wind turbine and is not 

related to a certain site. According to [51], to obtain a Type Certificate the modules 

shown in Figure 22 are to be carried out.  

 

Figure 22 Modules of Type Certification [51] 

The type certification, regulated by the GL-IV-1 / GL-IV-2 guidelines or the IEC 

61400-22 standard or national standard, is usually composed of 4 modules: 

•  Design Assessment, it consists of a complete examination of the Design 

Requirements according to the standards from IEC 61400–1 to IEC 61400–

4 or GL’s wind guideline. In particular, the following documents in the form 

of specifications, calculations, drawings, descriptions and/or parts lists are 

to be assessed: 

 control and safety concept; 

 load case definitions / load assumptions; 

 safety system; 

 rotor blades and blade test reports; 

 mechanical structures including nacelle housing and spinner; 

 machinery components; 

 electrical installations, including lightning protection; 

 tower and, optionally, foundation; 

 manuals for erection, commissioning, operating and maintenance; 

 other optional items like personnel safety. 
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•  Implementation of the design-related requirements in Production and 

Erection (IPE), the manufacturer of the components and the manufacturer 

of the wind turbine shall ensure, to the certification body, that the 

requirements set in the technical documentation are observed during 

production and erection of the wind turbine. 

•  Quality management system, the designer and manufacturer shall ensure, 

to the certification body, that meet the requirements of ISO 9001 with 

regard their work. 

•  Prototype tests, Tests and measurements have to be carry out to validate 

the design calculations, to optimise control, performance and noise 

behaviour and to verify the performance of the safety and control systems. 

These tests and measurements are regulated by standards as shown in 

Table 6. 

Topics for Measurements Codes or standards to be applied 

Noise Emissions (other tests) IEC 61400-11 [61] 

Power Performance Measurements 

(Power Curve) 

IEC 61400-12 [60] 

Load Measurements IEC TS 61400-13 [50] 

Electrical Characteristics (other tests) IEC 61400-21 [62] 

Blade Tests IEC TS 61400-23 [63] 

Safety and Function Tests/Commissioning GL Wind Guideline [64] 

Table 6 Wind turbine standards for prototype tests 

2.3.2 Project certification 

Project certification is carried out for wind turbines having successfully received 

type certification and for locations for which the necessary data are available. 

Basically project certification is intended for projects covering more than one single 

wind turbine such as wind farms onshore as well as offshore [58]. According to [51], 

to obtain a project certificate the modules shown in Figure 23 are to be carried out. 
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Figure 23 Modules of Project Certification [51] 

The project certification, regulated by the GL-IV-1 / GL-IV-2 guidelines or the IEC 

61400-22 standard or national standard, is usually composed of 4 modules: 

•  Site-specific design assessment, it consists to checking and comparing the 

site conditions with the parameters used for the design assessment in type 

certification of wind turbine. 

•  Surveillance during production, the surveillance during production inspects 

and tests materials and components, according to ISO 9001 Quality 

Management System. The manufacturer shall ensure this surveillance 

otherwise surveillance may be done by a certification body. 

•  Surveillance during transport and erection. 

•  Surveillance during commissioning, before operation phase, all 

components related to operation and safety are being inspected and/or 

tested through previously approved procedures. 

The certification body issues the project certification and it does not expire as long 

as the Periodic Monitoring is carried out at regular intervals. Major modifications, 

conversions or repairs not approved by the certification body affect the validity of 

the certificate [58]. 

2.4 Mechanical validation via measurements 

In certification and product design processes, design data shall be compare with 

measurements. Several standards are currently used to measure physical 

quantities of wind turbines (electric, aerodynamic, acoustic and mechanical). In this 

thesis, the main focus is on mechanical measurements, standardized by IEC 61400-

13. Some criticisms are subjected into the standard [37], as I have declared in [59], 
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mostly solved or declared in the new version [50] updated in 2015, during my 

second year of PhD. 

Hereafter are reported, according to the new standard, the four basic requirements 

to perform a mechanical measurement campaign; while an application of the 

standard in a real case will be presented in chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis. 

1) Wind turbine load cases to be measured (MLCs) 

The Measurement load cases (MLCs), that define load measurement program, shall 

be congruent with the design load cases (DLCs) defined and used in the general 

design assessment of the wind turbine. The MLCs define the main external 

conditions and the operational conditions of the turbine during the measurement 

campaign. The external conditions include meteorological quantities such as wind 

speed, turbulence intensity and air density. The operational conditions include 

operational quantities such as rotational speed, yaw misalignment, electrical power 

and blade pitch angle. The operational conditions depend on the wind turbine 

configuration and shall be specified for each particular case.  

The standard identifies 7 MLCs: 

1. Power production; 

2. Parked; 

3. Start-up; 

4. Normal shutdown; 

5. Emergency shutdown; 

6. Grid failure; 

7. MLCs for dynamic characterization. 

That are classifiable in 3 groups: MLCs during steady-state operation (Power 

production and Parked), MLCs during transient events (Start-up, Normal shutdown, 

Emergency shutdown, Grid failure) and MLCs for dynamic characterization. Capture 

matrix, one for each MLC, specifies the minimum number of 10-minute time series 

that have to be acquired. 

The IEC specifies the minimum MLCs and time series for each MLC that have to be 

measured; however, the accredited certification institute can add MLCs or number 

of time series to increase the reliability of the results. 

2) Quantities to be measured 

Mechanical load magnitudes (Table 7), wind inflow (Table 8) as well as WT 

operational parameters (Table 9) must be recorded for each MLCs during the 

certification process. The standard defines mandatory and recommended 

quantities but it is not restrictive in terms of quantities to be measured. In fact, the 
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accredited certification institutes can add some quantities if it finds appropriate 

during the certificate process. 

Different quantities have to be measured according to the turbine in analysis. In 

particular, the parameters given in Table 7 are referred to wind turbines with a 

rated power output greater than 1500 kW and a rotor diameter greater than 75 m; 

which represents the case under analysis in this thesis. 

Load quantities [50] Level of importance [50] 
Sampling Frequency (not 

prescribed by IEC) [51] 

Blade flatwise bending 

moment distribution 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade edgewise bending 

moment distribution 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade root flatwise bending 

moment (Mbf) 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade root edgewise bending 

moment (Mbe) 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade torsional frequency and 

damping 
Recommended ≥ 64 samples/s 

Pitch actuation loads One blade mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor tilt moment (Mtilt) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor yaw moment (Myaw) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor torque (Mx) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower base normal moment 

(Mtn) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower base lateral moment 

(Mtl) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower mid normal moment 

(Mtmn) 

Recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower mid lateral moment 

(Mtml) 

Recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower top normal moment 

(Mttn) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower top lateral moment 

(Mttl) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower torque (Mttt) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Table 7 Wind turbine load quantities for turbines with a rated power output 

greater than 1500 kW and rotor diameter greater than 75 m 

Meteorological quantities [50] Level of importance [50] 
Sampling Frequency (not 

prescribed by IEC) [51] 

Wind speed at hub height Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Vertical wind shear (below 

hub height) 
Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 
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Vertical wind shear (above 

hub height) 
Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Vertical wind veer Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Upflow angle / flow inclination 

angle near hub height 
Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Turbulence intensity 

(horizontal) at hub height 
Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Wind direction at hub height Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Air density Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Turbulence intensity (3D) at 

hub height 
Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Icing potential Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Atmospheric stability Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Table 8 Meteorological quantities 

Operation quantities [50] Level of importance [50] 
Sampling Frequency (not 

prescribed by IEC) [51] 

Electrical power Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Rotor speed or generator 

speed 
Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Yaw misalignment Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Rotor azimuth angle Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Pitch position of all 

instrumented blades turbine 

controller output 

Mandatory for all 

instrumented blades 

Recommended for all 

blades 

≥ 64 samples/s 

Pitch speed Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Brake status Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

Brake moment (if not possible, 

brake pressure) a 
Recommended ≥ 1 samples/s 

Wind turbine status Mandatory ≥ 1 samples/s 

NOTE Pitch speed can be derived from pitch position 
a If the mechanical braking device is part of the primary braking system (e.g. at stall 

controlled turbines), the measurement of the brake moment is mandatory. 

Table 9 Wind turbine operation quantities 

3) Measurement techniques 

The standard IEC 61400-13 defines the guidelines to be followed for measuring 

mechanical loads, including sensor selection, application practices, calibration 

procedures, and uncertainty analysis. While, IEC 61400-12, IEC 61400-21 and IEC 

61400-22 defines the guidelines for meteorological, electrical and operating 

measurements. 
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The load sensors that can be used for wind turbine applications include, but are not 

limited to: 

•  strain gauge bridges; 

•  load cells / torque tubes (including piezoelectric cells). 

For wind turbines, it will be seldom possible to place a load cell in a main load path. 

The strain gauges applied to the structure are selected as the recommended type 

of sensor, although a calibration procedure is required and the measurement 

uncertainty may not always be satisfactory. These aspects will be discussed in detail 

in Chapter 4. 

The sampling frequency is prescribed to be at least eight times higher than any 

significant frequency in the relevant signal, while analogue filters with a cut-off 

frequency of at least three times higher than any significant frequency in the 

relevant signal shall be used. About that, in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 are 

reported the recommended sampling frequency for each measured quantity 

according to [51]. 

4) Processing guidelines 

The processing guidelines refer to procedures for data validation and selection, 

data analysis and presentation and reporting formats.
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3 MONITORING OF WIND TURBINES 
As described in chapter 0, wind turbines are one of the major sources of renewable 

electricity generation and are set to play a main role in the future energy scenarios 

for many countries. A growing interest in recent years has emerged around the 

possibility of exploiting the wind resource offshore. However, the limitations 

associated with offshore installations are the longer times and greater costs of 

repair related to faults; in general, according to [77], the operational expenditure 

of wind turbines amounts to approximately 20-35% of their life-cycle cost. 

Maintenance strategies have to be performed to achieve a reduction of cost of wind 

energy, based on condition monitoring. These strategies verify machine conditions 

and ensure that there aren’t deviations from the normal behaviour, since 

deviations are often produce to developing faults. 

This chapter is structured in four sections. section 3.1 provides the definitions of 

reliability, cost of energy and maintenance strategies. Section 3.2 presents a 

statistical analysis of the reliability and failure of wind turbines. Section 3.3 defines 

the structure of Wind Turbine Monitoring systems. Finally, Section 3.4 presents a 

review on the state-of-the-art of data acquisition techniques for condition 

monitoring of wind turbines; in particular, challenges and limitations of the current 

systems. Specifically, section 3.4 introduces before the techniques currently used 

and subsequently the further techniques, all with a major focus on drivetrain 

condition monitoring. 

3.1 Concepts and Definitions 

Development and deployment of wind turbine technology can only take place 

through a continuous improvements of diagnostic systems. Diagnostic systems 

allow a predictive evaluation of failures, avoiding long machine stops that cause an 

increase in O&M costs and in the Cost of Energy. Therefore, diagnostic systems will 

have a major impact on lowering turbine reliability and will be a critical factor for 

the economic success of a wind power project. 

3.1.1 Reliability 

Reliability is the probability that the designed system will function correctly under 

stated condition for a given time [66][67]. In general, the reliability can be defined 

at zero-time conditions and in service. In the first case, it is the ability of the system 

to work properly when it is new and it depends on the system design and 

manufacture technique used to generate it. While, the reliability in service is 

function of time, beginning at zero time, and depends by degrade of its parts during 

use [65]. 
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Reliability is usually expressed as the probability of success, i.e. the mean time 

between failures (MTBF), or the frequency of failure ff (t) [68]. Where MTBF ff (t) 

are given by equation (3) and (4), respectively: d��� = ��'���)	��� ℎ	
�( (ℎ)E
��'� 	9 9�)�
�'(  (3) 

9| = 1d��� (4) 

 

Figure 24 shows a typical failure rate ff (t) versus time in wind turbine and in general 

mechanical system [68][69], well known as “bathtub curve”. 

 
Figure 24 Typical bathtube curve 

The bathtub curve is characterized by three failure rate patterns, a decreasing 

failure rate, constant failure rate and an increasing failure rate. This three failure 

rate descried three different zone: 

•  Infancy period zone is normally characterized by a high failure rate. This is 

normally due to poor design, the use of substandard components, or lack 

of adequate controls in the manufacturing process; 

•  Useful life period zone is characterized by a constant failure rate. These 

failures occur when the stress levels exceeded the design levels due to 

random, chance causes or a no good preventive maintenance practices; 

•  Wear-out period zone is characterized by an increasing failure rate as the 

result of system deterioration due to age or use. 
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However, the most relevant parameter to measure the reliability is the availability. 

The availability Av(t), given by equation (5), is define as the probability that a 

component or system is capable of functioning at time [70]. �� = d���d��� + d��H (5) 

Where MTTF is the mean time to failure and MTTR is the mean time to recovery. 

The reliability is a primary parameter in wind energy. Indeed, it affects the 

capacity of Wind Turbine to work and to extract the maximum energy available 

from the wind during its life. Reliability can be improved by the implementation 

of wind turbine monitoring structure (i.e. SCADA, SHM and CMS), as described 

below. 

3.1.2 Cost of Energy 

Cost of energy is a widely used metric for comparing power plant system 

alternatives. The CoE is given by equation (6) [69][71], where ICC is the Initial Capital 

investment Cost; FRC is the annual Fixed Charge Rate; LRC is Levelized Replacement 

Cost; AE is the Annual Energy production in kWh; and OM is the annual Operation 

and Maintenance cost. 

The OM costs, that include the costs for insurance, periodic and unscheduled 

maintenance, spare parts, grid connection and administration, are the only 

variable costs and then the only parameters that can change the energy profit. 

The OM costs generally increase during the system life because the possibility 

of failures increase year by year. 

Concerning WT, the OM costs are relatively low compared to thermal power 

plants because of zero fuel costs. In particular, OM costs still account for 20-

25% of CoE [72] and they are obviously dependent on the maintenance strategy, 

effectiveness of the monitoring structure adopted by the user, the selection of 

technology and the characteristic of the site. In particular, Table 10 reports the 

OM costs for offshore and onshore installation in Europe [73] and onshore 

installation in North America [74]. Obviously, the OM costs of offshore wind are 

double than onshore wind due to the higher costs for accessing and maintaining 

the site at sea [73]. 

 

�	� = ��� ∗ ��H + �H� + �d��  (6) 
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Region 
Onshore Offshore 

USD/kWh 

North America 0.005 ÷ 0.015 - 

Europe 0.013 ÷ 0.025 0.027 ÷ 0.054 

Table 10 OM cost in North America and Europe [73],[74] 

The costs of wind energy production have to be at least compatible with the costs 

of energy production from conventional sources to make wind turbine system 

commercially acceptable. Figure 25 compares the weighted average CoE and range 

of renewable power generation technologies in different regions of the world. The 

CoE of WT is in line with the other renewable power generation technologies. 

However, there are significant differences in cost in different regions due to the 

very site-specific nature of renewable resources. In particular, China and India have 

the most competitive renewable wind energy generation thanks to the large 

number of project that have allowed to reduce the cost and to make wind energy 

a very competitive technology even for sites where the wind resource is not ideal 

[74]. 

 
Figure 25 Cost of electricity by region and technology and their weighted 

average 2013/2014[74] 

The wind speed offshore is higher than onshore, so the offshore WT are usually 

more efficient than onshore WT. However, this more efficient is not able to 

compensate its higher cost and the CoE for offshore WT is typical higher than 

Source: IRENA Renewable Cost Database.
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onshore WT. According to Figure 25 [74], the CoE range for onshore and offshore 

WT are [0.02 ÷ 0.17] and [0.08 ÷ 0.21], respectively. 

Figure 26 shows an interesting comparison among the CoE for the power 

generation technologies in 2014 and 2025. IRENA [74] expects a general decrease 

of all renewable resources and it evaluates onshore wind energy the cheapest 

energy technology in future. Where, the CoE reduction will be driven by the 

development of larger wind farm and technological improvements; improvements 

that include monitoring systems to understand failure rates, forestalling failures, 

managing efficient repairs and replacements. 

 
Figure 26 CoE ranges by renewable power generation technology, 2014 and 

2025 [74] 

3.1.3 Maintenance strategies 

Today, industry is forced to increase the efficiency of its products through the 

implementation of maintenance strategies in order to be competitive [76]. 

Maintenance strategies is a management method used to achieve the maintenance 

objectives, i.e. the targets assigned to or accepted by the management and 

maintenance department. These targets may include availability, cost reduction, 

product quality, environment preservation, safety [75]. 

In most industries, as well as WT industry, maintenance strategy can be classified 

into three main groups, according to EN 13306 [75]: 

•  Preventive or periodic maintenance (time-based); 

•  Predictive maintenance (condition-based); 
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•  Reactive or corrective maintenance (run to failure). 

The three strategies have a different influence on asset condition [77] and different 

cost [69], see Figure 27 and Figure 28. 

In preventive or periodic maintenance strategy, parts of the system are replaced or 

repaired according to their expected breakpoints, usually defined as total operating 

hours, machinery age, number of start-ups and shut-downs. The advantages of this 

strategies are: schedulability, an efficient spare-part management, low potential 

failure and therefore a low repair cost. However, the waste of lifetime in cases 

when components could have lasted longer increases the prevention cost [77]. 

In reactive or corrective maintenance strategy, repair or replacement are 

performed after a breakdown. Unlike what happens for periodic maintenance, this 

strategy uses the whole life of the component and the prevention cost is low. 

However, the machine is typically affected with long downtimes with the risk of a 

secondary and catastrophic failure [77]. Therefore, typically reactive and corrective 

maintenance strategy have high repair costs. 

Predictive maintenance can be considered a good compromise between the two 

solutions described above. In this case, expert operators define the expected 

operating hours of machine components based on condition monitoring analysis. 

The condition monitoring is based on an early detection of faults followed by 

maintenance that prevents severe damage [77]; in practice, it allows to prevent 

99% of failures [78]. This strategy is the most cost-effective maintenance strategy 

because minimize the total cost (i.e. the sum of prevention cost and repair cost) 

even if it requires resource and research investment. 

 
Figure 27 Influence of the 

maintenance strategy on asset 

condition [77] 

 
Figure 28 Costs associated with the 

three maintenance strategies [69] 

3.2 Reliability and failure statistics of wind turbine 

WTs reliability, as well as any machine, is affected by the reliability of their 

components. Studies and publications on WTs reliability have been made in recent 

years; the most important projects are Finisch Wind Turbine Statistics, Swedisch 

Wind Turbine Statistics, Windstats (Germany & Denmark), WMEP and Realwind. 
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These projects have allowed to develop databases containing failures in several 

wind farms overall project lifetime. Some publications have been made, however, 

the first databases, such as the Finisch Wind Turbine Statistics, Swedisch Wind 

Turbine Statistics, Windstats (Germany & Denmark) and WMEP, had important 

limitations. Data are taken from mixed WT populations with an old technology and 

a power lower than the modern turbines. ReliaWind project attempted to address 

the limitations of the first databases by considering around 350 operating turbines 

that met the following requirements: onshore WF with at least 15 turbines, rating 

greater than or equal to 850 kW, variable speed, pitch regulated and operating for 

a minimum of two years [79]. Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the percentage 

distribution of failure and downtime with wind turbine sub-assemblies from 

ReliaWind project, from approximately 35000 downtime events. 

The Power Mode and Rotor Modules are the subassemblys component of the 

machine responsible for the most failures and machine shutdowns. 

The failure trend obtained through the ReliaWind project are comparable with the 

WMEP, LWK and the Swedish results while a different downtime trend have been 

obtained. In particular, ReliaWind downtime trend shows much greater emphasis 

on the rotor and power modules because it is believed these newer WTs have not 

yet experienced major gearbox, generator or blade failures to date in service [80]. 

Therefore, downtime trend obtained through the ReliaWind project could not be 

representative of the real problem and so it is still necessary take in reference the 

results obtained through previous projects. 

 
Figure 29 Distribution of normalised failure rate by sub-system and 

subassembly for WTs of multiple manufactures from the ReliaWind survey [79] 
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Figure 30 Distribution of normalised downtime by sub-system and subassembly 

for WTs of multiple manufactures from the ReliaWind survey [79] 

Figure 31 reports the downtime trends from WMEP, LWK & Scandinavian projects; 

it shows that gearbox and blade failures are the main drivers of the most hours of 

machine shutdown [81]. This is not due to their intrinsic design weakness but rather 

the complexity of changing them in the field, entailing the use of cranes and the 

need for prior planning [80]. Furthermore, in [82] has been shown that 75% 

onshore WT failures are responsible for only 5% of the downtime while 25% of 

failures cause 95% of the downtime. This is because the 75% of failures are often 

associated with electrical faults (converter, electric pitch system, control 

equipment switch, …), which are often relatively easy to fix via remote or local 

resets in onshore environment. These figures are likely to be dramatically changed 

as WTs go offshore, indeed the 75% of failures will not repair quickly due to limited 

accessibility and difficult of travel and access to the farm. 

 
Figure 31 WT failure rate & downtime per failure from results for onshore WTs 

from 3 surveys (WMEP, LWK &Scandinavian) including >24000 turbine-years of 

operation [81] 
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As described above, the four major WT reliability projects are related to onshore 

installations and not many publications have been made for offshore installations. 

In [83] has been presented a reliability analysis of 3 years of available data from 

Egmond aan Zee offshore WF in the Netherlands (NoordzeeWind, 2007-2009). 

Figure 32 shows the annual stops frequency and downtime per stop in days for 13 

subassemblies for offshore wind turbines. Even if stops and failures are different 

concepts, the overall distribution of Figure 31 and Figure 32 are more similar, i.e. 

the subassemblies with high stop and failure rates not always being the worst 

causes of downtime. In particular, the gearbox and generator contributed only 6.7% 

and 2.8% respectively of total stops but 55% and 15% respectively of the downtime. 

While, the control system dominates the number of stops, 36%, but caused only 

9.5% of the total downtime. 

 
Figure 32 Stop rate and downtime data from Egmond aan Zee WF over 3 years 

[83]. 

The reliability of WT, besides depend on the reliability of its subassemblies, 

depends by several parameters, such as WT size and atmospheric conditions. 

The dependence of WT reliability on its size is investigated in [84]. The work utilized 

failure rates data over 11 years from 12 onshore WT models from the LWK survey. 

The results of this analysis, summarized in Figure 33, show that the failure rate 

increase when WT size increase. Based on this result, it seems that it may be 

difficult to decrease initial failure rate as turbines continue to grow in capacity, 

although reliability improvements are always being introduced. 
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Figure 33 Distribution of failure rates between different WT models [84] 

 

Finally, environmental condition has a strong impact on WT performance in term 

of damage. In particular, the reliability of WTs depend on wind speed[85][86]. In 

[86] has been carried out a physical check on the variation of the failure rate with 

Wind Energy Index (WEI) based on analysis of Danish WT field data from Windstats. 

Where WEI is defined as: 

��� = Actual monthly energy production from a collection of wind turbinesLong term expected monthly energy production from those turbines in the presence of average weather  
(7) 

The results of this analysis, given in Figure 34, show that the failure rate is height 

when WIE is height and vice versa, so it proves a dependency between the failure 

rate and the WEI. 

 
Figure 34 Correlation between failure rate & WEI [86] 
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In conclusion, at the state of the art the number of WT failures is typically 1-3 

failures per turbine per year [87]. This failure rate is acceptable for onshore WTs, 

while it becomes unacceptable for offshore WTs due to the complexity of access to 

the site. For offshore WTs, a failure rate of 0.5 would be desirable. 

The improvements on offshore reliability must be pursue through design and 

operational measures. They should prevent failure, mitigate the damage, reduce 

repair & maintenance costs and avoid unplanned maintenance. Finally, a 

standardized methodology is needed for reliability data collection and analysis; this 

can be achieved through close collaboration between manufacturers, operators 

and research institutes [88]. 

3.3 Wind Turbine Monitoring Structure 

Monitoring is a systematic or continuous process of observing, measuring and 

recording activities of a machine. The output information from a monitoring system 

are compared with assigned thresholds or statistical values for a diagnosis of the 

operating status of the machine. 

According to [89], the operational reasons for monitoring wind turbines are: 

•  To obtain commercially important information such as confirmation that 

the turbine is operating and the amount of energy being generated; 

•  To confirm the health of the overall WT structure and its safety; 

•  To detect subassembly faults or failures through alarms systems; 

•  To find the exact nature and location of any fault or failure and schedule 

maintenance. 

Each of the 4 operational reasons listed above may be associated to a monitoring 

structure class: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Structural 

Health Monitoring (SHM), Condition Monitoring (CM) and Diagnosis. The four 

classes are shown in Figure 35 [89] and they are described in detail in the following 

sections. In the modern WT, the data coming from the four classes are merged 

among for enhanced fault-detection performance [77]. 
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Figure 35 Structural health and condition monitoring of a wind turbine [89] 

3.3.1 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

SCADA is a data-collection system to provide real-time and historical information 

to supervise and control of the entire wind park and the individual wind turbines. 

These data, containing informations about the state of the WT and its 

subassemblies, are often recorded using high sample frequency and then a 

statistical analysis at 10 minutes intervals is performed. Typically, the minimum 

data set includes wind speed, wind direction, active power, reactive power, 

ambient temperature, pitch angle and rotational speed, according to [77]. 

However, the modern SCADA often recordes much more signals, as for example 

gearbox lubrication oil temperature, temperature values, electrical quantities etc. 

For all recorded signals the SCADA system transmits maximum, mean, minimum 

and standard deviation values. 

The availability of high-frequency acquisitions data from SCADA system have driven 

the operators to use these data to perform condition monitoring. Several studies 

have been carried out in recent years and, according to [77] and [90], the condition 

monitoring techniques based on SCADA systems can be grouped into three 

categories: Signal Trending, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Physical Models. 

In [90] is reported an analysis of performance and limitation of the Physical-Model 

approach. The analysis compares the detect failures on historical data with the real 

failures of wind turbines allowing to understand how many and how long before 
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failure the method can detect a fault. In total, the method detected correctly 24 

out of the 36 real failures with three false alarms (i.e. the method detected a failure 

without a real damage on the WT). The majority of these faults have been detected 

within six months before the failure. In particular, Figure 36 shows the range and 

distribution of the advance detection period for the four main failures (i.e. main 

bearing, gearbox, generator bearings and generator windings). 

 
Figure 36 Distribution of advance-detection periods for faults detected based 

on SCADA data (Physical-Model approach) in the validation study [90] 

The results from Physical-Model approach did not demonstrate a good 

performance of SCADA system to detect faults and then, at present stage, it cannot 

replace CM system, this is in line with [77][91][92]. However, studies are underway 

to develop condition monitoring techniques from SCADA systems, since it would 

significantly reduce the costs of monitoring a wind turbine. 

3.3.2 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and Condition Monitoring 

(CM)  

Wind turbine is exposed to harsh environmental conditions and fluctuating 

mechanical and aerodynamic loads. The operating conditions of the wind turbine 

are the source of the reduction of wind turbine reliability and can give rise to system 

fault or failure, in particular of the turbine's drivetrain and actuators. According to 

[93], gearboxes are commonly faced with abrasive wear, micropitting, scuffing, and 

macropitting issues; while, the nacelle yaw and blade pitch mechanisms commonly 

suffer from false brinelling and fretting damage. 

Fault is defined as a significant change of the system parameters beyond 

acceptable/allowed limits reflected in a negative impact on overall system 

performance [94]. Therefore, the impact of a fault can be tolerable. Contrary, 
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system failure is a complete loss of the functionality whereas the system is not 

capable to perform predefined functionalities [95]. Usually in Wind Energy 

Conversion Systems (WECSs), a fault is indicative of a developing failure [101]; 

therfore a condition monitoring is required to identify faults before catastrophic 

damage occurs with a reducing of O&M costs [97] and the risk of premature 

breakdowns [96]. 

The monitoring system of a wind turbine can be classified into two categories: 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and Condition Monitoring (CM). A SHM system 

detects the integrity of WT structural components as the support structure (tower, 

structure and foundation) or rotor blades, while systems for monitoring other 

components, as for example drive train, are usually called Condition Monitoring 

(CM) [77]. For the simplicity, both monitoring systems will be named CM from this 

point onward. 

As shown in Figure 37, CM is performed in three main steps: data acquisition using 

sensors, signal processing using various data processing techniques and feature 

extraction via the retrieval of parameters that will aid in establishing the current 

status of the monitored equipment [69]. Several techniques and sensors have been 

developed over the years for all four main components of the wind turbine (i.e. 

foundations, tower, gearbox and blades). Standard ISO 61400-25-6 [105] provides 

a description of sensors type, sensors position and sensor orientation that can be 

used for the condition monitoring of WT. However, the wind energy industry 

requires condition monitoring techniques with high reliability, which corresponds 

to a low risk of false alarms or missed faults. At the state of the art, there are no 

solutions able to reach these targets [128]. Therefore, data fusion is often 

recommended [129]; it combines information from multiple sensors (and possibly 

from different monitoring techniques), compensating the wrong analysis on a 

single one techniques and increasing the reliability of the overall CM system. 

3.3.3 Diagnosis, Prognosis and Maintenance 

When a change of the system parameters occur, CM sent an alarm signal to the 

SCADA [99], which is the trigger for further and more detailed investigation. In 

particular, using the same sensors used in CM systems but with higher sample-

frequency, faults can be detected (diagnosis) or predicted (prognostic) and the 

appropriate maintenance strategy have to be chosen [69] to deploy the minimum 

resources required, ensure system reliability and recover from breakdowns [102]. 

In particular, if a fault is detected suitable corrective maintenance actions have to 

be applied. The two main approaches are: palliative maintenance, which is a 

provisional solution to failures, and curative maintenance for standing solution to 

failures [69]. While, if a fault is predicted, preventive maintenance is carried out 
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before the fault occurs. In this case, four different approaches can be used: time-

based or scheduled maintenance, current-state based or conditional maintenance, 

parameter-projection-based or forecasting maintenance, status-based or proactive 

maintenance [69]. However, these four maintenances actions require an 

estimation of the State-of-Health and a prediction of the remaining lifetime of the 

system. Where, the main remaining lifetime prediction strategies adopted in the 

wind turbine are condition-based [98], which compares the current system state 

(measured through CM system) with the designed conditions, and reliability-based 

[100], that instead combine the system state in two successive instances. 

The framework of the interaction between condition monitoring, diagnosis, 

prognosis and maintenance systems described above is shown schematically in 

Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37 Framework of the interaction between condition monitoring, 

diagnosis, prognosis and maintenance systems, according to [94] and [69]. 
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3.4 State of the art of drivetrain CMS for wind turbines 

As already described in the introductory chapter, one of the focus of this research 

is to develop a new drivetrain condition monitoring technique. CMSs for the 

drivetrain have been the main focus for the wind industry [77]. This is because the 

drivetrain failure causes the highest annual downtime among all turbine 

components, due to the high failure rate combined with a time-consuming, highly 

expensive and difficult replacement procedure [130]. 

CMS can be certified by Germannischer Lloyd [103]; for drivetrain, the certification 

is mainly based on vibration-based CMS and considers Oil-based CMS as a suitable 

addition for vibration-based CMS but not as a standalone solution. A detailed 

description of CMS for drive train is provided in the following sections, they will 

describe the required instrumentation, the diagnostic method applied and the 

advantage of each solution. In particular, sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 introduce the 

vibration-based and oil-based drive train CMS, respectively, while in section 3.4.3 

further techniques are discussed. 

3.4.1 Vibration-based CMS 

Vibration measurement is a low-cost and one of the typical CMSs applicable to 

monitoring rotating parts of WT, i.e. drive train. This CMS make use of the fact that 

most damages in rotating machine change the vibration characteristics of the 

structure, like stiffness and damping [106][107]. 

The standard ISO 13373-1 [104] provides an overview of the vibration transducer 

with their dynamic features. The sensors usually applied for vibration-based CMS 

include laser vibrometers, velocity sensors, accelerometers, spectral emitted 

energy sensors and displacement sensors. The issues that should be taken into 

account in evaluating the most appropriate solution are frequency range, dynamic 

range and the sensitivity of the sensor [77]. According to GL Certification Guideline 

[103], Table 11 reports an overview of sensor types, sensor number, position and 

orientation, although a specific position cannot be recommended due to the large 

variety of wind turbine design. 

Concerning vibration-based drive trains CMS, damage detection algorithms make 

use of the fact that a structural change is reflected in a change of natural frequency 

and/or mode shape and, according to [106], the algorithms can be classified in four 

categories: 

1. mode shape-based techniques; 

2. curvature shape-based techniques; 

3. frequency-based techniques; 

4. combined shape-based and frequency-based techniques. 
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These four algorithms extract information from vibration signals with time domain 

analysis methods and/or frequency domain analysis methods. Where the main 

time-domain analysis are Statistical and parameter-based methods, Trend analysis, 

Time synchronous averaging, Planet separation method and Amplitude 

demodulation. While the main frequency-domain analysis are Fast-Fourier 

Transform and spectrum analysis, Order analysis, Cepstrum analysis, Envelope 

curve analysis, Spectral kurtosis filtering and Wavelet analysis. A more detailed 

description about each method and its implementation can be found in [77]. 

 
Table 11 Minimum sensor requirements for vibration-based CM according to 

the GL Certification Guideline 2013 [103] [77] 

3.4.2 Oil-based CMS 

One of the most promising techniques for monitoring WT drivetrain is oil analysis 

[108]. Oil analysis can be applied online and offline on hydraulic and/or lubrication 

oils to determine the chemical properties and content of oil, coolant or lubricant. 

The purposes of oil-based CMS are: 

1) monitoring the properties of the oil in order to safeguarding the quality of 

the lubrication, the effectiveness of the filter system and to determine the 

necessity of an oil change; 

Component of 
the wind 
turbine 

Necessary 
number of 
sensors per
component

Direction of 
measurement 

Frequency range 

Rotor bearin❣ 1 ✭✰1 optional✮ Radial ✰ A①ial 0.1H③❹  ≥10kHz 

Gearbox 4+1 Radial + Axial 0.1Hz…  ≥10kHz at low 
speed shaft 
10Hz…  ≥10kHz at high 
speed shaft 

Generator 
bearing

2 Radial 10Hz… ≥10kHz 

Tower with 
nacelle 

(2 optional) Axial in wind 
direction and 
transversal to the 
axial direction 

0.1Hz… ≥100Hz 

Rotor blade (2 optional) In rotor axis 
direction and 
transversal to the 
rotor axis 

0.1Hz… ≥10kHz 
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2) safeguard the components involved. Indeed, wear debris content can 

indicate developing faults. 

Although online oil analysis entails time consuming and relatively expensive 

technique, such as spectrometers, analyser or Scanning Electron Microscopes, is 

considered one of the most promising condition monitoring techniques for WT. The 

market offers a large number of sensors for Oil-based CMS [109]. According to [77], 

Table 12 gives an overview of commercially available sensors. 

 
Table 12 Overview of commercially available sensors for oil condition 

monitoring, according to [77] 

3.4.3 Further techniques for drive train condition monitoring 

As discussed previously, the most common CM techniques for drive train are based 

on vibration and oil analysis. The limitations of the two main techniques have drove 

research institute to develop new CM systems. In the following sections is 

presented a brief description for the main alternative CM systems, in particular 

acoustic emission, thermography and measurement of electrical or mechanical 

parameters. 

Type of sensor Output signal Status of implementation in
wind turbines 

Water-content sensors Water saturation (%) Only laboratory tests, validation 
for wind turbines required 

Particles-concentration 

sensors

Particles size distribution 

according to ISO 4406 

Laboratory tests and 
experimental test in a wind 
turbine 

Wear-debris sensors Quantity of particles per unit of 

time and size 
Part of standard CMS of some 
wind turbine manufactures 

Dielectric constant 

sensors

Dielectric constant Laboratory tests for several 
industry applications 

Viscosity sensors Kinematic viscosity Laboratory tests for wind turbine 
applications 

Oil-properties sensors Viscosity, temperature, density, 

dielectric constant 
Experimental test in some wind 
turbines 

Oil-quality sensors Color code, quality index Laboratory tests for wind turbine 
applications 
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3.4.3.a Acoustic emission 

Acoustic emission has some similarities with vibration monitoring and then acoustic 

sensors have some similarities with vibration sensors but with a significant 

difference. While vibration sensors are able to detect movement of the structure, 

acoustic sensors are able to measure the waves generated sudden release of 

energy due to strain or damage within or on the surface of a solid material, or by 

the interaction of two media in relative motion [110]. The detection of faults and 

their localization requires a high number of distributed sensors [111], usually 

piezoelectric-sensors, with a frequency range between 20 kHz and 10 MHz [112] 

[113]. 

To detect faults, acoustic emission signals are usually characterized in terms of 

amplitude and energy [96]. In [115] is shown the success to fault detection by a 

statistical analysis of acoustic emission signal. However, it is still necessary to 

develop a capture method to monitor faults progression [113]. 

Although this technique is very costly due to the cost of the acquisition system, a 

lot of applications have been born in recent years for bearing and gearbox 

monitoring to detect faults such as pitting, cracking or deboning in the initiation 

phase [115][113][112]. The advantages of this technique in comparison with 

vibration-based CM are: 

•  greater flexibility and low attention in sensor placement; 

•  wider bandwidth of frequency is considered which can give an indication of 

starting defects; 

•  more robust for low-speed operation of WT. 

This section has discussed the application of acustic emission technology for drive 

train monitoring, however it is fair to point out that the tecnique shows also a 

excellent behaviour for rotor blades monitoring [114]. 

3.4.3.b Thermography 

Thermography is a technique in which an infrared camera is used for detecting and 

measuring temperature variations on the surface of a structure or body part and 

transforming them into visible signals (images). Energy transferred to the material 

induces specific temperature distribution around damaged areas allowing 

damaged area detection in early stage and stress analysis [94]. Although the fault 

detection is more easy for external damage, thermography shows also a good 

behaviour for internal damage. As for example the detection of delamination, 

debonding, matrix cracking, and fiber pulling out, that are probable internal 

damage for wind turbine blades [116]. 
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Concerning drivetrain, this method has already been implemented to monitoring 

thermal power plants [117] [118]. In [117] [77] the thermography application on 

wind turbines is suggested, in particular for monitoring: 

•  Electrical system (power electronics, control system); 

•  Transformer; 

•  Nacelle (fire detection); 

Like acoustic emission CMS, thermography can be considered a complementary 

method of vibration-based CMS and oil-based CMS, but cannot replace them, 

either for on-line CMS and off-line CMS. 

Cameras and diagnostic software are starting to become available, however at the 

present the technique is not particularly well-established for on-line process 

monitoring due two main limitations: 

1. high cost of IR cameras [119]; 

2. thermography monitoring is usually performed manually and should be 

done when the equipment is fully loaded, this entails risks and then saftey 

issues. 

This section has discussed the application of thermography technology for drive 

train monitoring, however it is fair to point out that also it shows excellent 

behaviour for rotor blades monitoring [116], in particular for fatigue testing 

[120][114]. 

3.4.3.c Electrical parameters 

All of the CM techniques described above require their own data acquisition system 

and analysis software [96]. In contrast, the electrical current and voltage are 

continuously measured and an additional acquisition system is not necessary. 

Therefore, the advantages of CMS based on electrical parameters are the low cost 

[121] and its non-intrusive nature. 

Monitoring based on electrical parameters have been used to detect gearbox tooth 

damages, generator and bearing problems. Two techniques are applied to identify 

this faults; Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) and frequency analysis. MCSA 

allows to detect generator problems [77], as for example stator phase inductive 

unbalance, rotor phase resistive unbalance, phase resistive unbalance and turn-to-

turn faults, and gearbox tooth damage [122][123][124][125][126]. While, bearing 

faults are usually identified by using current frequency and amplitude 

demodulation algorithms of one-phase stator current. Indeed, a bearing fault 

induces shaft torque variation in the generator with a modulation of amplitude and 

frequency of the current signal [77]. However, the extraction of bearings fault is not 

easy because their frequencies are fluctuating [127]; the two main solutions that 
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can be applied to overcame this problem are phase-locked loop and wavelet 

analysis. 

3.4.3.d Shaft torque signal 

Torque is a fundamental operating parameter of rotating mechanical systems. In 

case of wind turbines, the study of drive train torque allows to optimize WT control 

in order to increase the power, with a direct impact on annual energy production 

[131], and to carry out CM on drive train. 

During the last decade, wind turbine CMS based on shaft torque signal has recorded 

a great interest [132][96] [127][133] because shaft torque contains information on 

the mechanical response to wind before any generator effects. This condition 

monitoring technique allows to detect rotor electrical asymmetry and machine 

winding faults [134][135][136] but it is particularly efficient to detect gearbox 

failures [133] and rotor imbalance [130][137]. For gearbox faults usually vibration 

analysis algorithms are used. However, at present these algorithms cannot predict 

if and when the faults will occur in the gearbox and neither when the total failure 

is expected if the fault is already detected [130]. To overcame this limits, the new 

algorithms measure shaft torque and analyse the fatigue loads of the gearbox. 

While for rotor imbalance, usually power spectra density analysis are used [130]; 

where the effects of rotor imbalance on the WT can be subdivided into two groups: 

blade mass imbalance and aerodynamic asymmetry. 

Despite the great potential to use shaft torque signals for wind turbine condition 

monitoring, their application is still limited to the laboratory environment. The main 

obstacle to industrial application is the costly, intrusive nature and unacceptable 

accuracy of the required measurement equipment. Following is reported a list of 

the main torque transducers, available for wind turbine shafts application, with the 

advantages and disadvantages of each solution: 

1. Flange torque transducer. Flange torque transducer is designed to mount 

in-line between a driving source and an absorber or load. The core of the 

torque transducer is instrumented with a strain gage torsional bridge. 

When the shaft is turned a torsional stress occurs, which causes a 

proportional resistance change in the strain gages, resulting in a voltage 

shift in the sensor’s output signal. This transducer has usually a higher 

accuracy (superior temperature stability and minimal linearity deviation 

and hysteresis) than other solutions. This results are achieved thanks the 

possibility to perform a calibration procedure in laboratory; even if, in case 

of torque transducer with a capacity larger than 1.1 MN the traceability of 

a calibration is not guaranteed [138]. The main disadvantages of this 

solution are the high cost and its intrusiveness. Indeed, the transducer 
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cannot be applied to an existing machine but requires a redesign of the 

shaft; 

2. Strain gage sensors. Shaft torque can be measured by a full bridge with 

pairs of gages at the opposite sides of the shaft; gages measure at 45° from 

shaft axis, as required for torque. Strain gage can be directly glue on the 

shaft surface without to need a shaft redesign; a cylindrical section should 

be chosen, far enough from other components in order to avoid local stress 

concentration. The main disadvantages of this solution are: difficult to 

install it (the gluing should be done by a highly skilled staff); require a 

telemetry system for signal transmission; the uncertainty is large, typically 

around 5%; strain gage sensors suffer from crosstalk and may be influenced 

by local strain distributions, which cannot be compensated, not even 

through calibration; a calibration procedure have to be performed on field; 

strain gage solution is impractical for long-term use on operating WTs, due 

to limited life of strain gages; 

3. SAW torque transducer. SAW sensors act as 'frequency dependent' strain 

gauges. Like strain gage solution, shaft torque can be measured by a full 

bridge with pairs of SAWs glued at 45° from shaft axis and at the opposite 

sides of the shaft. A solution of a batteryless non-contact SAW torque 

sensor suitable for aftermarket installation on wind turbine drivetrains has 

been presented in [139]. The advantages of this transducer are: the gluing 

is more easy than strain gage but should be still done by a highly skilled 

staff; SAW calibration can be performed on a test bench in laboratory. 

While, the disadvantage of this solution, that hinder its massive 

implementation, is the short reading range. This foremost limitation of the 

SAW based sensor system occurs when the reply signal strength at the 

reader becomes too weak for reliable recognition and identification [140]; 

To overcome the limits of the previous described solutions, a novel non-intrusive 

and simple contactless torque and speed measurement system have been 

developed during the PhD [141]. The technique consists of two zebra tape codes 

directly glued around the shaft with two optical sensors mounted on non-rotating 

supports. As the shaft rotates, each optical sensor, mounted on a non-rotating 

component, generates a pulse train signal proportional to the light intensity 

reflected by the zebra tape stripes. When a torque is applied to the shaft, the 

relative rotation of the ends of the shaft section results in a time shift, between the 

two pulse train signals. The principle of the proposed method is to quantify the 

shaft relative twist angle, by measuring the phase difference between the two pulse 

signals, and thence deriving the applied torque, from a known torque-twist 

relationship. 
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This technique operates entirely contact-free and allows torque measurement on 

standard installations, across their operational life, avoiding the use of permanently 

installed in-line intrusive torque meters, by simply instrumenting the existing shaft 

with the two zebra tapes located as far as possible from each other. The use of 

optical sensors and zebra tapes on rotating shafts is not new; however literature 

reports only application for torsional vibration measurement [142][143], while this 

thesis proposes their use for torque measurement. Chapter 6 gives a more detailed 

explanation of the technique. 

The advantages of this technique are: the low cost; non-intrusiveness; the 

possibility to measure simultaneously torque and speed; the possibility to measure 

torsional vibration [142][143]; the possibility to install it on an existing machine 

without having to redesign the shaft; a good accuracy. The disadvantage of this 

solution, that hinder the implementation on all turbines, is the linear dependence 

between angular shift and distance between the zebra tapes. This limitation 

prevents the application of the technique in WT with short shaft.
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4 MEASUREMENT OF MECHANICAL LOADS IN LARGE 

WIND TURBINES: PROCEDURES TO SELECT THE 

MEASUREMENT CHAIN AND TO CALIBRATE THE 

STRAIN GAGE SENSORS 
The standard IEC 61400-13 defines the guidelines to be followed for measuring 

mechanical loads, including sensor selection, application practices, calibration 

procedures, uncertainty analysis and thermal compensation. The strain gauges 

applied to the structure are selected as the recommended type of sensor. However, 

given the continuing increase of dimensions of wind turbines, the difficulty to 

perform a correct load sensor calibration, so to meet the certification 

requirements, remains a complex task and a problem which deserves attention, as 

has been addressed in recent literature [146][147]. 

This chapter describes the procedures that have to be followed in the design of a 

measurement chain and calibration of typical strain gage bridges installed on wind 

turbine with a rated power output greater than 1500 kW and a rotor diameter 

greater than 75 m, as I have described in [156]. 

Calibration is the process through which it is possible to establish a physical 

relationship between the electrical signal output from the sensor and the 

mechanical load input acting on the structure. According to IEC 61400:13, 

commonly used methods are Analytical calibration, Gravity loads and External load. 

In particular, this chapter, in paragraph 4.4.3, focuses mainly on calibration by using 

Gravity loads and it suggests the models for load sensor calibration of bending 

bridges through unbalanced masses of the turbine. The loads generated through 

these unbalances, for some turbine sections, will only cover part of the 

measurement range; in particular, for bottom tower bending moments, the 

fraction of the full scale may be really small, lower than 5%, because unbalanced 

masses are able to cause only small bending moments relative to those generated 

by aerodynamic actions during operation. In these cases, a combination of 

Analytical and Gravity loads calibration methods is required. 

4.1 Mechanical loads quantities to be measured 

Mechanical load magnitudes must be recorded for each MLCs during the 

certification process. The standard defines mandatory and recommended 

quantities, but this list is not restrictive; indeed, the accredited certification 

institutes can add some, if it finds appropriate during the certificate process. 

Load quantities have to be selected in accordance with the turbine in analysis. In 

particular, the parameters given in Table 13 are referred to wind turbines with a 
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rated power output greater than 1500 kW and a rotor diameter greater than 75 m; 

which represents the case under analysis in this thesis. 

Load quantities [50] Level of importance [50] 
Sampling Frequency (not 

prescribed by IEC) [51] 

Blade flatwise bending 

moment distribution 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade edgewise bending 

moment distribution 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade root flatwise bending 

moment (Mbf) 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade root edgewise bending 

moment (Mbe) 

2 blades mandatory, 1 

blade recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Blade torsional frequency and 

damping 
Recommended ≥ 64 samples/s 

Pitch actuation loads One blade mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor tilt moment (Mtilt) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor yaw moment (Myaw) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Rotor torque (Mx) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower base normal moment 

(Mtn) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower base lateral moment 

(Mtl) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower mid normal moment 

(Mtmn) 

Recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower mid lateral moment 

(Mtml) 

Recommended 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower top normal moment 

(Mttm) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower top lateral moment 

(Mttl) 

Mandatory 
≥ 64 samples/s 

Tower torque (Mttt) Mandatory ≥ 64 samples/s 

Table 13 Wind turbine load quantities for turbines with a rated power output 

greater than 1500 kW and rotor diameter greater than 75 m, according to IEC 

61400 – 13 Edition 2015 [50]. 

For each of these quantities, it is necessary to design a measurement chain and 

perform a calibration process; but, in this chapter, this analysis will be restricted 

only to mechanical moments that are highlighted in grey in Table 13. 

Concerning Rotor tilt and Rotor yaw, they are the bending moments d¥¦ and d§¦  

in the non-rotating co-ordinate system of the rotor, respectively, according to 

Figure 38. These moments cannot be measured but have to be computed from the 

Shaft parallel and Shaft normal bending moments, according to equations (8) and 
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(9), if strain gauges can be applied to the shaft. Where, Shaft parallel and Shaft 

normal are the measured bending moments d¥¨  and d§¨  in the rotating co-

ordinate system of the hub, respectively, according to Figure 39. H	�	� �)�� = ©ℎ�9� ������'� ∗ cos(X) ª ©ℎ�9� �	���� ∗ sin(X) (8) H	�	� «�¬ = ©ℎ�9� ������'� ∗ sin(X) + ©ℎ�9� �	���� ∗ cos(X) (9) 

Where X is rotor azimuth and X = 0 when the blade is vertical and pointing up, 

according to the standard IEC 61400:13 [50]. 

 

Figure 38 Nacelle co-ordinate system 

[50] 

 

Figure 39 Hub co-ordinate system [50] 

Therefore, the analysis that will be described below will be limited to the problems 

of measuring Shaft parallel and Shaft normal bending moment, while no analysis 

will be performed for Rotor yaw and Rotor tilt moment. 

4.2 Selection of load sensor, electrical connection and 

measurement section 

For each of the load quantities to be measured, it is necessary to define the load 

sensor, the electrical configuration and the measurement section. Topics discussed 

below. 

A load sensor is a device that directly or indirectly measures the load of a system or 

component. Typical devices include, but are not limited to: 

− strain gauge bridges; 

− load cells/torque tubes (including piezoelectric cells); 

− accelerometers, velocity, rotation and displacement transducers. 

Rotor yaw 

Rotor tilt Shaft normal 
Shaft  parallel 
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For wind turbines, it will seldom be possible to place a load cell in a main load path. 

For this reason, strain gauges applied to the structure are selected as the 

recommended type of sensor by the standard [37] and therefore this thesis will 

mainly discuss topics related to their use. 

A specific strain gage full bridge has to be realized in the appropriate section of the 

machine and with the proper geometric configuration; in all cases full bridges are 

suggested because of their linearity, high sensitivity and because they compensate 

undesired inputs, such as axial loads, orthogonal moments and thermal effects. 

However, the compensation of undesired inputs occurs only in case of a perfect 

installation, perfect structural symmetryand only if the parameters of all the 4 

strain gages are exactly the same. 

In order to measure bending moments acting on the turbine, two typical bridge 

configurations are used: parallel strain gages (Figure 40-a) or T configuration (Figure 

40-b). The parallel solution provides a bridge factor equal to 4, which allows to 

maximize sensitivity to the desired input moment, and it cancels out all effects due 

to axial forces, torsion and orthogonal bending moments, but requires the two 

sides of the bridge to be isothermal. The T configuration has a bridge factor equal 

to 1.6 and compensates thermal differences between the two sides of the bridge, 

provided the material is isotropic. Typically, on steel parts, such as the tower, it is 

preferred to use a T configuration [145][147][148], because it is superior in thermal 

compensation, even if its bridge factor is lower than the parallel configuration. 

While, for composite material blades, a parallel configuration could be preferred 

[150], because of the anisotropic behaviour of the material. At the next chapter, 

the thesis will discuss the thermal effects on strain gage bridges in real field 

installation of a large wind turbine. 

 

a) parallel bridge configuration 

and circuit 

 

b) T bridge configuration and 

circuit '1 = 4∗�j (ɛJ + ɛh ª ɛ� ª ɛj) where: K = gauge factor; ɛi = strain measured by 

ith strain gage. 
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Figure 40 Typical full bridges used in wind turbine type testing for bending 

moments [145] 

While, in order to measure torsional moments, the configuration shows in Figure 

41 is usually applied. This configuration has a bridge factor equal to 4 and 

compensates thermal differences between the two sides of the bridge, provided 

the material is isotropic. 

 

'1 = ' ∗ �4 (ɛJ + ɛh ª ɛ� ª ɛj) 

where:  

K = gauge factor;  

ɛi = strain measured by ith strain gage. 

Figure 41 Typical full bridge used in wind turbine type testing for torsional 

moments 

According to Italian standard UNI 10478-4 [153], the electrical connection of a full 

strain gage bridges, in the case of long cable connections, can be made using 4-wire 

or 8-wire, as shown in Figure 42. 

Type of 

conncetion 
Electrical circuit Note 

eight-wire e e0

 

Not 

recommended 

Four-wire e e0

 

 

Figure 42 Eight-wire and four-wire connection of full-bridge circuit 
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In particular, the standard recommends to use a four-wire connection (closed on 

the structure) compared to the eight-wire connection (closed on the instrument). 

In the first case, the resistance of cables is external to the bridge and then the 

thermal response due to the cables is eliminated; while in the second case thermal 

effects are compensated only if the cables are the same for the eight arms of the 

bridge, have the same length and are exposed to the same temperature variations. 

However, when using a four-wire connection, the lead resistances are drawn in the 

supply leads. These cause a partial voltage dropping off in the cable, as a result, the 

output signal is smaller and the measurement system is less sensitive. To overcome 

this problem, two additional leads to control the excitation voltage at the bridge 

are required; then, 6-wire bridge is preferable, according to Figure 43 [154]. If the 

cable resistance varies as a result of the influence of temperature or change in cable 

length, the amplifier makes internal readjustments until the set point value is again 

reached. This allows to use very long cables (up to 500 m) without affecting the 

sensors' sensitivity. 

 

Figure 43 Six-wire connection of full-bridge circuit 

Considering the large distances that there might be between full strain gauge 

bridges and Data AcQuisition (DAQ) in wind turbines, it is advisable to use the six-

wire connection, as shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41. However, regardless of the 

type of bridge configuration and the electrical connection adopted, the calibration 

procedures described below can be applied. 

The last issue to be evaluated during the gluing of the strain gages is the selection 

of the measurement section. It would be advisable to avoid zones with stress 

concentration that could be due by geometric discontinuities (as for example sharp 

corners, holes, changes in the cross-sectional area of the object) or proximity to 

supports (as for example bearings, flanges, bushings ...). In this sense, iteration 

between the accredited certification institutes and WT manufacturer's finite 
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element results is necessary. In some cases, however, it could be impossible to find 

a section which is completely free of stress concentration and this will add 

uncertainty to the measurement. 

In wind turbine strain gage measurements, usually stress concentration could affect 

tower bottom bridges due to the geometric discontinuities of the door, tower top 

bridges due to the flange, shaft bridges due to bearings and blade root bridges due 

to the bushings. However, in all these cases the assessment, if the strain gage 

bridges have actually been installed outside the stress concentration regions, can 

be done by performing sensors calibration through unbalanced masses of the 

turbine, according to the model presented in paragraph 4.4.3. For example, for 

tower bending bridges a variation of the angle of yaw of the nacelle of 360 ° allows 

to generate sinusoidal moment due to the mass of the system nacelle, hub and 

rotor. If the output signal match the expected trend, the measurement section will 

be outside the stress concentration regions. Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the 

output signal from bending bridges glued respectively at 0.3 and 1.5 tower 

diameters from the top tower for a yaw revolution. It is evident that the signal 

recorded in Figure 44 is disturbed, while the one in Figure 45 is much more similar 

to a sinusoids this demonstrates that the section at 0.3 diameters from the tower 

top is in a stress concentration region and then unsuitable for the measurement. 

 
Figure 44 Tower top bending moment 

before reinstallation 

 
Figure 45 Tower top bending moment 

after reinstallation 

Concerning this installation error, the new version of the standard [37] 

recommends to apply strain gauges at a distance of at least one diameter from the 

top tower, which it was not required in the old standard version in force when I 

started my PhD. 

4.3 Network of DAQ systems 

The strain gage full bridges for measuring the mechanical loads, preferably with a 

6-wire connection, are usually connected to three data acquisition systems that 

form a DAQ network; a typical network of DAQ systems is reported in Figure 46. 

Two DAQ systems at tower top and at tower bottom are connected by Ethernet to 

the embedded pc which controls the data acquisition systems. A third DAQ is in the 

rotating hub and is connected by a Wifi LAN to the computer. The DAQ mounted in 

the hub is usually subject to interference, sometimes severe such as lightning and 
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electromagnetic discharge due electrified blades, and in general electromagnetic 

interference due to the generator, which can generate noise during measurement 

or even worse damage it; therefore, a ruggedized version is advisable. 

All DAQ systems are synchronously sampling the output from the bridges at least 

64 Hz, as recommended in [51]; a common time stamp is provided by a GPS clock. 

 

Figure 46 – The network of DAQ systems installed in the turbine 

The configuration of the DAQ system network shown in Figure 46 is one of the 

possible solutions; variants can be applied according to the turbine being 

instrumented. In particular, if sliding contacts for transmitting high speed data are 

available, this solution is often preferable to Wifi solution due to the possible 

disconnection problems that can lead to data loss. 

4.4 Suitable calibration methods 

Calibration is the process through which it is possible to establish a physical 

relationship between the electrical signal output and the mechanical load input 

acting on the structure. This relationship is expressed mathematically by the 

coefficients of the calibration line, usually obtained by linear regression of input-

output data. 

In order to establish this relationship each bridge has to be calibrated versus a 

known reference input moment. Unfortunately, such an approach becomes 
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particularly complex in case of large wind turbines, due to their large dimensions (a 

2 MW turbine is about 80-100 m tall, with 40-50 m long blades), and to the large 

magnitude of the loads necessary to cover the expected range in operation. 

Furthermore, in order to accurately apply a known input load, wind effects should 

be negligible or accurately predicted, and this is difficult to realize on-field. 

Methods usually adopted to calibrate strain gage bridges on wind turbines, 

according to Table 14 [50], are: Analytical calibration, External load calibration and 

Gravity loads calibration. The three methods allow to reach different percentage of 

loads expected in operation and a different uncertainty, a comparison between 

analytical versus load-based calibration has been presented [148]. For each 

method, following is presented the calibration procedure. 

 

Table 14 Summary of suitable calibration methods [50]. 

In addition to what is shown in Table 14, for torsional bridge shaft, the standard 

also proposes to calibrate the sensor by measuring power output and rotor speed, 

taking into account the drive train efficiency and the turbine's power consumption. 

This type of calibration will be discussed in detail in section 4.5. 

4.4.1 Load sensor calibration through analytical calibration 

Analytical calibration allows to calibrate only the Wheatstone bridge and the 

associated DAQ system. It consists in applying a known change in resistance which 

simulates a specific strain of the strain gage. This deformation can be related to a 

known input moment through the use of Finite Element Method (FEM), using the 

properties of the materials and the geometry of the structure; method presented 

and discussed in [149]. However, the capacity of a FEM model to accurately 

describe the turbine deformation strongly depends on the accuracy to which are 

known material properties and part geometry. For this purpose, an accurate on-

site measurement of the thickness and of the diameter of the metal structure must 

been done at the section where strain gages are mounted. The main advantages of 

this method are the simplicity and rapidity with which the calibration is performed, 

as well as the ability to cover the full measurement range expected during 

Measured Quantity Analytical External load Gravity

Blade bending moments S S, O

Main shaft torquea S S 

Main shaft bending S S S, O

Tower bending moments S S S, O

Tower torquea S S 

S = suitable for slope

O = suitable for offset

a For suitable methods for determining the offset, see 8.2.3.4 and 8.2.5. 
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operation. While the disadvantage is related to the great uncertainty of this 

technique and therefore it is often not advised by the standard authority. 

Analytical calibration is usually applied to tower and shaft if a non-satisfactory 

calibration can be achieved by using external load calibration or gravity loads 

calibration methods. Conversely, this solution is never applied to blades, since the 

non-homogeneity of the material makes it impossible to convert simulated strain 

into mechanical moment. 

Following, it is discussed the procedure that have to be executed for Analytical 

calibration of bending and torsional moment. 

4.4.1.a Analytical calibration for bending moment bridges 

The analytical calibration has to be performed by putting the bending bridge in the 

unloaded position. In particular: 

•  for the shaft this implies to have the four strain gages on the neutral axis; 

the nacelle is oriented orthogonal to wind direction, to minimize loads. 

•  similarly, for the tower bending bridges, this implies to put the nacelle yaw 

perpendicular to the tower bending bridge.  

The steps that have to be executed to realize the calibration process, according to 

the scheme reported in Figure 47 ,are: 

1. Acquisition of the bending strain gage bridge output 
4°4  during the 

application of the shunt calibrator; 

2. Calculation of the equivalent strain ± to the variation of resistance 

introduced with the calibrator, according to equation (10). ± = � ∗ ∆HH  (10) 

Where: 

a) k: Gauge factor of the bending strain gage bridge; 

b) ΔR: Variations of resistance introduced with the calibrator; 

c) R: Resistance of the bending strain gauge bridge. 

3. Calculation of the equivalent bending moment M corresponding to the 

simulated strain introduced in step 2, through FEM analysis or the equation 

reported in Figure 47. 

Where: 

a) ɛ: Strain introduced in step 2; 

b) E: Young's modulus; 

c) ² = ³́j x&4jª&-jz, where De and Di are respectively the outer and 

inner diameters in the section of application of the strain gauges. 
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d) Di: inner diameter in the section of application of the strain gauges. 

4. Construction of the calibration curve 
4°4 = 9(d-). 

 
Figure 47 Scheme for Analytical calibration on the strain gauge bridges 

for measuring bending moments 

4.4.1.b Analytical calibration for torsional moment bridges (Main shaft torque and 

Tower torque) 

The following steps, according to the scheme reported in Figure 48, have to be 

executed to realize the calibration process: 

1. Acquisition of the strain gage bridge output 
4°4  during the application of the 

shunt calibrator; 

2. Calculation of the equivalent strain to the variation of resistance 

introduced with the calibrator, according to equation (10). 

Where: 

a. k: Gauge factor of the torque strain gage bridge; 

b. ΔR: Variations of resistance introduced with the calibrator; 

c. R: Resistance of the torque strain gauge bridge. 

3. Calculation of the equivalent torque moment d- to the strain introduced 

in step 2, through the following equation. 

d = ± �(1 + µ) ∗  2¶ KH4 + H-2 O� (H4 ª H-) ·1 + 14 ¸2(H4 ª H-)H4 + H- ¹�º1 ª 12 ¸2(H4 ª H-)H4 + H- ¹
= ± �(1 + µ) ∗  2¶(H6)�(�) ¸1 + 14 K �H6O�¹1 ª 12 K �H6O  

(11) 

Where: 

a. ɛ: Strain introduced in step 2; 

b. E: is the Young modulus; 

c. ν: is the Poisson's ratio; 
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d. Re and Ri are respectively the outer and inner radius in the section 

of application of the strain gauges; 

e. Rm is the mean radius, H� = f�»fN� ; 

f. t is the thickness, � = H4 ª H-; 
4. Construction of the calibration curve 

4°4 = 9(d-). 

 
Figure 48 Scheme for Analytical calibration on the strain gauge bridges for 

measuring torque 

4.4.2 Load sensor calibration through external load 

Unlike analytical calibration, the calibration through external load and unbalanced 

masses of the turbine calibrates the entire measurement chain. 

The external load calibration method involves applying large and accurately known 

mechanical loads to the turbine, comparable to those expected during operation. 

Figure 49 Blade and Shaft moments genereted by external mass hangs to the 

bladeFigure 49 and Figure 50 show the procedure to perform load sensor 

calibration through external load. In particular, a mass can be hung to the blade to 

generate blade bending moments, shaft bending moments and shaft torque as 

shown in Figure 49, while the tower can be pulled by ropes to generate known 

tower top bending moments, tower torque and tower bottom bending moments. 

These loads M, which represent the input of the calibration process, will be 

correlated with the output signal on each bridge 
4°4  in order to construct the 

calibration line. The limitations related to this solution are the difficulty to apply 

huge loads even in connection with safety issues and the necessity to use long 

cables that they will easily oscillate, even in very low wind conditions, causing 

fluctuating inputs which again act as disturbances during the calibration process. 

For these reasons, this method is rarely used to calibrate strain gage bridges 

installed on large turbines. 
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Figure 49 Blade and Shaft moments 

genereted by external mass hangs to 

the blade 

 
Figure 50 Tower top and tower 

bottom moments genereted by pulling 

the tower by ropes 

4.4.3 Load sensor calibration through unbalanced masses of the 

turbine 

This method allows to calibrate the full bridges installed in the turbine by using 

known unbalanced masses to load the parts under calibration. Figure 51 describes 

the concept of model-based calibration: the calibration plot reports in abscissa 

known input moments obtained by running a kinematic/dynamic model for a 

known status and geometrical configuration of the turbine, while on the ordinate 

it is reported the voltage output from the strain gage bridge recorded for that given 

status/configuration. If the model would be perfect, the actual input load would 

match the computed one; in real life, the model will be an uncertain description of 

the actual input acting on the turbine. 

Figure 51 Scheme of analytical calibration: reference input load is based on 

known unbalanced masses and turbine modelling [156] 
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An accurate calibration based on models requires a complete static, kinematic and 

dynamic model of the turbine to be available, through which one knows the input 

loads applied to the turbine for given pitch, yaw and azimuth angles, as well as for 

given rotor speed and acceleration. 

The following paragraphs present such a model; which can be used to determine 

the reference input for given turbine position and status; the many parameters 

appearing in the model have to be known. 

This method can only be applied to the bending strain gage bridges of the turbine; 

however, for some of them, the method does not allow to reach a sufficiently high 

percentage of loads expected in operation. Therefore, for these bridges also an 

analytical calibration has to be performed. 

However, even if calibration by unbalanced masses is questionable on the side of 

calibration range and attainable uncertainty, it also is often performed because it 

offers some advantages over direct application of external loads; in fact, it allows 

periodic recalibration, without the necessity of complex procedures and no 

modification to the turbine. Periodic recalibration is important, because strain gage 

bridges may drift during the long time needed for type certification (often several 

months of data acquisitions in variable weather conditions). Therefore, the analysis 

of such a calibration procedure is always relevant and is discussed in this thesis and 

it has been investigated in [156]. 

4.4.3.a Blade bending moment 

Known bending moments at the blade can be generated by the imbalance of the 

mass of the blade itself, given the position of the center of gravity and distribution 

of mass along the blade. In this case, a rotation of 360 ° of the rotor allows to 

generate a set of calibration points Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52 Blade bending moments generated by blade rotation over 360 ° [156] 
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One limitation of this method is represented by the limited range to the bending 

moment generated, typically 70 % of the edge and 35 % of the flap bending 

moments expected in operation; in most cases this is acceptable. The method 

assumes the blade to be rigid body, which is an approximation. 

The proposed model is able to describe during static and dynamic operation the 

bending moments Mbe and Mbf at the blade root (equations 12 and 13); similar 

models can be developed for blade bending moment distribution (blade moment 

distribution blade moment blade and blade edgewise bending moment 

distribution). These equations have been obtained with a simplified model that 

considers the mass of the part of the blade to the right of the strain gages (mb) 

applied on its center of gravity (Gb) and that Gb lies on the blade axis. d�' = d¼P = ª��¼ ª  �½ ∗ x�P¾¿ ∗ ()�(�) + �P¾¾ ∗ �	((�) ∗ �	( ª �P¾« ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(�)z ª  �ÀP ∗ Kª��¥ + �� �� �½  �	((�) +�ÀP�� �½  �	((�) �	((�) ª �ÀP �� ��()�(�) ()�(�) ª�ÀP �� ��()� (�) �	((�) ()�(�)O ª �� ∗ ()�(�) ∗ x�P¾« ∗ �	((�) ∗�	((�) ª  �P«¿ ∗ ()�(�) +  �P«« ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(�)z + �� ∗ �	((�) ∗()�(�) ∗ x�P¿¿ ∗ ()�(�) ª  �P¾¿ ∗ �	((�) ∗ �	((�) +  �P«¿ ∗ �	((�) ∗()�(�)z + �ÀP�� A ∗ [()�(�) ∗ (()�(a) ∗ �	((�) + �	((a) ∗ �	((Á) ∗()�(�)) + �	((a) ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(Á)]  

(12) 

d�9 = d¥P = ª��¥ +  �½ ∗ x�P¾« ∗ �	((�) ∗ �	((�) ª �P«¿ ∗ ()�(�) + �P«« ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(�)z + �ÀP ∗ xª��¼ + �� �� �½  ()�(�) +�ÀP �� �½  �	((�) ()�(�) + �� �� ���	((�) ()�(�) +�ÀP �� ���	((�) �	((�) ()�(�)z ª  �� ∗ ()�(�) ∗ x�P¾¿ ∗ ()�(�) + �P¾¾ ∗ �	((�) ∗ �	((�) ª  �P¾« ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(�)z +  �� ∗ �	((�) ∗�	((�) ∗ x�P¿¿ ∗ ()�(�) ª �P¾¿ ∗ �	((�) ∗ �	((�) +  �P«¿ ∗ �	((�) ∗()�(�)z + �ÀP �� A ∗ [�	((�) ∗ x()�(a) ∗ �	((�) + �	((a) ∗ �	((Á) ∗()�(�)z ª �	((a) ∗ ()�(�) ∗ ()�(Á)]  

(13) 

The parameters entered in the equations 12 and 13 are shown in Figure 53, where: 

α  Tilt angle of the nacelle; 

γ  Cone angle of the rotor; 

θ  Rotation azimuth of the rotor; 

β  Pitch angle of the blade relative to the reference system assumed, for the 

strain gages; 

ω  Angular speed of the rotor; 

ὼ  Angular acceleration of the rotor; 

mb  Mass of the part of the blade to the right of the strain gages. 

Ta; Ca  Force and moment of the Aerodynamic Load; 
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AGb Distance between the application section of the strain gages and the center 

of gravity of the part of the blade to the right of the strain gages; 

AB Distance between the application section of the strain gages on the blade and 

the rotation axis of the shaft; 

Ib  Inertia matrix of the blade. 

Figure 53 Reference systems and characteristic angles [156] 

A model able to describe the dynamic loads is particularly useful for the periodic 

calibration checks required by the standard. In fact, they may be performed 

remotely, avoiding the presence of specialized personnel on the test site and the 

stop of the machine that would be necessary for static calibration, as long as the 

weather conditions are acceptable. 

Wind effects below cut-in velocity are negligible, this is why the model neglects 

aerodynamic actions, whose knowledge would also be rather uncertain. In general, 

it is recommended not to use such a model for wind speeds larger than 3 m/s. 

Despite the ability of the model to describe any condition of operation, it is 

recommended not to perform calibration in transient operating conditions. The 

above is justified by the objective difficulty of knowing: 

1. accurate values of the moments of inertia of the blade; 

2. aerodynamic contributions. 

However, even the dynamic contribution in stationary conditions introduces a 

degree of uncertainty due to the uncertainty inherent in the dynamic parameters 

(such as rotation speed) and the aerodynamic contributions still acting at low 

rotation speed. For this reason, it is advisable to perform the calibration process in 

static conditions; the model reduces to equations 14 and 15. This calibration model 

will present the lower degree of uncertainty that can be achieved. 
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d�' = d¼P = �ÀP ∗ �� ∗ A ∗ [()�(�) ∗ (()�(a) ∗ �	((�) + �	((a) ∗�	((Á) ∗ ()�(�)) + �	((a) ∗ �	((�) ∗ ()�(Á)]  
(14) d�9 = d¥P = �ÀP ∗ �� ∗ A ∗ [�	((�) ∗ x()�(a) ∗ �	((�) + �	((a) ∗�	((Á) ∗ ()�(�)z ª �	((a) ∗ ()�(�) ∗ ()�(Á)]  
(15) 

The output of the model is a function of the angular position of the blade and the 

angle of pitch. In order to maximize the mechanical load imposed on each bridge, 

it will be convenient to perform calibration for pitch values that allow to maximize 

the moments Mbe and Mbf. In particular, the moment Mbe assumes highest values 

for a pitch angle of 0° and the moment Mbf for a pitch angle of 90°. 

By inserting the hypothetical values for a 2 MW machine, typical maximum 

moments that will be obtained during calibration procedure at low wind speed are 

(Equations 16 and 17): d�'67¼(Á = 0) ≅ 1200000 [E�] (16) d�967¼(Á = 90) ≅ 1200000 [E�] (17) 

Typically, on a 2 MW machine this method can produce an input bending moment 

up to 70 % and 35 % of the design bending moments Mbe and Mbf expected in 

operation for a class II turbine. Even if it is impossible to cover the full input range 

expected in operation, such percentage is acceptable if one considers the simplicity 

of the test if compared to the complexity of a calibration performed by pulling the 

blade with cables. 

4.4.3.b Shaft bending moment 

The generation of Shaft parallel and Shaft normal bending moments on the rotating 

shaft can take place on the field by means of the weight of the rotor. A rotation of 

360 ° of the rotor allows to generate a full cycle of bending, with change of sign and 

zero crossing. Limit of this method is the dependence of the calibration range on 

the mass of the rotating parts, their spatial distribution and the position of the 

center of gravity.  

The proposed model is able to describe during static and dynamic operation of the 

machine the bending moments Shaft parallel b.m. and Shaft normal b.m. that act 

on the shaft in correspondence of the zone of application of the strain gages 

(equations 18 and 19). Where, Shaft parallel b.m. and Shaft normal b.m. are the 

parallel and normal bending moment with respect to the azimuth angle, so they are 

referred to a “rotating” frame on the shaft. 
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©ℎ�9� ������'� �. �. = d¥ = �:¾« ∗ �½ + �5¾« ∗ �½ + �:¾¿ ∗ �� + �5¾¿ ∗
�� ª �À: ∗ A ∗ �: ∗ �	((a) ∗ �	((Á) ª  �À5 ∗ A ∗ �5 ∗ �	((a) ∗�	((Á)  

(18) 

©ℎ�9� �	���� �. �. = d§ = �:¾¿ ∗ �½ + �5¾¿ ∗ �½ ª �:¾« ∗ �� ª �5¾« ∗
�� + �À: ∗ A ∗ �: ∗ �	((a) ∗ ()�(Á) + �À5 ∗ A ∗ �5 ∗ �	((a) ∗()�(Á)  

(19) 

The parameters entered in the equations 18 and 19 are shown in Figure 54: 

 

Figure 54 Development of known 

bending moments on the shaft [156] 

EGc  Distance between the strain 

gages position and center of gravity of 

the part of shaft to the right of the 

strain gages; 

EGr  Distance between the strain 

gages section and center of gravity of 

the system: rotor+hub; 

mr  Mass of the system rotor and 

hub; 

mc  Mass of the part of shaft to the 

right of the strain gages; 

Ir  Inertia matrix of the system: 

rotor+hub; 

Ic  Inertia matrix of the part of shaft 

to the right of the strain gages. 

However, as mentioned before for the blade calibration, the dynamic contribution 

in stationary conditions introduces a degree of uncertainty due to the uncertainty 

inherent in the dynamic parameters and the aerodynamic contributions still acting 

at low rotation speed. For this reason, it is advisable to perform the calibration 

process in static conditions and at low wind speed. By inserting typical values for a 

2 MW class II turbine, typical maximum moments that will be obtained during 

calibration procedure are (equations 20 and 21): ©ℎ�9� ������'� �. �.67¼ (Á = 0) ≅ 830000 [E�] (20) ©ℎ�9� �	���� �. �.67¼ (Á = 90) ≅ 830000 [E�] (21) 

Therefore, typically this method can produce an input bending moment up to 25 % 

of the design bending moment expected in operation for a class II turbine. 

4.4.3.c Tower bending moment 

Known bending moments at the tower can be generated by the mass imbalance 

induced by the system nacelle, hub and rotor. In this case, a variation of the angle 
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of yaw of the nacelle of 360 ° allows to generate a set of calibration points, Figure 

55. 

A serious drawback of this method is the limited range to the bending moment 

generated by the imbalance of the masses with respect to what happens in 

operation, especially if the nacelle and rotor center of gravity is central to the 

tower. Contrary to what said for the blade, the load calibration thus obtained 

represents a very low percentage with respect to maximum design loads expected 

in operation, sometimes lower than 5-10 %; which is too low for a proper 

calibration. 

 

Figure 55 Development of bending moments known exploiting the imbalance of 

mass induced by the system nacelle, hub and rotor [156] 

The applicability of this method is limited only to situations in which the center of 

gravity of the system nacelle, hub and rotor is not on the axis of the tower. 

The bending moments Mtl and Mtn at tower base, the bending moments Mtml and 

Mtmn at tower mid and the bending moments Mttl and Mttn at tower top can be 

expressed as a function of yaw angle over 360 ° by equations 22a-b-c and 23a-b-c. 

Where, the bending moment at tower bottom, tower mid and tower top are 

defined in normal direction (Mtn, Mtmn and Mttn) and lateral direction (Mtl, Mtml 

and Mttl) with respect to the zero angle of the yaw co-ordinate system defined. 

Therefore, the tower moments are referred to a non-rotating frame on the tower. d�� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ �	( (Ç) (22-a) d��� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ �	( (Ç) (22-b) d��� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ �	( (Ç) (22-c) d�� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ ()� (Ç) (23-a) d��� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ ()� (Ç) (23-b) 
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d��� = ª�À� ∗ A ∗ �� ∗ ()� (Ç) (23-c) 

where: 

•  OGn: Distance between tower axis and the center of gravity of the system 

nacelle, hub and rotor; 

•  g: Acceleration of gravity; 

•  mn: Massa of the system nacelle, hub and rotor; 

•  Ç : yaw angle of the nacelle, Ç = 0 for nacelle axis coinciding with axis 

passing through the bridges Mttn, Mtmn and Mtn. 

Since OGn is function of pitch of the blade, it is recommended, in order to maximize 

the load, to perform the calibration process by placing the blades in a configuration 

that allows to maximize the generated moment. 

By inserting typical values for a 2 MW class II turbine with nacelle center of gravity 

rather close to tower axis, typical maximum moments that will be recorded for 

static operation conditions of the machine and for the wind speed equal to zero 

(equations 24 and 25):  d���67¼(Ç = 0) = d���67¼(Ç = 0) = d��67¼(Ç = 0)≅ 260000 [E�] 
(24) d���67¼(Ç = 90) = d���67¼(Ç = 90) = d��67¼(Ç = 90)≅ 260000 [E�] (25) 

4.5 Main shaft torque: measurement problems and calibration 

procedure through measuring power output and rotor speed 

The methods used to measure torque on wind turbine shaft can be divided into two 

categories, either direct or indirect.  

Direct methods use in-line torque transducers, already calibrated by the 

manufacturer, which are integrated into the drive shaft. The major obstacle to the 

industrial application of direct measurement systems is the costly and intrusive 

nature of the required equipment, which is impractical for wind turbine application.  

Indirect methods are based on the measurement of torque-related parameters and 

subsequent torque calculation. These methods have the advantage of avoiding 

modifications to the original shaft, therefore minimising the impact on mechanical 

design and not modifying the static and dynamic behaviour of the shaft. The 

conventional indirect systems are based on measurement of surface strain or angle 

of twist [151]. 

Among the different solutions, the IEC 61400-13 recommends to use full strain gage 

bridges, as shown in Figure 41, because it can optimize cost, sensitivity and has a 
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low intrusiveness. However, the main limitations of this method are the complexity 

of installation of the sensors on cylindrical surfaces, the need to install electronics 

on the rotating shaft, the requirement for specialised personnel required for 

installation, usability, resolution, noise susceptibility and the requirement for 

regular calibration. Moreover, unwanted forces can create unintended directional 

disturbance, such as cross talk phenomena, that can increase the uncertainty in the 

measured loads and reduce accuracy [152]. In order to overcome some of the limits 

associated with strain gages application for torque analysis on wind turbines, a non-

intrusive and low cost solution is presented in chapter 6. However, strain gages are 

at present the most widely used solution for this application. 

Transferring a load to a sensor sometimes it is intentional and sometimes not; when 

the transfer is not intentional the measurement will be subject to errore, called 

cross talk. In strain gage measurement on wind turbine, this error often occurs in 

rotor blade bending measurements [155] and shaft bending and torsion 

measurements due to the non-homogeneity of polymeric blade materials and the 

local stress concentration in the measurement sections of the shaft. The IEC 61400-

13 [50] recommends to calculate a calibration matrix to find and eventually 

compensate this effect. 

For torsional bridge of the shaft, the check of cross talk problem can be performed 

through a low speed rotor revolution in no-wind conditions. The purpose is to load 

only the bending bridges of the shaft; therefore, if the measured torque signal 

shows a trend dependent by the azimuth rotor position, as shown in Figure 56, the 

torsional sensor is affected by cross talk. Typically, on wind turbines application, 

this error, represented by the ratio between the cross talk amplitude ACT and the 

maximum expected torque Trotor_max, can reach values up to 10%.  

 

Figure 56 Signals during a series of rotor rotation under no-wind show cross-

talk between channels 
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The calibration of indirect sensor for shaft torsional measurement, like strain gage 

sensor, can be achieved by analytical calibration or external loads, according to 

Table 14. The application of external load is usually obstructed by saftey issues, as 

described in section 4.4.2. However, an external load can be applied in workshop, 

prior to transport the machine to the field; for example, applying a load by a crane. 

This calibration procedure is rather easy and fast but the applicable torque values 

are often very small compared to the maximum load expected in operation. 

Alternatively, calibration can be done by accelerating the rotor, while recording 

angular velocity and acceleration, synchronous to the recording of the output of 

the bridge measuring torque. By knowledge of the moment of inertia of the rotating 

parts in front of the section where torque is measured, torque �50205 can be 

computed as the product of angular acceleration É½  to inertia I, according to 

equation (26). This torque will be used as the input value for calibrating the torque 

measurement. �50205 = � É½  (26) 

Given the problems of cross-talk just described, the implementation of this method 

is often not feasible. 

The last solution, often used and recommended by the standard [50], performs 

main shaft torque calibration by measuring the power output PEl_a and rotor speed 

ω, taking the drive train and generator efficiency η, as shown in equation (27). Due 

to cross talk problems, that often affect torque signal, and the noise that could 

afflict the torque and power signals, it would be advisable to carry out the 

comparison among average data from 10 minutes time histories. Moreover, in 

order to have a reference value for torque input with a sufficiently small 

uncertainty, it would be advisable to use only recordings of the electric active 

power output with low standard deviation, usually less than 5.0% of the mean 

electric power. �50205_54| = G8_7É Ê  
(27) 

The generator efficiency is usually determined by the calibration data of the 

generator which are obtained by a back-to-back test procedure according to the 

standards IEC-60034. Generator performance is usually certified for some speed 

and power values but for a single temperature value. However, in order to obtain 

the generator efficiency for each average power data and average speed data, a 

three-dimensional interpolation curve must be calculated, as shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57 – Generator efficiency vs. angular speed and power 

The generator temperature during the calibration process of the shaft torsional 

bridge could not coincide with that of certification of the generator performance, 

this could lead to hardly controllable and compensable errors in the calibration 

process of torsional bridge. 

Despite the limits regarding shaft torque measurement on wind turbine, this 

measure is worthy of great attention because allows the optimization of the 

generated electric power, monitoring of dynamic performance, condition 

monitoring for predictive maintenance and control of mechanical systems.
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5 MEASUREMENT OF MECHANICAL LOADS IN LARGE 

WIND TURBINES: UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
In case of Gravity loads method, such as those presented in the previous chapter, 

the uncertainty on each parameter used in the model will determine a combined 

uncertainty of the input reference load which often can reach large values. 

Literature suggests that the reference input used in a calibration process should 

have an uncertainty lower or equal to 1/4 of the measurement uncertainty of the 

device being calibrated, see for example [158]. The calibration process would then 

provide scattered data, which allow a statistical estimation of uncertainty (Type A 

according to the GUM [157]). The overall calibration uncertainty could then be 

computed (Type B according to the GUM) by combining reference uncertainty with 

the statistical one. However, in Paragraph 5.2 we will show that the contribution of 

the input reference uncertainty can be neglected if it is one order of magnitude 

lower than desired uncertainty set for the load measurement, which is 3 % 

according to the IEC-61400-13. We propose to use this approach in a model based 

calibration, therefore we will discuss to which extent the uncertainty of the 

reference input generated by unbalanced masses can meet this goal and then 

become negligible. 

Even if measurements should take place in isothermal effects, this is not always the 

case in real world practice. Therefore, the thermal effects on strain gage bridges 

are also discussed, putting into evidence its influence on calibration and signal 

uncertainty both for full bridges in T configuration and in parallel configuration. 

5.1 Total uncertainty analysis according to the standard IEC 61400-

13:2015 [50] 

The total standard uncertainty of an uncombined quantity is given by equation 

(28), �2_,N� = �:78_,N� + �u-v_,N�  (28) 

where �:78_,N  is the calibration uncertainty and �u-v_,N  the signal uncertainty. 

The calibration curves, as described in chapter 4, are determined by correlating the 

input data loads and the recorded electrical output given during the calibration 

process. In most of the cases the transfer function is defined by a slope and an 

offset, but also higher order functions could be possible. Different calibration 

techniques can be applied according to the standard [50]: Analytical calibration, 

External load calibration and Gravity loads calibration. Every calibration method 

contains various contribution of Type A and Type B uncertainties which should be 

taken into account in the analysis of calibration uncertainty. An example of 

calibration uncertainty for Gravity loads calibration is presented in paragraph 5.3. 
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Ideally, all the operating conditions of the transducer should be tested during the 

calibration process, so that the total uncertainty can be estimated by calibration 

uncertainty. In reality, additional effects, defined as signal uncertainty, occur during 

the measurement campaign and can significantly contribute to total uncertainty. 

The most important signal uncertainty contributions are: 

•  additional noise (electromagnetic distortion) 

•  temperature effects (drift effects) 

This chapter, at paragraph 5.4 and 5.5, will discuss how the thermal phenomenon 

can affect total uncertainty. In particular, it will be discussed how and how much 

the thermal contribution can affect the signal uncertainty �u-v_,N(�) and the 

calibration uncertainty �:78_,N(�), if temperature effects occur during the 

calibration process. 

5.2 Temperature compensation according to the standard IEC 

61400-13:2015 [50] 

Strain gauge measurements are influenced by the temperature of the measured 

material. In most cases, temperature effects can be compensated by selecting the 

type and the configuration of the strain gage bridge according to the component 

material and the wind turbine section. However, in any case temperature drifts can 

occur. 

In order to avoid high-offset drift, the standard recommends to install a 

temperature measurement close to the position of each strain gauge and to obtain 

a calibration curve including temperature dependencies. For example, Figure 58 

shows a typical linear regression through the offsets derived from the different 

calibration runs. 

In addition, the standard recommends to apply a filter based on the measured 

thermal phenomenon, which it will allow to filter out the recorded data during 

extreme thermal events, that may still be uncertain even if thermal compensation 

is applied. This means additional improvement in accuracy for the resulting signal. 

According to the standard, thermal effect acting on a strain gage bridge affects the 

offset of the transducer; therefore, only the maximum loads may be subject to 

thermal errors while no effect is expected on the rainflow spectra results. However, 

paragraph 5.4 will demonstrate how a thermal contribution induces a sensitivity 

shift, therefore in contradiction to what declared in the standard also an error on 

rainflow spectra due to thermal effect is expected. 
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Figure 58 Linear regression through the offsets derived from the different 

calibration runs [50] 

5.3 Calibration uncertainty – real case application 

The calibration process is realized by N pairs of samples (d-; 4°MN4  ). In fact, during 

the calibration process, we record the electric output voltage 
4LMN4  of the 

measurement system and we plot it versus the input moment Mi simulated by 

shunt calibrator or provided by external loads or by the models introduced in 

paragraphs 4.4.3.a, 4.4.3.b and 4.4.3.c. A least square linear regression will provide 

the calibration function, while the scatter of calibration data estimated through a 

classical residual analysis, will provide information on calibration uncertainty �:78_,N. 
Figure 59 reports a typical data set acquired on a blade; the reference bending 

moment Mbe reported in the abscissa is computed by the mechanical model of 

equation (12), while the bridge electrical output 
4°M`�4  reported in the ordinate is 

recorded by the DAQ system. 

These calibration data allow to determine the regression line by a least square fit, 

which returns the straight line '0,-' = 9(d-) = �-d- + �-  (29) 

Where: �- = slope of the calibration line of the i-th bridge, i.e. sensor sensitivity; �-= ordinate at the origin of the calibration line of the i-th bridge; 

Temperature (°C)
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Figure 59 Calibration data for Mbe [156]. 

The standard deviations of �- and �- can be computed by Type A method, i.e. by 

performing a statistical analysis of the residuals of the N calibration data with 

respect to their interpolating line 
4LMN4 = �-d- + �-: 

(6N = Ì E©K4LMN4 O�
E ∑ d-[���ÎJ ª x∑ d-[��ÎJ z� (30) 

(PN = Ì ©K4LMN4 O� ∑ d-[���ÎJE ∑ d-[���ÎJ ª x∑ d-[��ÎJ z� (31) 

(K4LMN4 O� = 1E ª 2 Ï ¸�-d-[ + �- ª '1,N[' ¹�
�ÎJ

�
 (32) 

While the standard deviation of the input moment d- is: 

(,N = Ð 1E ª 2 Ï Ñ'1,N[' ª �-�- ª d-[Ò�
�ÎJ

�
 (33) 
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In physical terms, (,Nis the uncertainty caused during the calibration process by 

strain gage installation, Wheatstone bridge, connecting cables, amplifier and digital 

acquisition system as well as any non-linearity which are not accounted for in the 

kinematic/dynamic model; but it is only a component of the calibration uncertainty. 

The calibration uncertainty �:78_,N of each moment Mi is computed according the 

GUM as expanded uncertainty with a coverage factor kp=2, allowing for a 95 % 

confidence level, �:78_,N = �I�+,- (34) 

where �+,- is the combined standard uncertainty of each Mi moment and is 

computed as type B uncertainty as shown in equation (35), according with the 

GUM. �:78_,N = Ó
,:78-P572-0Qc-� + (,N � (35) 

Equation (35) shows that the uncertainty of the reference input load 
,:78-P572-0Qc- is a component of the combined uncertainty of the instrument to 

be calibrated. However, its relative contribution to the combined uncertainty 

depends on the ratio RU between desired combined uncertainty &'()�'*_�+,- and 

uncertainty of the reference 
,:78-P572-0Qc-. Table 15 shows, for a given desired 

uncertainty set equal to 1, the resulting combined standard uncertainty for 

different HÔ. 

&'()�'*_�+,-  1.000 HÔ = Õ4u-54Ö_Ô×MN}M~��N`U�VNL¦ØN  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
,:78-P572-0Qc- 1.000 0.500 0.333 0.250 0.200 0.167 0.143 0.125 0.111 0.100 �+,- 1.4142 1.1180 1.0541 1.0308 1.0198 1.0138 1.0102 1.0078 1.0061 1.0049 

Table 15 Combined standard uncertainty for ratios, RUs, between 1 and 10 [156]. 

Literature reports a minimum recommended ratio HÔ ≥ 4 in a calibration process 

[158]; this is justified because at this ratio, the contribution of the reference 

uncertainty does not impact on the first significant digit of combined standard 

uncertainty, as it can be seen on the Table 15 when comparing attainable �+,-  to &'()�'*_�+,-. However, in this thesis, we suggest a ratio equal to 10; it is 

preferable because in such case the contribution of the reference uncertainty drops 

to the third digit of combined uncertainty and therefore 
,:78-P572-0Qc- may be 

neglected in the calculation of �+,-. 
When the reference bending moments have been simulated by shunt calibrator, 

the uncertainty of the reference 
,:78-P572-0Qc- has to be calculated according the 

annex B of the standard IEC 61400:13 – 2015; the achievement of the target HÔ =
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10 dependents on the uncertainty with which as know the parameters used to 

convert the variation of resistance, introduced with the shunt calibrator, in 

mechanical moment, according to paragraph 4.4.1. While, in case of calibration 

trough gravity loads, the uncertainty of the reference input depends on the 

parameters used in the models described in paragraphs 4.4.3.a, 4.4.3.b and 4.4.3.c. 

In the presented models for load sensor calibration through unbalanced masses of 

the turbine some parameters are correlated, for example, blade angular 

position, angular velocity and angular acceleration. However, if one decides to 

perform the calibration process under static conditions (i.e. wind turbine parked 

and low wind, typically 3 m/s), for the reasons discussed earlier, it can be assumed 

that the parameters in the equations of the models are independent quantities. 

Then the combined standard uncertainty can be computed according to the 

expression of uncertainty propagation for uncorrelated quantities (equation (36)). 


,:78-P572-0Qc- = ÌÏ · Ú9Ú¾yº� ∗ 
¼q��
yÎJ  (36) 

From the analysis of this relationship it is also possible to observe that if it is decided 

to perform a calibration process in non-static conditions the uncertainty of the 

input moments and then of the calibration process would tend to increase 

significantly. This point is further strengthened by the fact that terms appearing in 

dynamic operating conditions (moment of inertia, aerodynamic contributions ...) 

are known with relatively large uncertainty. 

Table 16 reports for each bending moment (d:78-P572-0Qc-), computed in static 

condition, the typical values of all parameters ¾y with the associated uncertainty 

values used in the model. These data are referred to and are representative of a 

typical direct drive wind turbine having 2 MW power, an 80 m tall cylindrical tower 

made in steel, a rotor with 3 blades in fiber glass composite 45 m long. The 

uncertainty associated to each parameter 
¼q has been reported according to the 

GUM specifications [157]. In particular, it is reported the standard deviation sj for 

those ¾y parameters for which such statistical information is available from 

measured data, whose distribution is assumed Gaussian and uncertainty 
¼q = (y, 

while for the other parameters it is reported the half-width tolerance aj available 

from design specifications. We recall that in case of half-width tolerances it is 

assumed a continuous uniform probability distribution having width (2 aj), whose 

standard deviation 
¼q = 7q√h. 
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Xj Standard 

deviation 

sj 

Half-width 

Tolerance 

aj 
Symbol Name Value 

α Nacelle tilt 7°  0.5 ° 

γ Rotor cone angle 2.5°  0.3 ° 

β Blade pitch 0° or 90°  0.1 ° 

θ Rotor azimuth 0°÷360°  0.1 ° 

mb 
Mass of the part of the blade to the 

right of the strain gages 
9000 kg 55 kg  

AGb 

Distance between the application 

section of the strain gages and the 

center of gravity of the part of the 

blade to the right of the strain gages 

15.0 m  0.1 m 

mc 
Shaft mass between the section of 

the strain gages and the shaft end 
2800kg  2.5 % 

mr Rotor mass 46000 kg  2.5 % 

EGc 

Distance between the strain gages 

section and the center of gravity of 

the shaft section 

0.2 m  2 % 

EGr 

Distance between the strain gages 

section and the rotor center of 

gravity 

2.0 m  2 % 

mn Nacelle mass 
103000 

kg 
 5 % 

OGn 
Distance between the tower axis and 

the nacelle center of gravity 
0.25 m  2 % 

Table 16 Values and uncertainties of all bending moments [156] 

Table 17 shows the resulting uncertainty 
,:78-P572-0Qc- of all bending moments 

computed from equation (36) and its value 
}M~��N`U�VNL¦ØN,-_67¼  relative to the expected 

design loads. These uncertainties are expressed as one standard deviation. 

Moment 
60Ö48_,-  [E�] 

60Ö48_,-d)_��¾  [%] 

Mbe 9000 0.6 

Mbf 9000 0.4 

Shaft parallel b.m. 15000 0.5 

Shaft normal b.m. 15000 0.5 

Mttl, Mttn 5000 0.2 

Mtl, Mtn 5000 0.2 

Table 17 Uncertainty of all bending moments [156] 
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All uncertainties are one order of magnitude lower than target uncertainty (3 %) 

set by the GUM and IEC-61400/13. Therefore, based on what has been said before, 

the input bending moments, calculated by the model described above, can be 

adopted as a suitable reference input in the calibration process. 

5.4 Calibration and signal uncertainty due to temperature effects – 

real case application 

Several reasons cause temperature differences between the points where strain 

gages are installed. The most relevant are: a) solar radiation, which heats the parts 

exposed to it; b) heat sources internal to the WT, which depends on power 

production; c) convective heat exchange with external and internal air flows. 

In order to have an insight into thermal distribution in wind turbine, we have used 

infrared images for a qualitative estimate of temperature distribution and 

temperature sensors (Pt100) inside the tower, close to locations where strain gages 

are installed, to have local measurements. 

During full production thermal effects are very large, as it can be observed from the 

infra-red images reported in Figure 60 and Figure 61. Infrared images are taken on 

a 2 MW turbine operating at full power. Images are acquired at night, in clear sky 

with no clouds in order to observed only internal heat production and convective 

heat exchange without disturbing radiation from sun or environment. Air 

temperature was about 15 °C and severe thermal gradients are clearly visible in the 

infrared images. The temperature sensors placed inside the tower close to the 

strain gages showed temperature differences up to 20°C. 

 

Figure 60 Thermal image of the tower 

top 

 

Figure 61 Thermal influence of the 

power converters on the strain gages 

on the tower bottom 
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Even if during calibration the low wind speed and the low power tend to reduce 

thermal effects, still, in a sunny day, it is easy to measure temperature differences 

larger than 10 °C, due mainly to solar radiation. 

Therefore, in order to approach isothermal conditions, it would be advisable to 

perform calibration with overcast sky or at night, so to minimize direct solar 

radiation. However, even in such conditions, during the calibration process, which 

may last 30 to 60 min, one may observe time dependent variation of temperature 

of several degrees Celsius. Therefore, it becomes important to investigate thermal 

effects on calibration uncertainties �:78_,N(�) and signal uncertainty �u-v_,N(�). 

In addition to the measurement signal that depends on mechanical strain, each 

strain gage bridge generates also a superimposed signal dependent on 

temperature. Thermal effects on a strain gage transducer appear as the 

combination of two phenomena: zero drift and sensitivity shift. 

Zero drift is a variation in the transducer output due to its temperature variation. 

The causes of this drift are the change in the resistance of the grid, the different 

coefficient of the foil and the base material on which the strain gages are glued 

[160]; which they will cause an apparent strain on each strain gage of the bridge 

defined as: ɛuÝ = Ka5Þ + aP ª a6O ∗ �u (37) 

Where: 

εsL = apparent strain of the strain gauge; 

αr = temperature coefficient of the electrical resistance of the measuring grid foil; 

αb = thermal expansion coefficient of the measurement object; 

αm = thermal expansion coefficient of the measuring grid material; 

k= gauge factor of the strain gauge; 

Ts = strain gage operating temperature minus strain gage calibration temperature 

(typically 20 °C). 

Countermeasures to minimize apparent strain can be implemented during the 

choice of the strain gauges. Indeed, it can be used a strain gage with a thermal 

coefficient of electrical resistance of the measuring grid foil equal to the material 

on which the sensor will be installed, so that the terms of the equation cancel each 

other out; αr = (αm - αb) * k. 

However, the apparent strain shown in equation (37) is a simplified representation, 

containing only the linear components. A residual errors ɛsR, for each batch of strain 

gauges is made available by the manufacturer in form of a diagram and polynomial 

curve and should to be taken into account. 
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Therefore, the apparent overall strain will be: 

•  ɛuTYT = ɛuÝ + ɛuf: for strain gauge not auto compensated for the material 

over which is installed; 

•  ɛuTYT = ɛuf: for strain gauge auto compensated for the material over 

which is installed. 

The apparent overall strain ɛuTYT, of each strain gage of the bridge, contributes to 

the apparent electrical output, according to the bridge equation defined in Figure 

40 and Figure 41. 

Zero drift due to thermally induced apparent strain is usually compensated by 

realizing a full bridge. However, this solution is effective only if the apparent strain 

is equal for all the four strain gages of the bridge. This occurs when the strain gages 

are at the same temperature and have the same apparent strain curve, i.e. the 

strain gages have the same behaviour under the same thermal effects. 

Data available in literature for strain gage load cells [160] report a thermal output 

from a full bridge in the order of 0.15 àáá°+ even if the four stain gages were coming 

from the same batch and isothermal conditions occur. This means that a perfect 

matching of strain gages is impossible to achieve. Considering that a typical bridge 

output at full scale is in the order of 1÷2 mV/V, then thermal drift account for 

approximately 0.015 %/°C, which will lead to about 0.1 % for a temperature 

variation of 5÷7 °C during the calibration process. 

In case the calibration process is not executed under isothermal condition and 

thermal gradients are present between the strain gages of the full bridge, then 

results will chance significantly depending on type of bridge configuration. For a T 

configuration the thermal gradients will not affect the results. In a parallel 

configuration, thermal differences between the two sides of the bridge are not 

compensated and they account for about 2 àáá°+ even if using strain gages auto-

compensated for the material. Over a typical bridge output at full scale of 1÷2 

mV/V, the thermal drift with parallel strain gages account for approximately 0.2 

%/°C, which means about 1 % for a temperature difference of 5 °C between the two 

sides of the bridge during the calibration process. 

Sensitivity shift is defined as the change in sensitivity m of the transducer as 

function of average temperature among the strain gages of the bridge �647Q. 

The sensitivity of a strain gage-based transducer is defined as ratio of sensor output 4°4  to input moment M: 
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� = '1'd = �±d = 9(�, 1� , 1H6h ) (38) 

where: 

•  '1 = electric output voltage; 

•  ' = excitation voltage; 

•  d = Bending moment; 

•  � = Young’s modulus in the 

section of application of the 

strain gages; 

•  H6 = mean radius in the 

section of application of the 

strain gages; 

•  ± = deformation; 

•  � = Gage factor of the strain 

gage. 

Temperature changes will affect all the three parameters which appear in the 

expression for sensor sensitivity of a strain gage-based transducer [160]. In fact, the 

temperature modifies: 

•  the geometry of the transducer body, Rm(Tmean); 

•  the Young’s modulus of the transducer body, E(Tmean); 

•  the gage factor of the strain gage, k(Tmean). 

If the strain gages characteristics have not been selected so to compensate their 

thermal dependence between each other, then we can consider Rm, E and k 

uncorrelated parameters. Therefore, sensitivity m has a standard deviation sm per 

unit temperature variation represented in the following equation: 1��'�� ©6� = â¸ 1��'�� 
�� ¹� + ¸ 1��'�� 
G� ¹� + ¸13 1��'�� 
fbH6 ¹�
 (39) 

Assuming: 

•  to use a batch of strain gages having k=2.07 and a temperature coefficient }[Tb��¦ = 93 ∗ 10c´  1/°C; 

•  that the Young’s modulus of steel material of the tower and shaft is equal 

to 200 À� with a temperature coefficient 
}äTb��¦ = 51 d�/°� [161]; 

•  that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the steel is equal to 
}tbTb��¦ =12 ∗ 10c´ 1/°�. 

The sensitivity shift for a typical bridge glued on steel materials is in the order of 

0.03 %/°C, which will lead to about 0.2 % for a temperature variation of 5÷7 °C 

during the calibration process. Approximately, this result may be also extended to 

the case of strain gage glued on fiberglass material. 
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Now the calibration uncertainty due to thermal effects �:78_,N(�) is estimated by 

combining zero drift and sensitivity shift. For a full bridge in T or parallel 

configuration, the calibration uncertainty will reach about �:78_,N(�) = 0.2 % for 

a temperature variation of 5÷7 °C during the calibration process. If we consider also 

a temperature difference of 5 °C between the two sides of the bridge during the 

calibration process, in case of a full bridge in parallel configuration the value 

becomes larger, about �:78_,N(�) = 1 %, while it does not change significantly in 

T configuration. Taking into account these results, we conclude that during 

calibration temperature should remain as constant as possible, with maximum 

acceptable variations of 5 °C for bridges in T configuration and lower than 1 °C for 

parallel bridges. 

The thermal effects described above will present also during all measurement 

campaign. The large range of the operating temperature of the full bridges and 

thermal gradients between the strain gages could lead the uncertainty at larger 

values. Therefore, care should be taken to avoid that this error, i.e. signal 

uncertainty, becomes larger than the target uncertainty (3 %) set by the standard. 

For that purpose, the T configuration should be preferred in tower top and bottom 

bending moment, because it allows compensating the temperature difference 

between the two sides of the bridge. Experimental evidence of such thermal 

problems on bridge in parallel configuration measuring tower bending is presented 

in Figure 62, which reports data recorded during a non-windy day. The solar 

radiation, which heats a part of the tower, causes severe thermal induced drift from 

sunrise to sunset. In a cloudy day this problem disappears. 

 

Figure 62 Thermal influence caused by solar radiation on full bending bridge at 

tower bottom in parallel configuration 
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Concerning shaft measurements, given that the shaft is rotating, it is possible to 

assume that the strain gages are isothermal. The parallel configuration should be 

than preferred, considering that its sensitivity is bigger than a full bridge in T 

configuration. 

Finally, for blade in composite material the parallel bridge configuration should be 

preferred [159], because due to the anisotropy of the fiberglass, the behaviour 

under temperature and humidity variation is different along different axes. This 

makes useless the application of T-rosettes, which will not compensate thermal 

effects having different value over different direction. 

5.5 Temperature compensation – real case application 

The electrical output of the bridge depends on the average temperature �647Q and 

the temperature gradients ∆� between the strain gages of the bridge, as described 

above. A thermal calibration process, able to establish the relationship between the 

apparent electrical output of the transducer and its operating temperature, would 

allow thermal compensation. The calibration curve can be obtained either 

experimentally, as recommended by the standard, or numerically; but in either case 

the installation of a temperature sensor for each strain gage of the bridge is 

required. 

The calibration curve obtained experimentally requires performing tests for 

different environmental conditions, i.e. several seasons, several days (e.g. sunny 

and cloudy) and during different parts of the day, in order to test all possible 

thermal conditions; therefore, the tests could extend for several days/weeks. The 

regression line, which interpolates the points of the calibration curve with the 

method of straight least square, represents the relationship between the thermal 

phenomenon and the apparent electrical output of the transducer; while the 

scatter data around the regression line defines the signal uncertainty due to 

thermal effects. 

If a calibration curve cannot be obtained via experimental data, a numerical analysis 

can be applied. This analysis, based on the apparent thermal stress ɛuTYT, estimates 

the apparent electrical output of the bridge for all operation �647Q and ∆�. 

For example, Figure 63 shows the apparent electrical voltage calculated in output 

from a bending strain gage bridge in parallel configuration glued on steel, for 

different �647Q and different ∆�. Where the strain gages used for this analysis are 

self-compensating for steel with the following characteristics: 

1. Temperature coefficient of the material a6 ª _U�  =  10.8 ∗  10c´ [1/°�]; 

2. Polynomial residual error ɛuf ± 
ɛst = ª29.65 + 2.86 ∗ �u ª 7.61 ∗10c� ∗ �u� + 3.06 ∗ 10cj ∗ �uh ± (� ª 20) ∗ 0.30 + 0.219 ∗ (�u ª20)  [ç�/�]; 
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3. Gauge factor � ± 
� = 2.07 ± 1%. 

 

Figure 63 Apparent electric voltage expected in output from a bending strain 

gage bridge in parallel configuration glued on steel 

where: 

•  
4°V¨�Ub��4 : the apparent electric voltage; 

•  ∆�: the temperature difference between adjacent strain gages of the 

bridge. For full bending bridge in parallel configuration: ∆� = �1 ª �2 =�3 ª �4; 

•  �647Q: the mean temperature of the bridge. For full bending bridge in 

parallel configuration: �647Q = TJ»T�� = Th»Tj� . 

The signal uncertainty associated with thermal compensation by numerical 

calibration �u-v_,N(�) is estimated by type B analysis, according to equation (36). 

The terms that create uncertainty are: 

1. Different response of strain gages of the bridge under thermal effects �u-v_,Ncè�(�); in fact even if the four stain gages were coming from the same 

batch, it is impossible to achieve perfect matching of strain gages. As described 

above this term will be in the order of 0.15 àáá°+ and can be estimated, for full 

bending bridge in parallel configuration, using the equation (40): 

�u-vMNcè�(�)� = 
�� ∗ éÚ '12345678'Ú� ê� + 
_U � ∗ éÚ '12345678'Úa5 ê� + 
_`� ∗ éÚ '12345678'ÚaP ê� + 
_b �

∗ éÚ '12345678'Úa6 ê� + 
ëstlm� ∗ éÚ '12345678'Ú±ufJh ê� + 
ëstno� ∗ éÚ '12345678'Ú±uf�j ê�
 

(40) 
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2. Uncertainty due to temperature measurement �u-v_,NcT(�), which in case 

of full bending bridge in parallel configuration is given by the following equation: 

�u-vMNcT(�)� = 
Tlm � ∗ éÚ '12345678'Ú�Jh ê� + 
Tno � ∗ éÚ '12345678'Ú��j ê� + 2 é{ '12345678'{TJh ê é{ '12345678'{T�j ê
∗ 
(TJh, T�j) 

(41) 

where: 

•  
Tlm and 
Tno: variance associated with T13 and T24 measurement; 

•  
(TJh, T�j): covariance of T13 and T24 measurements. 

However the equation (40) and (41) are a simplified representation, they consider 

that only one temperature sensor is applied for each pair of strain gauges; a 

solution often adopted given the proximity between the strain gages of a pair. 

The covariance contribution 
(TJh, T�j), reported in equation (41), defines the 

degree of correlation between TJh and T�j measurements and must be considered 

when they are recorded by simultaneous observations and they have the same 

[149]: 

1. measuring instrument; 

2. physical measurement standard; 

3. measurement methodology; 

4. reference datum (having a significant standard uncertainty). 

The covariance computation, according equation (42), would require that 

temperature measurements are repeated h-times in order to build a satisfactory 

sample. 


(TJh, T�j) = 1ℎ(ℎ ª 1) Ïx�Jh,� ª �Jhwwwwzx��j,� ª ��jwwwwz3
�ÎJ  (42) 

However, since temperature measurements are taken in sequence and may vary in 

time, it is necessary to compute covariance in real time. This computation can be 

done through two techniques: 

a) by comparing h contemporary thermal measurements from h equivalent 

sensors arranged in the same measuring point, that it is not really feasible; 

b) by comparing h sequential thermal measurements recorded from the same 

sensor, solution more easy and recommended. 

In case the second technique was adopted, a suitable choice of the number of 

samples must be done in order to obtain a satisfactory result from the covariance 

analysis. The number of samples should be appropriate for a statistical analysis, i.e. 
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they must contain all possible measurement errors, but they should not be affected 

by thermal drifts. For example, Figure 64 and Figure 65 show the comparison 

between two thermal data sets affected and not affected by thermal drifts; in this 

case, only the data set shown in Figure 65 can be used for covariance analysis. 

 

Figure 64 Thermal data influenced by 

the thermal drift 

 

Figure 65 Thermal data not influenced 

by the thermal drift 

If measurements not affected by thermal drifts are not available, a reduction of 

covariance estimation error can be achieved through a detrending of the data set 

with the straight least square interpolation curve. 

In order to provide an experimental estimate of covariance in a real case 

application, a set of T13 and T24 data was recorded, with a sample frequency of 2 Hz, 

by resistance temperature detectors mounted near to bending strain gage bridges 

in parallel configuration located at tower top. The covariance results for one day 

are shown in Figure 66. Each value of covariance was calculated using 120 samples, 

equal to 60 s time history. 

 
Figure 66 Covariance 

The covariance results are approximately equal to 
(TJh, T�j) = 0.5 ∗ 10cì. Since, 

the temperature variance in measurements by resistance temperature detectors is 
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usually equal to 
Tlm = 
Tno = 0.1 °�, the covariance contribution may be 

neglected in the computation of signal uncertainty due to temperature 

measurement �u-v_,NcT(�). 

In case of a full strain gage bridge in parallel configuration and temperature 

measurements by thermal resistor, the uncertainty due to temperature 

measurement is in the order of �u-v_,NcT(�) = 0.085 àáá°+. 

Now, the signal uncertainty due to thermal effects for thermal compensation 

through numerical analysis has to be calculated by combining uncertainty due to 

different response of strain gages of the bridge under thermal effects and 

temperature measurement, according to equation (43). �u-v_,N(�)� = �u-v_,Ncè�(�)� + �u-v_,NcT(�)� (43) 

In case of a full strain gage bridge in parallel configuration and temperature 

measurements by thermal resistor, the signal uncertainty due to thermal effects is 

in the order of 0.17 àáá°+. Considering that a typical bridge output at full scale is in 

the order of 1÷2 mV/V, then signal uncertainty due to thermal effects for thermal 

compensation through numerical analysis account for approximately 0.017 %/°C.
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6 NON-INTRUSIVE TORQUE MEASUREMENT FOR 

ROTATING SHAFTS USING OPTICAL SENSING OF 

ZEBRA-TAPES 
Non-intrusive, reliable and precise torque measurement is critical to dynamic 

performance monitoring, control and condition monitoring of rotating mechanical 

systems as wind turbine drive train. This chapter presents a novel, contactless 

torque measurement system consisting of two shaft-mounted zebra tapes and two 

optical sensors mounted on stationary rigid supports and it is based on a 

publication [141], now under review, in which the Author has been involved. The 

Author developed this research after joining the research group at Durham 

University where the first idea was originated. Unlike conventional torque 

measurement methods, the proposed system does not require costly embedded 

sensors or shaft-mounted electronics. Moreover, its non-intrusive nature, 

adaptable design, simple installation and low cost make it suitable for a large 

variety of advanced engineering applications. Torque measurement is achieved by 

estimating the shaft twist angle through analysis of zebra tape pulse train time 

shifts. This chapter presents and compares two signal processing methods for 

torque measurement: rising edge detection and cross-correlation. The 

performance of the proposed system has been proven experimentally under both 

static and dynamic conditions and both processing approaches show good 

agreement with reference measurements from an in-line, invasive torque 

transducer. The uncertainty according to the ISO GUM (Guide to the expression of 

uncertainty in measurement) standard is shown to be ±0.3% and ±0.8% of full-scale 

torque for the rising edge and cross-correlation approaches, respectively. A type B 

estimate of uncertainty is also provided by the Montecarlo method. Finally, a 

feasibility analysis for two real shaft configurations and real wind turbines has been 

performed. 

6.1 Torque transducer: a general overview 

Torque is a fundamental operating parameter of rotating mechanical systems. 

Some of the most common industrial applications of torque measurement include 

both conventional [162][163] and emerging [164][131] power generation, electric 

motor testing [165], robot arms [166], marine [167] and automotive [168] industry. 

Power and efficiency optimisation based on highly accurate and reliable torque 

measurement, besides enabling significant energy savings, fits to the steadily 

increasing requirements of the international regulation, especially for large 

mechanical drives with high nominal torque [169], such as marine engines [170]. 

Despite torque measurement and control being critical to dynamic performance 

monitoring, condition monitoring for predictive maintenance and control of 
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mechanical systems, reliable measurements can be difficult to obtain in a cost-

effective and non-intrusive manner. 

The methods used to measure torque can be divided into two categories, either 

direct or indirect. 

Direct methods use in-line torque transducers, usually calibrated by the 

manufacturer, which are integrated into the drive shaft. These sensors have some 

susceptibility to noise and require bearings for support, which also implies 

maintenance. The major obstacle to the industrial application of direct 

measurement systems is the costly and intrusive nature of the required equipment, 

which is impractical for short-term use, particularly on large systems. The act of 

mounting the in-line transducer may also change system dynamics and, 

consequently, torque values. Moreover, direct measurements cannot be 

implemented when the rotating mechanical system design does not allow adapting 

the shaft design or lengthening the drivetrain to accommodate the in-line 

transducer. 

Indirect methods are based on the measurement of torque-related parameters and 

subsequent torque calculation. These methods have the advantage of avoiding 

modifications to the original shaft, therefore minimising the impact on mechanical 

design and not modifying the static and dynamic behaviour of the shaft. The 

conventional indirect systems are based on measurement of surface strain or angle 

of twist [151]. Surface strain measurement systems typically use either strain 

gauges, directly bonded on the shaft body in a Wheatstone bridge configuration, or 

magnetostrictive methods. These methods rely on the change of resistance [171] 

or magnetization properties of the material [152], respectively, when torque is 

applied. Strain gauges are the most commonly used in industrial applications thanks 

to their low cost and high sensitivity. However, the main limitations of this method 

are the complexity of installation of the sensors on cylindrical surfaces, the need to 

install electronics on the rotating shaft, the requirement for specialised personnel 

required for installation, usability, resolution, noise susceptibility and the 

requirement for regular calibration. Moreover, unwanted forces can create 

unintended directional disturbance, such as crosstalk phenomena, and local stress 

concentration that can increase the uncertainty in the measured loads and reduce 

accuracy [152]. Angle of twist measurement methods are based on the 

measurement of the phase shift between two points on the shaft, separated by a 

suitable distance, through magnetic or optical angular position sensing [168]. The 

first use toothed gears which are angularly displaced with respect to each other as 

the shaft shift twist angle increases, thereby increasing the electrical phase 

difference between the signals measured by magnetic pickups [152]. Conventional 

optical methods use slotted discs which move with respect to each other as torque 
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is applied, thereby changing the on-times of light pulses created by the shutter 

actions of the rotating discs [172][173]. Both systems can be retrofitted to existing 

systems and do not have the inherent complexity of strain gauge installations. 

However, they require the installation of quite large rings and plates around the 

shaft which can be impractical in some industrial applications, such as in-vehicle 

and mobile measurements, due to space constraints. They also suffer from 

environmental factors such as dust, humidity, temperature, vibration, 

electromagnetic interference and aging. In addition to performance limitations, 

these methods usually suffer from low range-to-resolution ratio [151]. A laser 

torquemeter was first presented in [174] and later analysed in [175][176][177]. This 

instrument is based on the cross-correlation of the periodic speckle patterns 

generated by two axially separated laser beams on a rotating shaft, having known 

mechanical proprieties. Even if this is a smart non-contact approach, it suffers from 

decorrelation of speckle patterns due to shaft displacement and tilt, making its 

practical application difficult. Several advanced contactless torque measurements 

techniques have been researched recently, such as the photo-elastic torque sensor 

based on the birefringence effect of optically anisotropic materials [178] and the 

non-contact Hall effect design sensor [142]. However, most of these sensors have 

significant limitations such as requiring sensitive materials to be attached on the 

shaft surface, such as ferromagnetic and piezoelectric materials, and limited speed 

range and resolution. Moreover, very few solutions can provide both shaft torque 

and speed measurement from the same sensor, which is useful whenever one 

desires to measure mechanical power. 

This paper presents a novel and simple contactless torque and speed measurement 

system consisting of two zebra tape codes directly glued around the shaft with two 

optical sensors mounted on non-rotating supports. This technique operates 

entirely contact-free and allows torque measurement on standard installations, 

across their operational life, avoiding the use of permanently installed in-line 

intrusive torque meters, by simply instrumenting the existing shaft with the two 

zebra tapes located as far as possible from each other. The use of optical sensors 

and zebra tapes on rotating shafts is not new; however literature reports only 

application for torsional vibration measurement [142][143], while this research 

proposes their use for torque measurement. This paper introduces the operating 

principle of the proposed non-intrusive torque measurement system and its 

experimental implementation and validation. Two different approaches for 

processing the optical probe pulse train signals and estimating the shaft twist, and 

hence the applied torque, are then presented. After calibrating the system under 

stationary conditions, its response and performance under both static and dynamic 

torque conditions is demonstrated by comparing the results of the two proposed 
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signal processing approaches against the reference measurements from an in-line 

torque transducer mounted on the test bench shaft. 

6.2 Methodological approach 

A torque acting on a shaft causes the shaft itself to twist, with one end rotating with 

respect to the other by an angle displacement X5. Assuming a uniform circular 

cross-section and linear homogenous elastic material, the relationship between the 

torque applied to a rotating shaft, Trotor [Nm], and the relative rotation of the ends 

of the shaft section, X5 [rad], is described [180] by: �50205 = �uXí5 + �X½5 + ÞX5 (44) 

where Is is the rotating system moment of inertia [kgm2], C is the shaft damping 

coefficient [kgm2s-1rad-1] and K is the shaft torsional stiffness [Nm/rad]. 

The non-intrusive torque measurement system proposed in this thess employs a 

set of two zebra tapes and two optical probes, one at each end of the shaft, as 

shown in Figure 67. 

 

Figure 67 Operating principle of the non-intrusive torque measurement system 

The zebra tapes feature an equal number of equidistant black and white stripes and 

are glued around the shaft. As the shaft rotates, each optical sensor, mounted on a 

non-rotating component, generates a pulse train signal proportional to the light 

intensity reflected by the zebra tape stripes. When a torque, Trotor, is applied to the 

shaft, the relative rotation of the ends of the shaft section, X5, results in a time shift, 

∆t, between the two pulse train signals. The principle of the proposed method is to 

quantify the shaft relative twist angle by measuring the phase difference between 
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the two pulse signals and thence deriving the applied torque, from a known torque-

twist relationship. This is achieved according to the following procedure:  

Estimation of the time shift, Δt [s], between the pulse trains measured by the two 

optical probes; 

Measurement of the pulse trains period, τ [s], and calculation of the shaft rotational 

speed, n [rpm]: � = 60î ��� (45) 

where ppr is the number of pulses per shaft revolution; 

Conversion of time shift to absolute angular shift, θa, according to [181]: X7 = 2¶60 �∆� (46) 

The shaft absolute twist angle, θa, could be different to the shaft relative twist 

angle, X5, due to the mounting misalignment between the two optical probes 

and/or the two zebra tapes. This error manifests itself as an apparent angular shift, 

θa,0, at the no load condition; 

Calculation of the shaft relative twist angle, X5, according to the following equation: X5 =  X7 ª X7,1 (47) 

Estimation of the shaft torque based on the known calibration curve, that is the 

relationship between the shaft relative twist angle X5 and torque Trotor for a given 

shaft and material. 

One of the main advantages of this approach is that it allows the measurement of 

a wide torque range by carefully designing the zebra tapes and their distance along 

the shaft. This makes it suitable for a large variety of engineering applications. 

6.3 Experimental Set-up 

Experiments were performed to calibrate and validate the proposed non-intrusive 

torque measurement system. The calibration has been performed by comparing 

the zebra tape torque meter with a reference state-of-art measurement technique; 

in particular, we have used an industrial in-line torque meter based on the principle 

of a variable, torque-proportional transformer coupling. This technology is robust 

against electromagnetic interference and temperature effects; therefore, the 

system can be effectively used as a reference for calibration. Figure 68 provides a 

schematic of the torque test rig developed at Durham University, in collaboration 
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with Università Politecnica delle Marche. Figure 69 shows the implemented test 

stand with its main components and instrumentation.  

The test rig comprises a 4-pole 4 kW grid-connected induction generator driven by 

a 4-pole 4 kW induction motor controlling the speed profile. Both machines are 

manufactured by ABB Motors. The motor shaft speed is varied via an inverter drive 

up to 2100 rpm. The generator is connected to a variable transformer to vary its 

stator voltage and hence the shaft torque in the range from 0 to 16 Nm.  

The main rig solid shaft, shown schematically in Figure 70, features a reduced 

diameter cross-section in its central part for experimental purposes in order to 

enhance sensitivity with respect to the test rig torque range and hence achieve a 

higher twist angle X5 for the same applied torque. Indeed, this allows angular shifts 

of the same order of magnitude as would be observed in the case of larger torques 

applied to larger diameter shafts in industrial applications, despite the limitations 

of the maximum torque possible using this test rig. 

 

Figure 68 Schematic diagram of the torque test rig 

 

Figure 69 Main components and instrumentation of the torque test rig 

A high-quality, laser-printed zebra tape is glued around each end of the shaft. The 

passage of the alternating light and dark stripes is measured by two Optek 
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OPB739RWZ reflective line reader sensors placed at the optimum distance of 0.76 

mm from the target, as shown in Figure 71.  

 

Figure 70 Solid shaft layout and location of the two zebra tapes 

 

Figure 71 Detail of the contactless shaft torque measurement system 

First, the output from the two optical probes is transformed into a series of square 

pulses through a Schmitt trigger. The pulses are then acquired by a National 

Instruments (NI) 16-bit data acquisition system (USB-6211 DAQ) driven by the 

LabVIEW data acquisition environment. The sampling frequency, fOP, is set at 125 

kHz, the maximum possible for the NI USB-6211 DAQ hardware. 

An in-line Magtrol TMB 313/431 torque transducer, with a rated torque of 500 Nm 

and a combined error of linearity and hysteresis less than ±0.15% of the rated 

torque, acts as a reference for calibration and comparison with the optical non-

intrusive system output. The transducer is capable of outputting 60 pulses per 

revolution for speed measurement, so it is also used as a reference tachometer. 

The torque transducer output is collected through a Magtrol 6400 torque display 
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which is connected by a GPIB/IEEE-488 interface to the LabVIEW data acquisition 

environment. The time synchronisation between the torque transducer and the 

optical probes’ readings is obtained by comparing the Unix timestamp of the two 

system acquisitions. 

6.3.1 Zebra tape design 

The design of the zebra tape, particularly the number of pulses per revolution, has 

a significant impact on the precision of the torque measurements [182]. For a given 

shaft and zebra tape design, the maximum measurable phase difference between 

two pulse signals is given by half the zebra tape period, that is half the length of 

each of its black-white segments, corresponding to 180° phase shift. Indeed, any 

twist larger than half the period of the zebra tape would be confused with a lower 

one, as always happens in periodic signals. 

When designing the zebra tapes, the minimum zebra tape period, Pmin [m], can be 

calculated as a function of the maximum torsion angle of the shaft expected during 

operation, θmax: 6-Q > 2X67¼ r (48) 

where θmax, [rad] is given by: X67¼ = �50205c67¼�²uÀ  (49) 

where Trotor-max is the maximum torque expected during operation [Nm], L is the 

distance between the two optical probes [m], Js is the shaft polar moment of inertia 

[m4] and G is the shear modulus of elasticity for the shaft material [Pa]. The 

corresponding zebra tape maximum allowable number of pulses per revolution, 

pprmax, can then be calculated as: ���67¼ = )�� ¸ 2¶�6-Q¹ < 2¶�2X67¼ � (50) 

where r [m] is the shaft radius and int the integer part function. 

In the case of the experimental test bench described in this work, given the shaft 

geometry and the maximum torque achievable during operation (16 Nm) equation 

(50) provides a maximum allowable number of pulses per revolution of 45. Within 

this constraint, the choice of the zebra tape design is a key factor influencing the 

performance of the proposed torque measurement system. The larger the number 

of pulses per revolution, the larger the samples required per revolution, that is the 

larger the sample frequency of the proposed torque transducer, but the more the 

computational cost needed to implement the data processing. For the purpose of 
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this work, the test bench shaft was instrumented with two bar codes featuring 8 

equal stripe pairs, with a stripe width of 5.5 mm, fitting exactly around the shaft. 

The selection of 8 pulses per revolution represents a trade-off between uncertainty 

and computational cost. The zebra tape design was selected so that the resulting 

pulses have a 50% duty cycle which makes phase shift measurement processing 

easier. 

Table 18 summarises the features of the zebra tapes used in the test bench. 

Symbol Description Value  Zebra tape period (length of each black-white segment)  11.0 mm ��� Number of pulses per revolution 8 X|}88_u:784  Maximum measurable shaft torsion angle 
¶8 

Table 18 Features of the experimental zebra tape. 

6.3.2 Optical sensor output 

Figure 72.a shows how the zebra tape passage determines the sensor output. The 

optical probe emits an unfocussed beam which lights the zebra tape surface. An 

unfocussed optical probe has been chosen because it allows for variations of sensor 

to shaft distance over a larger depth of field with respect to focused probes. 

However, it produces pulses with lower rising and falling edge gradients, with 

respect to focused probes. Scattered light is collected back through a detector with 

a certain angle of aperture. Light scattering intensity from the white surface is 

significantly larger than that from the black surface. Therefore, even if the zebra 

tape surface has a step profile (Figure 72.b), the scattered light intensity changes 

continuously from low to high during the passage of the white stripe. The change 

in the radiation reflected to the detector is not abrupt, but undergoes a gradual 

transition along a switching distance XT (Figure 72.c) [183]. The optical probe (OP) 

voltage output results from this gradual change in scattered light intensity due to 

the motion of the black-white stripe through the illuminated area (called trip effect) 

and the first order dynamic response of the photodetector (Figure 72.d). A Schmitt 

trigger is implemented to square the probe output voltage when it crosses a pre-

set threshold, SL (Figure 72.e), and to convert it into a train of constant amplitude 

pulses. The photodetector signal is squared to produce pulses with almost vertical 

rising and falling edges, easing timing and analysis. 

This train of square pulses will be phase shifted by torque variations, as described 

earlier. In case of variation of the distance between the shaft and the optical 

probes, the amplitude of the output voltage from the photodetectors will vary, 

resulting in an amplitude modulated signal. This would affect the train of pulses 
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from the Schmidt trigger, which operates on a fixed threshold. The effects of this 

source of uncertainty will be discussed later in the paper. 

 

Figure 72 Optical probe response to zebra tape 

6.3.3 Data processing 

6.3.3.a Signal pre-processing 

In order to automatically extract the values of the shaft angular shifts from the two 

zebra tape optical signals, dedicated programmes, known as Virtual Instruments 

(VIs), were developed and built in the LabVIEW environment. Figure 73 shows the 

data processing flow chart of the VIs implemented for pulse train analysis.  
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Figure 73 Data processing flow diagram 

The data processing consists of two steps: 

1) The shaft rotational speed is calculated by estimating the time per shaft 

revolution from the rising edges of the two pulse trains; 

2) The shaft absolute twist is calculated by adopting the rising edge detection and 

the cross-correlation approaches. 
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Optical probe installation and zebra tape mounting offset could cause initial 

misalignment of the pulse trains at the start of recording with a consequent 

erroneous estimation of the initial time shift, and hence angular shift. To overcome 

this problem, the signals recorded by the optical probes are first initialised when 

the data system acquisition is started. Figure 74.a-b shows an example of two pairs 

of similar pulse trains; they feature the same time shift, ∆tr, however their 

recording starts at two different positions with respect to the pulses. The time shift 

measured between their first two rising edges will be different, ∆tr_a and ∆tr_b, 

respectively. In order to avoid this error in the measurements, the optical probe 

signals, �J and ��, are initialised by forcing the recording to start only when both 

signals are in the high or low state, i.e. at the instant tp in Figure 74.c-d. Now, the 

same time shift, ∆tr, is measured based on the time between the first rising edges 

of the initialised signals, �J� and ���. 

 

Figure 74 Signal initialisation 

The time at which the rising edges of the two initialized signals occur is defined as �-YZ[\ , where i = 1,2, …m, with m equal to the number of rising edges in the initialized 

signals, and k = 1,2 is the index that identifies the two optical probes. The rising 

edge time instants �-YZ[\  are captured by triggered acquisition where the threshold 

level is set equal to half of the peak-to-peak signal amplitude. A flicker filter is also 

applied to remove rising edge timing errors resulting from possible signal flickering 

around the trigger level. Flickering would result in more than one output from the 
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trigger block for each signal rising edge, i.e. ��YZ[\  and ��YZ[\∗  in Figure 75. For each 

pulse train, the filter compares the time interval between two consecutive rising 

edges against that estimated from the expected shaft rotational speed, 1500-1900 

rpm, and the number of pulses per revolution, 8. When the two values do not 

match, the filter acts on the signal to keep only the first output from the trigger 

block and remove all other unwanted outputs, that is ��YZ[\∗  in Figure 75. For each 

signal, the output of the flicker filter is a one-dimensional array containing m 

elements representing the rising edge times of the train of pulses. 

 

Figure 75 Flicker filter 

6.3.3.b Shaft rotational speed 

For each zebra tape, the identified rising edge times, �-YZ[\ , where k = 1,2, are then 

used to estimate the corresponding shaft speed, n�x��,yz [rpm], by applying 

conventional speed encoder techniques, according to equation (46), as follows: n�x��,yz = 60�(II5»8cJ)YZ[\ ª �8YZ[\  (51) 

where l = 1,2,..,(m-ppr) and ��,y is the mean time of the windows �(II5»8cJ)YZ[\ ª�8YZ[\  , calculated as: 

��,y = ∑ �QYZ[\y»óII5� óôLõ¦QÎy»JcóII5� óö÷���  
(52) 

where ø = ¸óII5� ó}I¹ , … , K� ª óII5� óÖ0úQO, with óII5� ó}Iand óII5� óÖ0úQequal to half 

of ppr rounded up and down, respectively. 
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The shaft rotational speed, nx�yz, is then calculated as the average of those two 

speeds to minimise the error: 

nx�yz = nJx�J,yz + n�x��,yz2  (53) 

where �y is given by: �y = �J,y + ��,y2  (54) 

6.3.3.c Shaft absolute twist 

6.3.3.c.1 Time shift measurement by direct timing of rising edges 

The rising edge detection approach is the most straightforward method for 

determining the time delay between the pulses. It is based on the measurement of 

the times at which the rising edges of the two pulse trains occur and on the 

calculation of their relative phase shift, as shown in Figure 76. In the rising edge 

detection approach VI, the time shift between the two pulse trains associated with 

the signals’ average rising edge times, ∆�5(�ûYZ\wwwwww), is calculated as: ∆�5(�ûYZ\wwwwww) = �-YZn\ ª �-YZl\  (55) 

where i = 1,….., m and �ûYZ\wwwwww is defined as: �ûYZ\wwwwww = �-YZl\ + �-YZn\2  (56) 

As already pointed out, tangential and radial displacements between shaft and 

optical probes, typically caused by vibrations or shaft deformation, introduce noise 

in timing of pulses. This noise is expected to be periodic, at the rotational frequency 

or its harmonics. Therefore, a moving average filter is implemented to measure a 

time delay averaged over a full revolution ∆�www5x�yz. This is implemented as moving 

average filter over the eight delays ∆�5(�ûYZ\wwwwww) measured during a full revolution, 

with seven-point overlap over time, allowing the calculation of an averaged delay 

for each pulse, that is one value per zebra tape pulse. 

The eight-point averaged time shift, ∆�www5x�yz, is calculated as: 

∆�www5x�yz =  Ï ∆�5(�ûYZ\wwwwww)���y»óII5� óôLõ¦
-Îy»JcóII5� óö÷

 (57) 
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Figure 76 Phase shift estimation through the rising edge detection approach 

6.3.3.c.2 Time shift measurement by cross-correlation 

The cross-correlation approach allows the measurement of the similarity of the two 

time series, �J� and ���, as a function of the time-lag applied to one of them. 

Unlike the rising edge detection approach, the cross-correlation VI uses the full 

initialised signals �J� and ��� to estimate their time shift and not only the times 

at which the rising edges occur (Figure 77).  

 

Figure 77 Phase shift estimation through the cross-correlation approach 

Cross-correlation is implemented according to [21], as circular cross-correlation, 

defined as: �J�(�) = 1E Ï �J�(�) ���(� ª �)�cJQÎ1  (58) 
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where k = 0,…, N-1 and N, the length of the two signals, is chosen equal to the shaft 

revolution. This algorithm does not require zero padding, but considers the pulse 

train to be periodic. 

Circular cross-correlation provides an output with 8 peaks, equal to the number of 

pulses per revolution (Figure 77), that correspond to 8 possible time delays, as usual 

in a periodic function. The delay of interest is the smallest one, ∆�:, provided that 

the zebra tape period is larger than the maximum shift, as discussed in Paragraph 

6.3.1, equation (48). The other peaks appear because the train of pulses is a 

periodic function. 

The signals �J� and  ���  are progressively circular cross-correlated giving one 

value of the time shift per zebra tape pulse, ∆�:x�yz, similarly to the case of the 

rising edge detection approach ∆�www5x�yz. 

In both approaches, the calculated time shifts, ∆�www5x�yz and ∆�:x�yz, respectively, 

depend on the shaft speed. According to equation (47), they are converted into 

shaft absolute angular shifts, X7_5x�yz and X7_:x�yz, respectively,  X7_5x�yz = 2¶60 �x�yz∆�� �x�øz (59) 

X7_:x�yz = 2¶60 �x�yz∆t:x�øz (60) 

6.3.4 Range, resolution and sampling frequency 

For a given zebra tape design (���), shaft speed (�) and optical probe sampling 

frequency (9YZ), the non-intrusive torque measurement system features are: 

Range: Xf���G = �ªX|}88_u:784 ÷ X|}88_u:784	 = �ª ¶��� ÷ ¶���� (61) 

Resolution: {X5 = 2¶�60 ∗ 19YZ (62) 

Using the calibration curve X5 = �TULVLU ∗ �50205, equations (61) and (62) allow the 

estimation of the corresponding torque range and resolution. �50205_f���G = Xf���G�TULVLU  (63) 

{�50205 = {X5�TULVLU  (64) 
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Sampling Frequency: 9: = 2¶�60 ∗ ���2¶ = � ∗ ���60  
(65) 

Torque samples are then obtained at a non-constant frequency which is dependent 

on the shaft speed. 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 System calibration 

The non-contact optical torque system was calibrated against reference torque 

measurements from the in-line torque transducer in order to fully characterise the 

torque-twist angle relationship described by equation (44). The calibration curve 

allows the estimation of the torque acting along the shaft by simply recording the 

zebra tape pulse trains, calculating their time shift and hence the shaft angular shift, 

using either method.  

Steady state tests were performed on the test rig at four different shaft speeds: 

1600, 1700, 1800 and 1900 rpm. For each speed, the calibration procedure 

consisted of the following steps: 

1) Run the motor to the required testing speed. 

2) Record the signals from both the optical probes and the torque transducer 

at no-load (0 volts applied to the generator stator) for around 10 s. 

3) Vary the generator stator voltage to increase the shaft torque in steps of 2 

Nm, starting from an initial torque value of 1 Nm in the case of the tests 

run at 1600 and 1800 rpm and 2 Nm in the case of the tests run at 1700 

and 1900 rpm. For each speed, to avoid damage to the generator during 

operation, the stator voltage was varied up to a precautionary safety limit 

of its armature winding current of 8 amps; this determined the maximum 

operational torque. Given the available experimental set-up, the 

calibration range was limited to 16 Nm, even though the zebra tape had 

been designed with a period allowing measurements up to 62 Nm, which 

therefore represents its full-scale input range. 

4) Record the signals from both the optical probes and the torque transducer 

for around 10 seconds for each applied torque level. 

5) Post-process the optical probe pulse data and calculate the shaft twist 

using the rising edge detection and cross-correlation approaches presented 

in section 3.3. 

6) Build calibration curves by plotting the shaft relative twist, calculated 

according to equation (45), against the corresponding reference torque 

measured by the in-line transducer, whose signal was resampled to match 

the time delay sampling frequency. 
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The calibration curves resulting from the rising edge and the cross-correlation 

approaches are shown in Figure 78 and Figure 79, respectively, and compared in 

Table 19. They result from the linear regression of experimental data by a straight 

line using the least square method. 

 

Figure 78 Calibration curve: Rising edge detection approach 

 

Figure 79 Calibration curve: Cross-correlation approach 

As predicted by equation (44), the torque-twist trend is linear under steady state 

conditions. The two calibration curves show a similar trend with satisfactory R-

squared levels, indicating a good fit of the experimental data by the regression line. 

A difference in sensitivity of around 2% is observed. 
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6.4.2 Measurement Uncertainty Evaluation 

The measurement uncertainty has been estimated according to the ISO GUM 

(Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement); in particular, the 

statistical processing of series of experimental data have allowed a Type A estimate 

of uncertainty obtained in the laboratory conditions of the test set-up used in this 

work, while a more comprehensive Type B analysis has been performed by a 

Montecarlo method, which allows to estimate measurement uncertainty taking 

into account a number of influencing parameters and disturbances which could 

affect the measurement system in a real world application. 

6.4.2.a Type A uncertainty  

The regression of calibration data has allowed the statistical estimation of the Type 

A uncertainty of measurement, �:78_TULVLU, according to the GUM:1995 [157] (Table 

19). For each case, the standard deviation of the input torque, (TULVLU, has been 

estimated by statistical analysis of the residuals of the N calibration data with 

respect to their interpolating line as: 

(TULVLU = Ì 1E ª 2 Ï · X5[�TULVLU ª �50205[º��
�ÎJ  (66) 

where θr is the shaft relative twist predicted by the calibration line and m is the 

calibration line slope. The type A uncertainty �:78_TULVLU associated to each approach 

has then been calculated, in compliance with the ISO GUM:1995 [157], as expanded 

uncertainty with a coverage factor kp = 2, allowing for a 95% confidence level, as: �:78_TULVLU[Nm] = �� (��	�	� (67) 

and expressed as a percentage of the measurement system full scale torque, �50205c67¼, as: 

�:78_TULVLU[%] = �:78_TULVLU[Nm]��	�	�ª��¾[Nm] 100 (68) 

where:  �50205c67¼ = X|}88_u:784�TULVLU  (69) 

and X|}88_u:784 is the measurement system full scale twist output given in Table 18. 
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All this analysis on type A uncertainty takes into account repeated experiments at 

various speed, various torque which were performed during and repeated during 

several days and with different operators. This provides information on 

repeatability and reproducibility of the proposed method. 

For the experimental set-up used in this work, the maximum measurable angular 

shift of the system corresponds to a full-scale input torque of �f���G = 62 E�, 

which is approximately four times larger than the calibration range. Within this 

range the system has a resolution {�50205 = 
WU6�ULVLU = 0.27 E� if only one rising 

edge is used; however, resolution decreases by ppr if the angular shift is 

determined by averaging a series of ppr angular shifts X5. In our case we used 

ppr=8. 

Unexpectedly, the cross-correlation approach results show a higher dispersion 

around their best fit curve when compared to the rising edge detection approach, 

resulting in higher uncertainty of the method (Table 19).  

Method Linear Fit Equation �_ý  ����_���ü��[%] 

Rising Edge X5 = 6.27 10-3*Trotor 0.999 ±0.3 

Cross-Correlation X5 = 6.13 10-3*Trotor 0.995 ±0.8 

Table 19 Parameters of the two calibration curves and relative Type A uncertainty, �:78_TULVLU 

Cross-correlation underperforms with respect to direct timing because of the 

changes in duty cycle throughout one shaft revolution and the time shift introduced 

by the Schmidt trigger operating on an amplitude modulated photodetector signal. 

As mentioned, amplitude modulation may affect the optical signal because of 

possible vibrations, shaft misalignment or bending; all these phenomena would 

affect the sensor to shaft distance during shaft rotation. In these conditions, after 

the Schmidt trigger, the variation of duty cycle and time shift causes a displacement 

of the pulse centre equal to δd= (δtr + δtf.)/2, as shown in Figure 80.  

Cross-correlation is more sensitive to pulse shape than rising edge timing. 

Moreover, cross-correlation is intrinsically sensitive to the position of the centre of 

each square pulse. These effects together explain the larger dispersion of data seen 

for cross-correlation whenever the optical signal experiences amplitude 

modulation and a Schmidt trigger is applied. It would therefore be expected that 

cross-correlation would better perform on the original photodetector signal, before 

being squared by the Schmidt, but this has not been implemented in this paper. 
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Figure 80 Effect of sensor to shaft distance variation on the optical probe 

output 

6.4.2.b Uncertainty analysis using Monte Carlo Method (MCM) 

The propagation of distributions through a mathematical model of the zebra tape 

torque meter system has been implemented by MCM for the evaluation of 

uncertainty of measurement according to the GUM:1995 Supplement 1 [184]. The 

measurement uncertainty evaluation has been performed with respect to the shaft 

rotational speed of 1700 rpm at which the maximum torque achievable during 

operation was measured. 

A mathematical model of the zebra tape torque meter, shown schematically in 

Figure 84, has been built to relate the output quantity Trotor (i.e. the quantity 

intended to be measured) with the input quantities X (i.e. K, n and Δt) upon which 

Trotor depends. Table 20 summarises the model equations for the two approaches. 

 

Figure 81. Zebra tape torque meter model. 
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Method Model 

Rising Edge �50205 = Þ 2¶�60 ∆�www5 

Cross-Correlation �50205 = Þ 2¶�60 ∆�: 

Table 20 Measurement system model equations. 

The shaft torsional stiffness, K, has been estimated as the inverse of the slope of 

the rising edge calibration linear fit equation and its standard deviation, (R, has 

been computed by Type A method according to the GUM [157], i.e. by performing 

a statistical analysis of the residuals of the M calibration data with respect to its 

inverse interpolating line �50205 = ÞX5 as: 

(� = Ì E(TULVLU�E ∑ X5q��yÎJ ª K∑ X5q�yÎJ O�  (70) 

The uncertainty of the shaft angular speed n is computed by Type A method, by 

performing a statistical analysis of the time series of experimental data from the 

torque test rig at steady state, according to the GUM [157]. The standard 

uncertainty sn is therefore computed as standard deviation of n, and results to be: (Q = 0.23 [���] (71) 

In the case of the rising edge approach, the Probability Density Function (PDF) for 

the time shift measured by direct timing of each pair of rising edges, A�2U(�), has 

been computed through MCM, where 106 simulations have been performed to 

deliver a 95% coverage interval for the output quantity according to [184]. In this 

case A�2U(�) depends on the propagation through the model of the PDFs of the 

following independent input quantities (Figure 82), each with its own statistical 

dispersion: 

•  the time interval between the optical probe samples, with an associated 

rectangular PDF having a width equal to 2� l
���

, where: 

� J|�� = 12 ∗ 9YZ   (72) 

•  the zebra tape laser-printing resolution, with an associated rectangular PDF 

and 2�� width, where, assuming a 1200 dpi laser printer, the printing 

tolerance, �I, is given by: 
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�I = x25.4 ∗ 10ª3z1200 = 2.128 ∗ 10ª5[�]  (73) 

•  the shaft cylindricity error, with rectangular PDF and 2�* width, where 

assuming an IT8 tolerance class of the shaft, its dimensional tolerance, �Ö 

is given by [185]; 

•  the shaft radial movements (possibly due to vibrations), assumed acting in 

the direction perpendicular to the optical sensor axis, with Gaussian PDF 

and standard deviation: (� = 60 ∗ 10c´[�] (74) 

 

Figure 82. PDF propagation of the four independent input quantities to provide 

the PDF of ��5 (adapted from [184]). 

  

Table 21 summarises the input parameters contributing to the uncertainty of ��5, 
∆2U, each with its associated uncertainty intervals used in the model; the 

amplitude of these intervals is assumed based on knowledge of the technology 

implemented in the system; it is either the width of a flat PDF or a standard 

deviation of a gaussian PDF, depending on the type of parameter. The table 

provides also a sensitivity analysis, i.e. an estimate of the contribution to the overall 

uncertainty budget for each input parameter, showing that the zebra tape laser-

printing and the shaft cylindricity errors are the major contributors to uncertainty 
∆2U. 

� �
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Within each shaft revolution, the standard deviation of ��www5, (�2wwwU, has been then 

obtained through MCM as the average of the eight pulse train rising edges, ��5, 

and their PDFs, A�2U. 

Xj 
Standard 

deviation 

sj 

Half-width 

tolerance 

aj 

Sensitivity 

analysis · *9"*¾yº� 
¾-� 
Symbol Name 

19YZ 
Optical probe sampling 

frequency 
 4.00 ∗ 10c´ s 1.33 ∗ 10cJ� s 

p Zebra tape laser-printing  2.12 ∗ 10c# m* 2.76 ∗ 10c$ s 

d Shaft cylindricity error  33 ∗ 10c´ m* 4.30 ∗ 10c$ s 

v shaft movements 60 ∗ 10c´ m*  5.63 ∗ 10cJ1 s 

* model assumption  

Table 21. Uncertainties and sensitivity analysis of the quantities contributing to 
∆2U. 

In the case of the cross-correlation approach, the same Gaussian PDF, with the 

uncertainty 
∆2U, has been assumed for all the time shifts measured between the 

rising and falling edges, respectively. Unlike the rising edge detection approach, in 

this case the standard deviation of ∆�:, (∆2~, has been obtained by type B analysis 

[157] as: (∆2~ =  
∆2U
%2��� (75) 

The PDF for T, AT(�), depends on the propagation through the model of the PDFs 

of the independent input quantities, K, n and Δt (i.e. ��www5 or ∆�:, depending on the 

approach adopted) as described in Figure 83. 
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Figure 83. PDF propagation of K, n and Δt to provide the PDF of Trotor through 

the zebra tape torque meter model (adapted from [184]). 

 

Table 22 summarises the quantities used for the estimation of the uncertainty of 

Trotor, 
TULVLU, and their sensitivity analysis, showing that, in both approaches, the 

estimation of �� is the major contributor to 
TULVLU. 

Xj Standard 

deviation 

sj 

Sensitivity analysis 

Symbol Name Value 
Rising 

edge 

Cross-

correlation 

K 

shaft 

torsional 

stiffness  
159.523 Nmrad∗

 0.0077 Nmrad∗
 5.965 ∗ 10c$ Nm 

n 

shaft 

rotational 

speed 

1700 rpm∗   0.23 rpm∗ 4.686 ∗ 10c´ Nm 

��5wwww 

Time shift 

measurement 

by direct 

timing of 

rising edges 

5.63 ∗ 10cj s∗ 1.27 ∗ 10c# s∗∗ 0.131 Nm  

��:wwww 

Time shift 

measurement 

by cross-

correlation 

5.51 ∗ 10cj s∗ 1.27 ∗ 10c# s∗∗  0.137 Nm 

       * experimental result; **MCM result 

Table 22. Uncertainties and sensitivity analysis of the quantities contributing to 
TULVLU. 
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For both approaches, Table 23 shows the torque measurement type B expanded 

uncertainty at 95% confidence level (i.e. corresponding to two standard deviations) 

obtained by applying the MCM in compliance with the ISO GUM [184] and 

expressed as a percentage of the system full-scale torque �50205c67¼. 

Method uMCM [%] 

Rising Edge ±1.2 

Cross-Correlation ±1.2 

Table 23. Torque meter system Type B expanded uncertainty, uMCM. 

In both cases, the results show that the application of the MCM to a simplified 

model of the measurement system overestimates the overall system uncertainty 

when compared to the type A uncertainty obtained by experimental results in 

laboratory conditions, as reported in Table 19 Parameters of the two calibration 

curves and relative Type A uncertainty, �:78_TULVLUTable 19. The rising edge detection 

approach shows the larger difference between the values of uMCM and �:78_TULVLU. 

Indeed, it is reasonable that a type A evaluation based on laboratory data 

underestimates uncertainty, because the MCM method takes into account all 

possible sources of uncertainty which may occur in a real world application; 

however, in a laboratory experiment, not all of them will act therefore the 

uncertainty estimated thought a statistical processing of experimental data can be 

lower. Therefore, the uncertainty estimated by MCM method sets an upper limit to 

possible uncertainty attainable in a real world application. 

6.4.3 Experimental results 

Tests have been performed to validate the proposed algorithms under both static 

and dynamic conditions. The torque measurements obtained by the zebra tape 

torque meter have been compared with measurements from in-line torque 

transducer (Magtrol) which we considered as the reference system for all the work, 

being a well established technique at state-of-art. Shaft speed was also recorded 

by the zebra tapes. 

6.4.3.a Steady state test results 

Figure 84 shows speed and torque results for two steady state tests performed at 

1700 rpm, 4 Nm and 1900 rpm, 10 Nm. Both the cross-correlation (azure line) and 

rising edge (red line) approaches show good agreement, on average, with reference 

transducer measurements (black dotted line) however the zebra tape data appears 

noisier. This is particularly apparent for torque measurements obtained by cross-

correlation. The causes of noise in this data have been already outlined when 

showing the calibration results however it should also be noted that the reference 

transducer is sampled at a much lower rate, possibly reducing its own noise levels. 
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The frequency at which noise appears for the optical system is significantly higher 

than any relevant frequencies expected in the mechanical torque signal therefore 

such noise could be reduced by low pass digital filtering. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 84 Optical system speed and torque measurement under steady state 

conditions: (a) and (c) 1700 rpm and 4 Nm; (b) and (d) 1900 rpm and 10 Nm 

6.4.3.b Dynamic test results 

Finally, dynamic tests have been performed to evaluate and compare the dynamic 

response of the two approaches. Figure 85 shows the effects of sharp step changes 

in torque. The shaft speed was initially set at around 1715 rpm and the torque first 

increased and then decreased in steps of approximately 2 Nm, in the 0-15 Nm 

operating range. Changes in speed are the result of applied torque that were not 

countered by the variable speed drive. The zebra tape measurements allow 

tracking of the rotational frequency as well as the torque during the whole 

transient. The dynamic response of the zebra tape torque meter is sufficient to 

track the torque variations imposed on the shaft. Both the rising edge and cross 

correlation torque estimations follow the step changes well and without any timing 

delay. However, as already noted, the outputs are noisier, especially when the 

cross-correlation approach is applied. Low pass filtering would reduce this noise 

without affecting torque meter dynamic response in the band of frequencies of 

interest for mechanical torque measurements. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 85 Optical system speed (a) and torque (b) measurements under sharp step 

torque changes 

Additional dynamic tests have been performed by applying a harmonic input torque 

at three different frequencies (0.17 Hz, 0.30 Hz and 0.63 Hz) and at a peak-to-peak 

amplitude of approximately to 6 Nm (Figure 86 a-b), within experimental 

limitations. Again, the zebra tape torque meter shows a good dynamic response 

under harmonic changes of input torque, even if affected by greater high frequency 

noise in the case of the cross-correlation approach. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 86 Optical system speed (a) and torque (b) measurements under torque 

varying at three different frequencies (0.17 Hz, 0.30 Hz and 0.63 Hz) 

6.5 Comparison with conventional twist angle measurement 

methods 

Similarly to the conventional twist angle measurement methods [167][152][172] 

[173], the time shift between the signals recorded by the two zebra tape torque 

meter optical probes is a function of the twist of the shaft due to the applied torque. 

However, the non-intrusive system presented in this paper has the significant 

advantages of using less-intrusive, cheaper, easier and quicker to install equipment, 

making it suitable for a larger range of industrial applications, even in confined, 

challenging or sensitive operating environments, without any significant impact on 

shaft design and mechanical integrity. In addition to torque measurement, the 

zebra tape torque meter provides the shaft rotational speed, which allows the 

measurement of the mechanical power transmitted by the shaft. This results in a 

reduction in the number of sensors in the system and hence saving in space, weight 
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and complexity, which is particularly important for many industrial applications, 

such as in the naval and wind energy sectors. The measurement system is reliable, 

robust and straightforward to use. The zebra tapes can be designed to be fitted or 

retrofitted on any shaft diameter and material, while all the electronic components 

remain on the static part of the system, making the system compatible with harsh 

and polluted environments. High measurement accuracy and resolution can be 

achieved by accurately designing the width of the zebra tape black and white stripes 

to suit the particular application. Thanks to the easy glue-on installation of the 

zebra tapes, the measurement system can be moved to other similar installations 

easily in a very short amount of time. This is ideal when torque monitoring forms 

part of the final check-out of multiple machines. By simply modifying the separation 

distance of the two zebra tapes along the shaft, when its length allows, different 

measurement sensitivities can be achieved according to the field application 

requirements. This would generally result in sensitivities higher than conventional 

optical torque measurement systems. 

6.6 Feasability zebra tate application 

The torque measurement on rotating shafts through a pair of zebra tapes showed 

good metrological performance in laboratory tests, especially if the rising edge 

approach is applied. These results, obtained by a laboratory experience, should be 

extended to real situations in order to verify the applicability of the technique. 

Therefore, this paragraph performs a feasibility analysis for scaling up the zebra 

tape torque meter to be applicable to two two real shaft configurations of real wind 

turbines, based on the expected torque uncertainty, according to equation (76). In 

particular, this uncertainty is evaluated by comparing the time shift uncertainty �∆2[(], calculated by experimental data given by test bench results according to 

equation (77), with the expected maximum time shift ∆�67¼. �TULVLU[%] = �∆2[(]∆�67¼[(] ∗ 100 (76) 

�∆2[(] = 60 ∗ �:78_TULVLU[E�]2¶� ∗ Þ = 0.00000662 [(] (77) 

where K, the shaft torsional stiffness, is given by the inverse of the slope of the 

calibration curve and n is the shaft rotational speed. 

Evaluating the uncertainty in accordance with equation (76) is approximate, 

because it considers that all uncertainty contributions that affect a real application 

have been appropriately considered in the �∆2[(] calculation; however, assumption 

necessary in this thesis given the impossibility to tests the technique on a real wind 

turbine shaft. 

Below is reported a feasibility analysis for two drive train configurations: 
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•  60kW wind turbine and drivetrain with gearbox; 

•  3 MW wind turbine and direct drivetrain. 

6.6.1 60 kW wind turbine and drivetrain with gearbox 

Figure 87 shows an example of a drivetrain with a gearbox for a 60 kW wind turbine. 

The gearbox allows to transfer the torque between the slow shaft, connected to 

the rotor, with the fast shaft connected to the generator. The fast shaft is usually 

unfavourable for the application of the zebra tape torque technique because the 

time shift between the rising edges of the pulse train decreases linearly with the 

shaft speed and the shaft length; the fast shaft is shorter, since it can be totally or 

partially embedded within the generator and is faster. 

For these reasons, for the drive train with gearbox the feasibility analysis will be 

performed for a pair of zebra tapes glue on the slow shaft. 

 
Figure 87 60 kW wind turbine and drivetrain with gear box 

The main shaft, shown in Figure 87, can be split in 4 sections: 

•  Section 1: this part is inserted inside the hub and on it a driving torque is 

applied, which for simplicity, can be imagined as a torque applied on the A-

A axis. This section is usually not easy to access and a zebra tape cannot be 

install; 

•  Section 2: It is a free shaft part and is often the first useful section to install 

a zebra tape; 

•  Section 3: It is the shaft part inserted inside the gearbox and on it a braking 

torque is applied, which for simplicity, can be imagined as a torque applied 
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on the B-B axis. This section is usually not easy to access and a zebra tape 

cannot be install; 

•  Section 4: It is the part of shaft that comes out from the gearbox and that 

precedes the brake. It is the last useful section to install a zebra tape. 

According to this list, Figure 88 shows the torque diagram of the shaft and the 

maximum possible distance between the pair of zebra tape (Z1 and Z2). This zebra 

tape distance and shaft dimensions represent the standard, for a 60 kW wind 

turbine and drive train with gear box, in relation to which a feasibility analysis of 

the torque measurement technique will be performed below. 

 
Figure 88 Shaft of 60 kW wind turbine and drivetrain with gearbox 

The maximum torque value, Trotor-max, applied to the shaft is not available from the 

data sheet of the WT but can be calculated, according to equation (78), from the 

maximum power delivered from the generator and assuming values for the 

generator's efficiency and the mechanical transmission efficiency of the gearbox. 

Typical technical values and the maximum expected torque for a 60 kW wind 

turbine and drivetrain with gearbox are given in Table 24. T&'('&c)*p  = P(c)*p ∗ 602 ∗ π ∗ n)*p ∗ �el ∗ �mec (78) 

 P(c)*p: Maximum power 60000 [W] n)*p: Maximum rotor speed 60 [rpm] 

�,-: Generator's efficiency 0.95  

�),.: Mechanical transmission efficiency 0.9  T&'('&c)*p: Maximum torque 11169 [Nm] 

Table 24 Expected shaft torque for 60 kW wind turbine and drivetrain with 

gearbox 
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The maximum expected angular and time shift between the zebra tape sections (Z1 

and Z2) are given by the equations (79) and (80). X67¼ = 32 ∗ �50205c67¼ ∗ �¶ ∗ À ∗ (&4j ª &-j)  (79) 

∆�67¼ = 602¶� X67¼ (80) 

 

E: Young modulus 2.1E+11 [GPa] 

ν: Poisson's ratio 0.3  

G: Shear modulus 80769230769 [Pa] 

Table 25 Technical data of 42CrMo4 steel 

Assuming that the shaft is made of 42CrMo4 steel, with mechanical properties such 

as those shown in Table 25, the maximum expected angular and time shift are X67¼ = 0.00207 [rad] and ∆�67¼ = 0.000330 [s]. Finally, considering the 

hypothesis that all uncertainty contributions that affect a real application have 

been appropriately considered in the U∆( [s], the uncertainty of the torque 

measurement through a pair of zebra tape is estimated to be �TULVLU = 2.0 [%] for 

a 60 kW wind turbine and drive train with gearbox. 

6.6.2 3 MW wind turbines and direct drive train 

Figure 89 shows an example of direct-drive train of multi megawatt wind turbines. 

A low speed shaft connects the rotor to the generator. 

 
Figure 89 Multi megawatt wind turbine and direct drivetrain [188] 
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According to Figure 89 the shaft can be split in 5 sections: 

•  Section 1: this part is inserted inside to the hub and on it a driving torque is 

applied, which for simplicity, can be imagined as a torque applied on the A-

A axis. Also this disc is often used as a brake disc. This section is usually not 

easy to access; therefore, a zebra tape cannot be install; 

•  Section 2: It is a free shaft part; however, given its conic trunk section, it is 

often advisable not install any zebra tape; 

•  Section 3: It is the shaft part in which the bearing is inserted and a zebra 

tape cannot be install; 

•  Section 4: It is the free shaft part at the ends of which a pair of zebra tape 

can be installed; 

•  Section 5: It is the shaft part inserted inside the generator and on it a 

braking torque is applied, which for simplicity, can be imagined as a torque 

applied on the B-B axis. This section is usually not easy to access and a zebra 

tape cannot be install. 

 

Figure 90 Main shaft for direct drive 3 MW wind turbine [189] 
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According to this list, Figure 90 shows the torque diagram of the shaft and the 

maximum possible distance between the pair of zebra tape (Z1 and Z2). This zebra 

tape distance and shaft dimensions represent the standard, for a 3 MW wind 

turbine and direct drive train, in relation to which a feasibility analysis of the torque 

measurement technique will be performed below. 

The maximum torque value, Trotor-max, applied to the shaft is not available from the 

data sheet of the WT but can be calculated, according to equation (78), from the 

maximum power delivered from the generator and assuming values for the 

generator's efficiency and the mechanical transmission efficiency of the gearbox. 

Typical technical values and the maximum expected torque for a 3 MW wind 

turbine and direct drivetrain are given in Table 26. P(c)*p: Maximum power 3000000 [W] n)*p: Maximum rotor speed 15 [rpm] 

�,-: Generator's efficiency 0.95  

�),.: Mechanical transmission efficiency 0.98  T&'('&c)*p: Maximum torque 2051406 [Nm] 

 

Table 26 Expected shaft torque for 3 MW wind turbine and direct drivetrain 

Assuming that the shaft is made of 42CrMo4 steel, with mechanical properties such 

as those shown in Table 25, the maximum expected angular and time shift are X67¼ = 0.00198[rad] and ∆�67¼ = 0.00126 [(]. Finally, considering the 

hypothesis that all uncertainty contributions that affect a real application have 

been appropriately considered in the U∆( [s], the uncertainty of the torque 

measurement through a pair of zebra tape is �TULVLU = 0.5 [%] for 3 MW wind 

turbines and direct drive train. 

Finally, comparing the expected uncertainties �TULVLU for the two turbine and shaft 

solutions discussed above, the measurement of torque by a pair of zebra tapes is 

less uncertain when performed on long and slow shafts.
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusion 

Wind turbines play a key role in renewable energy sources. This led to a steady 

increase in wind energy production, but forecasts, which were even more positive, 

were not reached due to O&M costs. For this reason, wind turbine certification and 

development of condition monitoring techniques are critical for the future of wind 

turbines, as these allow to demonstrate that the operational conditions are 

compliant to the project design (mechanical stress, acoustic emission, power 

output ... ) and that the defects can be predicted in advance enough to avoid serious 

failures, which would cause long machine stops and long pay back periods. 

However, it is increasingly complex to extract reliable information about the wind 

turbines operational conditions, due their increasing complexity and size. Problems 

in the procedures and methods for obtaining reliable data on the mechanical 

behaviour for monitoring and certify wind turbines were the central theme of this 

doctoral work. The thesis at first discussed the criticalities to apply the current 

standard, IEC 61400/13, for a mechanical certification and gave suggestions and 

reccomendations to overcome these problems. At the state of the art, there are 

not many critical analyses in this regard. Then, it presented the deployment and 

use of the optical trasducer to mesure torque on rotating shaft of wind turbines. 

The non-intrusive torque measurement system proposed represents the holds 

most of the novelty of this work. Indeed, no similar technology has ever been 

studied and applied for the application on wind turbines. 

Regarding the mechanical certification of wind turbines, this work provides in 

Chapter 4 and 5 an insight into the measurement problems associated to model 

based calibration of strain gage bridges used for mechanical load measurement 

according to the standard IEC-61400/13. 

Chapter 4 discusses the guidelines that need to be followed for defining the strain 

gage measurement chain, showing the possible configurations of the full strain 

gage bridges (parallel or T), the possible electrical connection (4 wires or 6 wires) 

and showing a typical configuration of the DAQ network system. Next, the 

procedure for analytical and gravity calibration have been discussed. These two 

calibration have to be performed when it is impossible to perform a calibration by 

applying real mechanical inputs to the turbine, which is more and more complex 

for large wind turbines due to their size and due to the magnitude of forces which 

would be necessary. Concerning gravity calibration, kinematic and dynamic models 

of the wind turbine have been presented, they can be used to provide a series of 

reference input loads, which allow to calibrate the various elements of turbine 

(tower, shaft, blades) using the unbalanced masses of the structure itself. The loads 

generated through these unbalances, for some turbine sections, will only cover part 
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of the measurement range; such as bottom tower bending moments, the fraction 

of the full scale may be really small, lower than 5%, because unbalanced masses 

cause small bending moments relative to those generated by aerodynamic actions 

during operation. In these cases, a combination of analytical and gravity loads 

calibration methods is required. 

Chapter 5 then examines the problems to evaluate calibration uncertainty and 

signal uncertainty of WTs and provides a complete example based on typical 2 MW 

WT characteristics. 

Concerning calibration uncertainty, the uncertainty of the reference inputs is 

conducted by a type B methodology, according to the ISO-GUM. Literature suggests 

that the reference input used in a calibration process should have an uncertainty 

lower or equal to 1/4 of the measurement uncertainty of the device being 

calibrated; in any case, the choice of a smaller ratio would improve the calibration 

process. The regression of calibration data would then provide a mean to 

determine the statistical uncertainty type A. Finally, the uncertainty of the 

reference input should be combined to the statistical uncertainty of the calibration 

in order to estimate the overall calibration uncertainty, which in IEC-61400-13 

should be lower than 3%. A reduction in the uncertainty of the input reference 

eases to meet this requirement. The thesis shows that the contribution of the input 

reference uncertainty in a model based calibration of a large wind turbine can be 

reduced and therefore in practice neglected, if it is one order of magnitude lower 

than desired uncertainty set for the load measurement. Results from calibration of 

a typical class II 2 MW wind turbine show an uncertainty of the input load in the 

order of 0.2÷0.5 % of full scale, which is one order of magnitude lower than the 

target 3 % set by IEC-61400-13 standard. 

Furthermore, the thesis provides an analysis of the influence of thermal 

contributions. The analysis shows that these effects cause zero drift and sensitivity 

drift. Thermal effects occur both during measurement campaign and calibration 

process, due to the long time required. Therefore, thermal effects should be 

considered both in signal uncertainty and calibration uncertainty. 

For bridges in T configuration, the thermal effect is about 0.2 % for 5 °C temperature 

variation or difference, while in case of parallel bridges installed on the tower, these 

negative effects will easily reach 1 %. Although the thermal effects during the 

calibration process can be limited or kept under control, they are surely present 

during the measurement campaign and then the signal uncertainty due to thermal 

effects may reach very high values. Therefore, Chapter 5 has provided the guideline 

to perform thermal compensation and the equations that have to be used to 

evaluated the signal uncertainty due to thermal effects, if a thermal compensation 

can be performed. 

However, in order to reduce the uncertainty due to the thermal effects, a careful 

choice of bridge configuration have to be performed. In particular, the T 
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configuration should be preferred in tower top and bottom bending moment, 

because it allows compensating the temperature difference between the two sides 

of the bridge. Concerning shaft measurements, given that the shaft is rotating, it is 

possible to assume that the strain gages are isothermal. The parallel configuration 

should be than preferred, considering that its sensitivity is larger than a full bridge 

in T configuration. Finally, for blade in composite material the parallel bridge 

configuration should be preferred, because due to the anisotropy of the fiberglass, 

the behaviour under temperature and humidity variation is different along 

different axes. This makes useless the application of T-rosettes, which will not 

compensate thermal effects having different value over different direction. 

In addition to machine certification, condition monitoring is a crucial aspect for the 

future of wind energy. In particular, many studies have shown that an accurate 

torque measurement can provide much information about the WT’s health and it 

has been shown to be successful in the detection of faults in the main drive train 

components. Although WT torsional effects are important, torque measurement 

on wind turbine shaft is a complex task today; the available solutions are uncertain 

(like strain gage) or invasive (like inline torque sensor). This thesis has presented 

and analysed a new non-intrusive technique for shaft speed and torque 

measurement consisting of a set of two zebra tapes and optical probes; this study 

rappresentes the holds most of the novelty of this work. As the shaft rotates, each 

optical sensor generates a pulse train signal proportional to the light intensity 

reflected by the zebra tape stripes. Shaft rotational speed has been calculated by 

measuring the times at which the rising edges of the pulse trains occur. Torque has 

been estimated by measuring the angle of twist from the pulse train time shift 

measurements through the application of rising edge detection and cross-

correlation approaches. The contactless, optical torque measurement system 

performance has been demonstrated by comparing the results from both 

approaches against reference measurements from an in-line torque transducer 

mounted on the test bench shaft. Experimental measurements under steady state 

conditions, performed to calibrate the contactless system, show a linear 

relationship between torque and twist, in perfect agreement with theoretical 

predictions. The rising edge and the cross-correlation torque measurements 

correlate closely with the in-line transducer measurements under both steady state 

and dynamic torque conditions, with ±0.3 and ±0.8 uncertainty, respectively. A 

Montecarlo method has been also used to estimate measurement uncertainty in 

real world conditions, by simulating statistical variations of the parameters 

affecting system performance; in the worst case, expanded uncertainty is lower 

than ±1.2 %. The larger uncertainty associated with the cross-correlation method is 

shown to be due to the combined effect of its higher sensitivity to the pulse shape 

and to the position of its centre. Low pass digital filtering would reduce the noise 

associated with the cross-correlation approach without affecting the torque meter 
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dynamic response. Unlike conventional in-line torque transducers and the 

conventional strain gauge technique, the proposed zebra tape torque meter does 

not require costly embedded sensors, electronics or wires on the rotating shaft. 

Comparing with conventional twist angle measurement methods, the proposed 

methodology is less intrusive, simpler and cheaper to implement, making it suitable 

to a larger variety of engineering applications. Measurement accuracy and 

resolution can be easily adapted to the field application requirements by carefully 

designing the zebra tapes and their separation along the shaft. A feasibility analysis 

for two real shaft configurations and real wind turbines has been performed, 60 kW 

wind turbine with drive train with gearbox and 3 MW wind turbine with direct drive 

train. The expected uncertainty for the two solutions is 2.0% and 0.5%, respectively. 

Therefore, the technique is more reliable to measure torque of slow and long shaft, 

typical of a large wind turbine with direct drivetrain. 

7.2 Further Work 

The future works discussed below refer to the two areas of interest presented in 

this thesis. 

Future work about wind turbines certification: 

•  Development of cross-talk phenomenon compensation models, these 

models should also provide a study of the uncertainty obtainable following 

this compensation; 

•  Development of mathematical models to calibrate the blade pitch 

actuation. 

Future work about the develop of torque measurement technique: 

•  Reduce the relative movements between the optical probes and the shaft, 

that have been identified as the main causes of uncertainty; this have to be 

done by improving the measurement chain and the data processing 

algorithm. Where, the movements can be caused by radial and tangential 

vibrations, thermal expansion, non-cylindrical expansion of the shaft, ....; 

•  Develop and test an optical system that can operate in dirty environments 

and in aggressive conditions, with strong variations in temperature and 

humidity, without experiencing sharp sensitivity reduction and therefore 

causing increased uncertainty in the torque measurement; 

•  Test the capacity and the sensitivity of the proposed technique to detect 

drive train faults; 

•  Test the technique on a real wind turbine shaft; 

•  Make the data processing algorithms faster, which can get in output real-

time torque information.
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